
P, Bronte – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:29:47
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Bronte P
Sent 23/05/2019 5:29:47 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Bronte P
Karama, Northern Territory, 0812, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Bronte P via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Bronte provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Bronte P at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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P, Evelyn – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:02:57
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Evelyn P
Sent 29/05/2019 11:02:57 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Evelyn P
Fitzroy North, Victoria, 3068, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Evelyn P via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Evelyn provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Evelyn P at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pacey, Kiva – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:55:07
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Kiva Pacey
Sent 23/05/2019 6:55:07 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Kiva Pacey
Forster, New South Wales, 2428, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kiva Pacey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kiva provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kiva Pacey at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paddock, Gloria – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:50:54
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Gloria Paddock
Sent 28/05/2019 6:50:54 PM

Origin,
Don’t frack the NT. Aboriginal communities are opposed to fracking on their land. Fracking
will cause destruction of land and water. The climate will suffer. Fracking uses chemicals that
are dangerous to humans as well as the land and water. Listen to the traditional owners of the
land. I strongly urge this fracking to be stopped.

Gloria Paddock
*************
NSW 2324
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Page, Jim – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 16:20:47
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Jim Page
Sent 24/05/2019 4:20:47 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Jim Page

___________________________
This email was sent by Jim Page via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Jim provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jim Page at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Page, Liz – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:15:44
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Liz Page
Sent 29/05/2019 1:15:44 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Liz Page
Woombye, Queensland, 4559, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Liz Page via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Liz provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Liz Page at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Page, R – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 15:33:31
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From R Page
Sent 25/05/2019 3:33:31 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
R Page
Teneriffe, Queensland, 4005, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by R Page via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
R provided an email address (1@sky.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to R Page at 1@sky.com.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Page, Rebecca – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 19:49:55
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rebecca Page
Sent 23/05/2019 7:49:55 PM

Dear DENR,

Re: Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla Drilling and
Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

You must reject Origin Energy’s EMP in order to protect against climate change, the most
serious threat facing our people, nation and planet.

We need more investment in renewable energy, not dirty fossil fuels. Renewables mean a
better environment, more jobs and a better future.

I strongly object to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
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chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Rebecca Page
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Engadine, New South Wales, 2233, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Rebecca Page via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Rebecca provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rebecca Page at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Page, Sally – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 09:40:13
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Plan for NT Drilling and Fracturing 2019 Program EP117

N2
From Sally Page
Sent 29/05/2019 9:40:13 AM

Do not allow Origin Energy to con the government into allowing it to devastate cultural and
natural habitat for the sake of money. Put greed aside and help keep this planet in its natural
state for future generations. Those in power need to act NOW.

Sally Page
*************
NSW 2290
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Paget, Siobhan – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 09:29:02
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Siobhan Paget
Sent 24/05/2019 9:29:02 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Siobhan Paget
Leeming, Western Australia, 6149, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Siobhan Paget via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Siobhan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Siobhan Paget at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paget, Siobhan – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 15:19:00
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Siobhan Paget
Sent 26/05/2019 3:19:00 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Siobhan Paget
Bull Creek, Western Australia, 6149, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Siobhan Paget via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Siobhan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Siobhan Paget at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pagotto, Pia – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 14:16:51
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Pia Pagotto
Sent 24/05/2019 2:16:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Pia Pagotto

___________________________
This email was sent by Pia Pagotto via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Pia provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Pia Pagotto at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pagotto, Pia – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:24:01
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Pia Pagotto
Sent 29/05/2019 2:24:01 PM

Fracking is a most dangerous enterprise so inconsistent with known reliable science that has
outlined so many of its problems if we are to move ahead with a safer climate future. Water
sources and the natural environment will be threatened, the chemicals used are dangerous,
which could all lead to a degradation of what we need for good health. I am soundly opposed
to such a venture. There is also the need to be mindful to the Traditional Owners who oppose
fracking precisely because of all the dangers to the environment it presents - have you really
considered respectfully their concerns and wishes in this?
Pia Pagotto Melbourne 3056

pia pagotto
*************
VIC 3156
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Paine, Robin – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 16:26:04
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Robin Paine
Sent 24/05/2019 4:26:04 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

As a father and grandfather I am deeply concerned for the future that my descendants will
face. In my short life I have already seen the effects of climate change and they have only just
begun. The future is very bleak. We need to take action now which means no more fossil fuel
exploration anywhere on the planet. Only clean green sources of energy need be explored and
they are available already so there is no excuse.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
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Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286
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[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Robin Paine
Yankalilla, South Australia, 5203, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Robin Paine via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Robin provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Robin Paine at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Painter, Lynda – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 17:28:45
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lynda Painter
Sent 30/05/2019 5:28:45 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Allowing fracking and extraction of natural gas ANYWHERE in Australia must be wound
back. The destruction of riverine ecosystems and interruptions to not only animal and bird life
on the plains but those of the people who live there too must be suspended or minimised.
Most especially targeting the NT is so very wrong on all counts.

I object most strongly to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the
Kyalla Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2. I don't believe that a
complete and comprehensive EIS has been done.

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
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Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286
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[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Lynda Painter
Port Broughton, South Australia, 5522, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Lynda Painter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Lynda provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lynda Painter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paisley, Cheree – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 23:50:13
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Cheree Paisley
Sent 29/05/2019 11:50:13 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Cheree Paisley
Success, Western Australia, 6164, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Cheree Paisley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Cheree provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Cheree Paisley at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Palmer, David – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 10:29:03
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From David Palmer
Sent 25/05/2019 10:29:03 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

A few years ago our community organized against the fracking being undertaken in Northern
New South Wales. With the help of Lock the Gate and the Northern Rivers Guardians, we
persuaded the Liberal National government to buy back the licenses that had been issued by
the previous Labor government.

Origin Energy's persistence in this fossil industry is outrageous. It is time for a complete
transfer to renewables. Origin seems to be trying to squeeze the last few dollars out of a dying
industry. There seems to be no consideration that the planet is dying too.

STOP IT OR WE'LL GO DEAD!

I concur with all that follows:
--------------------------------------------------------------------

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.
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Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
David Palmer
Rowlands Creek, New South Wales, 2484, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by David Palmer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however David provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to David Palmer at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Palomountain, Jane – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 16:30:24
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Jane Palomountain
Sent 29/05/2019 4:30:24 PM

I object to fracking in the Northern Territory. Fracking causes harm to groundwater and the
local environment. It is not clear that the traditional owners have provided informed consent.
Please don't do it! Jane Palomountain, 3095

Jane Palomountain
*************
VIC 3095
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Pan, Alex – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 21:49:20
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Alex Pan
Sent 23/05/2019 9:49:20 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Alex Pan
Baulkham Hills, New South Wales, 2153, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Alex Pan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Alex provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Alex Pan at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Panayi, Christopher – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 16:59:25
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Christopher Panayi
Sent 24/05/2019 4:59:25 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Christopher Panayi
New York, New York, 10007, United States

___________________________
This email was sent by Christopher Panayi via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Christopher provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Christopher Panayi at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pandji, Vijaya – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 00:22:29
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Vijaya Pandji
Sent 24/05/2019 12:22:29 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Vijaya Pandji
Hawthorn, Victoria, 3122, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Vijaya Pandji via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Vijaya provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Vijaya Pandji at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pandya, Shilpesh – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 10:51:48
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Shilpesh Pandya
Sent 30/05/2019 10:51:48 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

___________________________
This email was sent by Shilpesh Pandya via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Shilpesh provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Shilpesh Pandya at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Papon, Mathilde – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 21:17:35
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Mathilde Papon
Sent 26/05/2019 9:17:35 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Mathilde Papon
Caulfield East, Victoria, 3145, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Mathilde Papon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Mathilde provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Mathilde Papon at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pappalardo, Penelope – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 09:46:33
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Penelope Pappalardo
Sent 25/05/2019 9:46:33 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Penelope Pappalardo

___________________________
This email was sent by Penelope Pappalardo via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Penelope provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Penelope Pappalardo at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paradies, Yin – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 10:58:42
Subject Re: Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan
From Yin Paradies
Sent 29/05/2019 10:58:42 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

Re: Kyalla Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

I request that the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to t reject Origin
Energy’s Environmental Management Plan.

As an Aboriginal man who lived for 20 years in Darwin, I am deeply concerned about the
risks associated with Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the
Northern Territory. I strongly object to the approval of this Environmental Management Plan
for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this plan will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
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seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary principle approach to the cumulative climate
impacts of this exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the
Northern Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time
when we need to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this plan to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, as well as the long term effects of
climate change.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Yin Paradies

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

___________________________
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This email was sent by Yin Paradies via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Yin provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Yin Paradies at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pardoe, John – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:58:13
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From John Pardoe
Sent 29/05/2019 2:58:13 PM

I wish to state my strong opposition to Origin's shale gas plans on the grounds of the risks to
the environment and water security.
The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources.
The health and environmental risks of the dangerous chemicals used in the fracking processes
are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks.
Although I live in Cammeray, Sydney and the damage that would occur if Origin proceeds
would hardly be noticed by me directly, my concern is for my grandchildren and the
population of Australia at large. The world is facing enough problems without adding this to
the list.
Please seriously consider my concern and that of many others.

John Pardoe
*************
NSW 2062
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Paredes, Julie-Ann – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:20:46
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Julie-Ann Paredes
Sent 28/05/2019 6:20:46 PM

I wish to make a submission stating that I object to this project and I do not believe that it
should go ahead.
This project is a threat to our safe climate future.
Origin's exploration well has the potential to lead to hundreds of Origin's shale gas wells in
full production phase, and to the further development of Northern Territory's unconventional
gas industry, which NT government sources have said could mean over 6000 gas wells.1 The
gas industries' peak body, the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association,
has said there are over 200 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Northern Territory, which is the
equivalent to 50 power stations operating for thirty years.2 We simply cannot afford such a
climate disaster.
The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources.
Origin have provided a list of chemicals that will be stored and used on the site of their
exploration well Many of these chemicals do not have available health data.3 These chemicals
must be adequately health tested before being used in the fracking processes.
The health and environmental risks of the dangerous chemicals used in the fracking processes
are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks.
Origin is proposing using open tanks to store liquids that flow back after the fracking process,
which will be millions of litres. This is in spite of the fact that the Northern Territory fracking
inquiry recommended that all polluted water from the fracking process be stored in closed
tanks to minimise risks to human life and the natural environment.4
There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process.
The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory stated that,
'Aboriginal people from regional communities who made submissions to the Panel almost
universally expressed deep concern about, and strong opposition to, the development of any
onshore shale gas industry on their country.'4 This included communities in the Beetaloo
basin where this exploration well will be located. A report from the Jumbunna Institute at
UTS, 5 has questioned whether communities have been provided adequate information about
the fracking processes, leading to the conclusion that 'based on a review of publicly available
information, the report finds that most – if not all – exploration permits issued in the Northern
Territory for unconventional gas were issued in the absence of free, prior and informed
consent'. In this context it is not appropriate to proceed with the current exploration permit
without further consultation.
References:
[1] 'Onshore shale gas in Australia and the Northern Territory', The Scientific Inquiry into
Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory, March 2018.
[2] 'NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants', The Australia Institute.
[3] For more information on chemical information see 'Object to Origin's frack plans', Lock
the Gate.
[4] Recommendation 7.12, The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern
Territory, March 2018.
[4] 'Aboriginal people and their culture', p 266, The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic
Fracturing in the Northern Territory, March 2018.
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[5] Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and Informed Consent in the NT, Jumbunna Institute
UTS. Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to guide your submission.

Julie-Ann Paredes
*************
NSW 2477
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Parker, Daamon – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 08:35:52
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Daamon Parker
Sent 24/05/2019 8:35:52 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Daamon Parker
Ascot Vale, Victoria, 3032, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Daamon Parker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Daamon provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Daamon Parker at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parker, Helen – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 16:16:21
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NTp
From Helen Parker
Sent 24/05/2019 4:16:21 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Helen Parker
Sydney, New South Wales, 2010, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Helen Parker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Helen provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Helen Parker at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parker, Julie – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 02:18:42
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Julie Parker
Sent 29/05/2019 2:18:42 AM

The prospect of fracking is extremely concerning for the future health of our environment. We
can not afford to allow such poluting and dangerous practises to go ahead. We need to change
our short term, make money at all costs to one that values a safe and healthy planet for all
living things to survive. Pleases do not allow Origin to go proceed with its fracking proposal.
Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to guide your submission.

Julie Parker
*************
VIC 3825
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Parker, Nancy – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 09:13:17
Subject Fracking in the Northern Territory
From Nancy Parker
Sent 29/05/2019 9:13:17 AM

Dear Sir,
Please do not allow Origin to frack in the Northern Territory. This will impose a danger to
human and environmental life due to endangering the water supply. Water is the most vital
part of all life and should never be compromised.
Thank you for preserving our environment.
Yours sincerely
Nancy Parker

Nancy Parker
*************
NSW 2226
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PARKES, Bridget – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:25:44
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Bridget REES PARKES
Sent 29/05/2019 2:25:44 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Bridget REES PARKES

___________________________
This email was sent by Bridget REES PARKES via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Bridget provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Bridget REES PARKES at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parkes, Joyce – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:04:17
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Joyce Parkes
Sent 29/05/2019 1:04:17 PM

There is a replacement for gas. there is no replacement for water. THEREFOR HAVING
ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER IS CRUCIAL. Regards.

Joyce Parkes
*************
WA 6066
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Parkes, Rob – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:36:11
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rob Parkes
Sent 23/05/2019 5:36:11 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rob Parkes

___________________________
This email was sent by Rob Parkes via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Rob provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Rob Parkes at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parkinson, Judy – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 13:36:27
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Judy Parkinson
Sent 30/05/2019 1:36:27 PM

Please consider the original people of the area. Origin must not be allowed to start fracking in
the Northern Territory.

judy parkinson
*************
NSW 2316
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Parkinson, Sherona – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:33:15
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sherona Parkinson
Sent 29/05/2019 1:33:15 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

2. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

3. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

2. DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

3. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sherona Parkinson
Thornbury, Victoria, 3071, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sherona Parkinson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Sherona provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sherona Parkinson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parlevliet, Leotien – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 06:08:31
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Leotien Parlevliet
Sent 29/05/2019 6:08:31 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Leotien Parlevliet

___________________________
This email was sent by Leotien Parlevliet via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Leotien provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Leotien Parlevliet at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parmegiani, Giuseppe – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 15:06:06
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Giuseppe Parmegiani
Sent 26/05/2019 3:06:06 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Giuseppe Parmegiani

___________________________
This email was sent by Giuseppe Parmegiani via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Giuseppe provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Giuseppe Parmegiani at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parmentier, Tanja – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 17:14:33
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Tanja Parmentier
Sent 29/05/2019 5:14:33 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Tanja Parmentier

___________________________
This email was sent by Tanja Parmentier via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Tanja provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Tanja Parmentier at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parr, Bruce – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 22:52:21
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Bruce Parr
Sent 28/05/2019 10:52:21 PM

Please do not approve origins drilling and fracking plans. The negative risk of permanent
damage to the water table is unquantifiable unnecessary uneconomic and politically
unacceptable.

bruce parr
*************
NSW 2620
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Parrent, Franklyn – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 20:11:12
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Franklyn Parrent
Sent 28/05/2019 8:11:12 PM

Dear sir/madam,
I want you to know that I strongly object to this project and don't believe it should go ahead.
This project is a threat to our safe climate future.
I believe that Origin's proposed exploration well has the potential to lead to hundreds of
Origin's shale gas wells in full production phase, and to the further development of Northern
Territory's unconventional gas industry, which NT government sources have said could mean
over 6000 gas wells.1 The gas industries' peak body, the Australian Petroleum Production and
Exploration Association, has said there are over 200 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Northern
Territory, which is the equivalent to 50 power stations operating for thirty years. We simply
cannot afford such a climate disaster.
The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources.
Origin have provided a list of chemicals that will be stored and used on the site of their
exploration well. Many of these chemicals do not have available health data. These chemicals
must be adequately health tested before being used in the fracking processes.
The health and environmental risks of the dangerous chemicals used in the fracking processes
are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks.
Origin is proposing using open tanks to store liquids that flow back after the fracking process,
which will be millions of litres. This is in spite of the fact that the Northern Territory fracking
inquiry recommended that all polluted water from the fracking process be stored in closed
tanks to minimise risks to human life and the natural environment.
There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process.
The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory stated that,
'Aboriginal people from regional communities who made submissions to the Panel almost
universally expressed deep concern about, and strong opposition to, the development of any
onshore shale gas industry on their country.' This included communities in the Beetaloo basin
where this exploration well will be located. A report from the Jumbunna Institute at UTS, has
questioned whether communities have been provided adequate information about the fracking
processes, leading to the conclusion that 'based on a review of publicly available information,
the report finds that most – if not all – exploration permits issued in the Northern Territory for
unconventional gas were issued in the absence of free, prior and informed consent'. In this
context it is not appropriate to proceed with the current exploration permit without further
consultation.
Yours sincerely

Franklyn Parrent
*************
VIC 3138
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Parry, Keith – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:02:52
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Keith Parry
Sent 29/05/2019 1:02:52 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Keith Parry

___________________________
This email was sent by Keith Parry via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Keith provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Keith Parry at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parsons, Allan – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 19:22:47
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Allan Parsons
Sent 30/05/2019 7:22:47 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Allan Parsons
Loganholme, Queensland, 4129, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Allan Parsons via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Allan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Allan Parsons at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parsons, Brian – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:10:57
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Brian Parsons
Sent 24/05/2019 11:10:57 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Brian Parsons
New South Wales, 2350, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Brian Parsons via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Brian provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Brian Parsons at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parsons, Cara – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:17:29
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Cara Parsons
Sent 29/05/2019 11:17:29 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Cara Parsons
Albany Creek, Queensland, 4035, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Cara Parsons via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Cara provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Cara Parsons at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Parsonson, Sharon – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 13:18:35
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sharon Parsonson
Sent 24/05/2019 1:18:35 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sharon Parsonson

___________________________
This email was sent by Sharon Parsonson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Sharon provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sharon Parsonson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paschalidis, Eva – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 10:03:02
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Eva Paschalidis
Sent 25/05/2019 10:03:02 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Eva Paschalidis
Redbank Plains, Queensland, 4301, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Eva Paschalidis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Eva provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Eva Paschalidis at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pasco, Serena – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 00:39:01
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Serena Pasco
Sent 24/05/2019 12:39:01 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Serena Pasco
Mount Hawthorn, Western Australia, 6016, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Serena Pasco via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Serena provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Serena Pasco at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paske, Judy – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 14:51:24
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Judy Paske
Sent 28/05/2019 2:51:24 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
judy paske
Amaroo, Australian Capital Territory, 2914, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by judy paske via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
judy provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to judy paske at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Passamani, Lance – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:38:12
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lance Passamani
Sent 29/05/2019 12:38:12 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Lance Passamani

___________________________
This email was sent by Lance Passamani via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Lance provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lance Passamani at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Passano, Caroll – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 09:58:33
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Caroll Passano
Sent 29/05/2019 9:58:33 AM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

Caroll Passano
*************
NSW 2538
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Passeck, Axel – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:20:26
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Axel Passeck
Sent 29/05/2019 1:20:26 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Axel Passeck
Western Australia, 6450, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Axel Passeck via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Axel provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Axel Passeck at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Passey, Rob – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 20:49:55
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rob Passey
Sent 29/05/2019 8:49:55 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rob Passey

___________________________
This email was sent by Rob Passey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Rob provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Rob Passey at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Passlow, Jeffrey – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:18:58
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jeffrey Passlow
Sent 23/05/2019 6:18:58 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, yes, not the Northern Territory community but the Australian
community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin Energy’s plans for
drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object to the approval of
this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open-air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated: “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy has failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high-
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below is a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All wastewater, if this is to go ahead, should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Jeffrey Passlow

___________________________
This email was sent by Jeffrey Passlow via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Jeffrey provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jeffrey Passlow at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Passmore, David – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 20:29:41
Subject Don't let Origin Frack the NT
From David Passmore
Sent 28/05/2019 8:29:41 PM

Hi,

I write to you to ask that you take a stance against allowing Origin to frack in Australia:

The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources, and given we are already rationing water in other
states letting it become tainted seems self destructive.

This project is a threat to our safe climate future.

There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process.

References and regards,

David Passmore

[1] 'Onshore shale gas in Australia and the Northern Territory', The Scientific Inquiry into
Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory, March 2018.
[2] 'NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants', The Australia Institute.
[3] For more information on chemical information see 'Object to Origin's frack plans', Lock
the Gate.
[4] Recommendation 7.12, The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern
Territory, March 2018.
[4] 'Aboriginal people and their culture', p 266, The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic
Fracturing in the Northern Territory, March 2018.
[5] Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and Informed Consent in the NT, Jumbunna Institute
UTS.

David Passmore
*************
WA 6169
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Passmore, Ruth – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 20:21:17
Subject Objection to all Origin’s frack sites in the NT
From Ruth Passmore
Sent 25/05/2019 8:21:17 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory. I am a former long term NT
resident and I am distressed to see these plans to allow fracking in the beautiful and pristine
Northern Territory can especially after the environmental disaster that fracking has brought to
Queensland, making these areas unfit for humans and animals of all kinds.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
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Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

___________________________
This email was sent by Ruth Passmore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Ruth provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Ruth Passmore at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Patcas, Sylvia – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:37:08
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sylvia Patcas
Sent 29/05/2019 11:37:08 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change. Please don't allow
the toxins attack our beautiful land.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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___________________________
This email was sent by Sylvia Patcas via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sylvia provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sylvia Patcas at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pater, Sue – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:56:21
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Sue De Pater
Sent 29/05/2019 12:56:21 PM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

sue de pater
*************
NSW 2145
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Pater, Susan – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 12:16:12
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Susan De Pater
Sent 26/05/2019 12:16:12 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Susan De Pater
Greystanes, New South Wales, 2145, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Susan De Pater via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Susan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Susan De Pater at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paterson, Andrew – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:44:12
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Andrew Paterson
Sent 23/05/2019 5:44:12 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

Please respect the rights of the traditional owners of the land and refuse the frackers. It will
not be good for the environment both locally and will add to the fossil fuel use both in this
country and overseas. I implore you and the ministers to reject any fracking in the Northern
Territory. Here in NSW, and in Queensland fracking is taking place. It leads to groundwater
problems and the introduction of CO2 emissions down the line. Take a look at what happens
in America as well.

thankyou for your consideration

Andrew Paterson
Darlington Point NSW 2706

___________________________
This email was sent by Andrew Paterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Andrew provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Andrew Paterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paterson, Ann – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:48:46
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Ann Paterson
Sent 29/05/2019 12:48:46 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Ann Paterson
Malmsbury, Victoria, 3446, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Ann Paterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Ann provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Ann Paterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paterson, John – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:07:21
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From John Charles Paterson
Sent 29/05/2019 3:07:21 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
John Paterson

___________________________
This email was sent by John Charles Paterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however John Charles provided an email address (*************) which
we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to John Charles Paterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pathmanathan, Priya – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 09:10:03
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Priya Pathmanathan
Sent 24/05/2019 9:10:03 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP and protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the wider Australian community, I am deeply concerned about the risks
associated with Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern
Territory. I strongly object to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system. We are in a climate emergency
and we need to start acting like it!

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Priya Pathmanathan
Coburg, Victoria, 3058, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Priya Pathmanathan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Priya provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Priya Pathmanathan at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paton, Sherrill – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 14:57:29
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Sherrill Paton
Sent 24/05/2019 2:57:29 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Sherrill Paton
North Tivoli, Queensland, 4305, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sherrill Paton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sherrill provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sherrill Paton at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Patsalou, Tricia – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 21:39:27
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Tricia Patsalou
Sent 27/05/2019 9:39:27 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Tricia Patsalou
Nightcliff, Northern Territory, 0810, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Tricia Patsalou via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Tricia provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Tricia Patsalou at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Patterson, Julian – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 09:56:58
Subject mrkitly@mrkitly.com.au
From Julian Patterson
Sent 29/05/2019 9:56:58 AM

Adding my voice to the indigenous communities and concerned citizens against fracking in
the Northern Territory. The storage of water poisoned with fracking chemicals in open ponds
puts the local environment at risk with toxic waste and is unacceptable to the community.
Please do not approve Origin's environmental management plan. Citizens across Australia are
deeply concerned about climate change and the climate impact of opening up new gas fields
as well as the disastrous environmental effects of fracking. This is a nationwide, global issue
and Australia has a responsibility not only to the traditional owners of this land but to the
coming generations Australia-wide and across the globe to avoid any new carbon emission-
generating industries. If the Northern Territory's gas is drilled and burned, the carbon
emissions would equal fifty new coal fired power stations. It's a carbon bomb the world
simply can't afford.
Bree

Julian Patterson
*************
VIC 3056
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Patterson, Phil – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:28:06
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Phil Patterson
Sent 29/05/2019 1:28:06 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Phil Patterson
Myaree, Western Australia, 6154, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Phil Patterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Phil provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Phil Patterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Patterson, Sally – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 11:20:16
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sally Patterson
Sent 30/05/2019 11:20:16 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sally Patterson
Nikenbah, Queensland, 4655, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sally Patterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sally provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sally Patterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Patterson, Sandi – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 15:13:49
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Sandi Patterson
Sent 25/05/2019 3:13:49 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Sandi Patterson
Winfield, Queensland, 4670, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sandi Patterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Sandi provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sandi Patterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pattison, Allara – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:45:07
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Allara Pattison
Sent 23/05/2019 5:45:07 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Allara Pattison
Preston, Victoria, 3072, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Allara Pattison via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Allara provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Allara Pattison at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Patton, Susan – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 19:06:45
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Susan Patton
Sent 27/05/2019 7:06:45 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community and seeing the devastation to Queensland communities I am
deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and
hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object to the approval of this EMP
for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Susan Patton
Bairnsdale, Victoria, 3875, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Patton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Susan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Susan Patton at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paul, David – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:28:07
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From David Paul
Sent 29/05/2019 2:28:07 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
David Paul
Canley Heights, New South Wales, 2166, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by David Paul via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
David provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to David Paul at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Paulin, M-L – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:30:04
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From M-L Paulin
Sent 24/05/2019 11:30:04 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
M-L Paulin
Macquarie Park, New South Wales, 2113, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by M-L Paulin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however M-L provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to M-L Paulin at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pavel, Heather – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 10:57:45
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Heather Pavel
Sent 29/05/2019 10:57:45 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Heather Pavel
Armidale, New South Wales, 2350, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Heather Pavel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Heather provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Heather Pavel at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pavich, Michael – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 14:34:19
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Michael Pavich
Sent 28/05/2019 2:34:19 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Michael Pavich
Burleigh Waters, Queensland, 4220, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Pavich via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Michael provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Michael Pavich at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pavli, Alex – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 16:27:05
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Alex Pavli
Sent 30/05/2019 4:27:05 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Alex Pavli
Croydon, New South Wales, 2132, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Alex Pavli via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Alex provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Alex Pavli at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pavli, Lauren – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 14:35:39
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lauren Pavli
Sent 30/05/2019 2:35:39 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Lauren Pavli
Brunswick, Victoria, 3056, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Lauren Pavli via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Lauren provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lauren Pavli at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pavlou, Elli – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 20:15:27
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Elli Pavlou
Sent 29/05/2019 8:15:27 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Elli Pavlou
West Arnhem, Northern Territory, 0822, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Elli Pavlou via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Elli provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Elli Pavlou at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pavone, Grace – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 12:40:31
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Grace Pavone
Sent 25/05/2019 12:40:31 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

Fracking is a short term solution to a long term situation and only benefits Origin and it's
execs in that short term.

Fracking is messing with mother nature and she will come back to bite us - no matter what
spin is put on it.
NO FRACKING PLEASE, PLEASE PLEASE.

Respectfully
Grace Pavone
Mentone, Victoria, 3194, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Grace Pavone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Grace provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Grace Pavone at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Payler-Kemp, Linda – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:31:40
Subject NO to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) PLEEASE
From Linda Payler-Kemp
Sent 29/05/2019 11:31:40 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

My submission is to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to outright
reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted
communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Linda Payler-Kemp
Ocean Reef, Western Australia, 6027, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Payler-Kemp via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Linda provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Linda Payler-Kemp at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Payne, Aleksi – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 15:53:11
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Aleksi Payne
Sent 24/05/2019 3:53:11 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Aleksi Payne
Dee Why, New South Wales, 2099, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Aleksi Payne via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Aleksi provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Aleksi Payne at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Payne, Jemma – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:00:05
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jemma Payne
Sent 29/05/2019 12:00:05 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Jemma Payne
Brunswick, Victoria, 3056, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Jemma Payne via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Jemma provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jemma Payne at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Payne, Toni – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 08:32:25
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Toni Payne
Sent 30/05/2019 8:32:25 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

With the level of climate change becoming critical, I do not believe that we can afford another
fracking project.

In addition, overseas experience has shown that chemicals used during the process of fracking
can have severe health effects on those in surrounding communities.

I have deep reservations, as well, about the information provided to Indigenous communities
on whose land the fracking will take place. I do not believe that those communities have been
able to give full, free and informed consent.

Fracking is an environmentally dangerous practice at multiple levels. We should not be
allowing it in the pristine environment of the Northern Territory.

I urge you to reject the Environmental Management Plan put forth by Origin Energy.

Toni Payne
2/78 Chandos St,
Ashfield NSW 2131

Toni Payne
*************
NSW 2131
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Payten, Mary-Joy – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 13:34:59
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Mary-Joy Payten
Sent 26/05/2019 1:34:59 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

I spent some time a few years ago in Kakadu, Katherine, Alice Springs and travelling around
NT. I believe Fracking would have a very bad affect on the land of the Northern Territory.

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
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Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Mary-Joy Payten
Labrador, Queensland, 4215, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Mary-Joy Payten via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Mary-Joy provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Mary-Joy Payten at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peake, Geoff – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 10:00:19
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Geoff Peake
Sent 30/05/2019 10:00:19 AM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

Geoff Peake
*************
SA 5211
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Peake, Jane – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 16:02:52
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jane Peake
Sent 29/05/2019 4:02:52 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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___________________________
This email was sent by Jane Peake via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Jane provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jane Peake at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pearce, Gina – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:25:18
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Gina Pearce
Sent 23/05/2019 6:25:18 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Gina Pearce
Kelmscott, Western Australia, 6111, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Gina Pearce via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Gina provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Gina Pearce at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pearce, Michelle – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 14:09:45
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Michelle Pearce
Sent 24/05/2019 2:09:45 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Please don’t put Corporate profits ahead of people and sustainability.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Michelle Pearce
The Junction, New South Wales, 2291, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Michelle Pearce via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Michelle provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Michelle Pearce at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pearce, Penny – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 12:55:46
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Penny Pearce
Sent 24/05/2019 12:55:46 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Penny Pearce
Goulburn, New South Wales, 2580, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Penny Pearce via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Penny provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Penny Pearce at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pearce, Penny – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 21:22:04
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Penny Pearce
Sent 28/05/2019 9:22:04 PM

Do not frack in the Northern Territory. The danger to the environment is just too dangerous
and long lasting which is what must be considered. Not just short term profits that will ruin
the land. The country must be protected. Put your money and ideas into natural energy such as
the sun, wind and water power. We only have one planet. Thank you

penny pearce
*************
NSW 2580
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Pearson, Belinda – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 21:35:09
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Belinda Pearson
Sent 23/05/2019 9:35:09 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

I am glad to have the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I am asking the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to reject outright Origin
Energy’s EMP in order to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted
communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a supporter of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with
Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I
strongly object to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy has failed to consult appropriately with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concern regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down wells and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I await with serious concern your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Belinda Pearson
Hawthorn, Victoria, 3122, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Belinda Pearson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Belinda provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Belinda Pearson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pearson, Roz – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 08:21:11
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Roz Pearson
Sent 25/05/2019 8:21:11 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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___________________________
This email was sent by Roz Pearson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Roz provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Roz Pearson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peate, Jeff – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 21:07:37
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Jeff Peate
Sent 29/05/2019 9:07:37 PM

No fracking in the NT

Jeff Peate
*************
SA 5158
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Peate, Rowan – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:12:45
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rowan Peate
Sent 29/05/2019 12:12:45 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rowan Peate
Coburg, Victoria, 3058, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Rowan Peate via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Rowan provided an email address (rowan.peate+*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rowan Peate at rowan.peate+*************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peckham, Gillian – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 23:15:48
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Gillian Peckham
Sent 23/05/2019 11:15:48 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Gillian Peckham
Whittington, Victoria, 3219, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Gillian Peckham via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Gillian provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Gillian Peckham at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pector, J-P – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:05:31
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From J-P Pector
Sent 29/05/2019 11:05:31 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
J-P Pector
Beech Forest, Victoria, 3237, Australie

___________________________
This email was sent by J-P Pector via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
J-P provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to J-P Pector at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pedashenko, Zoe – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 16:43:40
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Zoe Pedashenko
Sent 25/05/2019 4:43:40 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Zoe Pedashenko

___________________________
This email was sent by Zoe Pedashenko via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Zoe provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Zoe Pedashenko at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peddie, Richard – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 20:39:40
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Richard Peddie
Sent 28/05/2019 8:39:40 PM

There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process.
The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory stated that,
'Aboriginal people from regional communities who made submissions to the Panel almost
universally expressed deep concern about, and strong opposition to, the development of any
onshore shale gas industry on their country.'4 This included communities in the Beetaloo
basin where this exploration well will be located. A report from the Jumbunna Institute at
UTS, 5 has questioned whether communities have been provided adequate information about
the fracking processes, leading to the conclusion that 'based on a review of publicly available
information, the report finds that most – if not all – exploration permits issued in the Northern
Territory for unconventional gas were issued in the absence of free, prior and informed
consent'. In this context it is not appropriate to proceed with the current exploration permit
without further consultation.Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to
guide your submission.

Richard Peddie
*************
NSW 2096
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Peddie, Richard – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 19:50:28
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Richard Peddie
Sent 29/05/2019 7:50:28 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Richard Peddie
Curl Curl, New South Wales, 2096, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Richard Peddie via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Richard provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Richard Peddie at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peel, Suzanne – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 18:09:10
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Suzanne Peel
Sent 24/05/2019 6:09:10 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Suzanne Peel
East Side, Northern Territory, 0870, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Suzanne Peel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Suzanne provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Suzanne Peel at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peiffer, Cheryl – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 16:38:31
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Cheryl Peiffer
Sent 25/05/2019 4:38:31 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory and to ask you to reconsider
this risky plan.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON
The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

UNKNOWN RISKS
Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK
It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid contains heavy metals, fracking chemicals and naturally
occurring radioactive materials.

TOXIC WASTE A MENACE FOR WILDLIFE
Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to threatened birdlife that visits the site,
including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife at any time.

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only will this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

BIODIVERSITY DAMAGE
Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity is downstream of the site.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

LACK OF CONSIDERATION FOR AND CONSULTATION WITH THOSE AFFECTED
Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

DUMPING YOUR WASTE!
Plus, Origin want to dump and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site in our state.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Cheryl Peiffer
Shelly Beach, Queensland, 4551, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Cheryl Peiffer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Cheryl provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Cheryl Peiffer at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pelczynska, Barbara – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 15:52:57
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Barbara Pelczynska
Sent 25/05/2019 3:52:57 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Barbara Pelczynska
Kennington, Victoria, 3550, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Barbara Pelczynska via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Barbara provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Barbara Pelczynska at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pelczynska, Barbara – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 16:01:17
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Barbara Pelczynska
Sent 25/05/2019 4:01:17 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Barbara Pelczynska
West Bendigo, Victoria, 3550, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Barbara Pelczynska via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Barbara provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Barbara Pelczynska at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pell, LARRY – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 09:29:45
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From LARRY Pell
Sent 26/05/2019 9:29:45 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
LARRY Pell
Capel, Western Australia, 6271, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by LARRY Pell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however LARRY provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to LARRY Pell at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pellone, Joseph – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 09:08:53
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Joseph Pellone
Sent 25/05/2019 9:08:53 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Joseph Pellone
South Kingsville, Victoria, 3015, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Joseph Pellone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Joseph provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Joseph Pellone at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pemberton, Linda – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 02:17:27
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Linda Pemberton
Sent 26/05/2019 2:17:27 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Linda Pemberton
Mullaloo, Western Australia, 6027, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Pemberton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Linda provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Linda Pemberton at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pendergast, Anna – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 21:07:47
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Anna Pendergast
Sent 23/05/2019 9:07:47 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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___________________________
This email was sent by Anna Pendergast via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Anna provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Anna Pendergast at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pendrey, Catherine – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 09:03:27
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Catherine Pendrey
Sent 25/05/2019 9:03:27 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Dr Catherine Pendrey

___________________________
This email was sent by Catherine Pendrey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Catherine provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Catherine Pendrey at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pengelly, Richard – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 07:28:59
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Richard Pengelly
Sent 25/05/2019 7:28:59 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Richard Pengelly

___________________________
This email was sent by Richard Pengelly via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Richard provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Richard Pengelly at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Penman, Katy – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 08:45:21
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Katy Penman
Sent 30/05/2019 8:45:21 AM

We an not afford to pollute and destroy water and lands of the Northern Territory. This is an
unacceptable risk to take and leave as a legacy for our children to clean up. Do not allow it!
Be brave and say no!

Katy Penman
*************
ACT 2602
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Pennacchia, Paolo – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:15:10
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Paolo Pennacchia
Sent 29/05/2019 2:15:10 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Paolo Pennacchia
Seddon, Victoria, 3011, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Paolo Pennacchia via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Paolo provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Paolo Pennacchia at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Penney, Richard – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:04:53
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Richard Penney
Sent 29/05/2019 11:04:53 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
PARTIALLY reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond. There
must be an allocation of any gas produced to the local communities to offset climate damage,
including Gas and electricity for desalination, air conditioning, other wa
terctreatment and pumping.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season oni record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
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Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead proposed circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml
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[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Richard Penney
Crafers West, South Australia, 5152, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Richard Penney via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Richard provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Richard Penney at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pennington, Fiona – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 08:49:13
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Fiona Pennington Pennington
Sent 24/05/2019 8:49:13 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Fiona Pennington Pennington

___________________________
This email was sent by Fiona Pennington Pennington via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web
protocol FC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Fiona Pennington provided an email address (*************)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Fiona Pennington Pennington at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Penninkilampi, Lachlan – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 20:32:40
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lachlan Penninkilampi
Sent 30/05/2019 8:32:40 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Lachlan Penninkilampi
Glenmore Park, New South Wales, 2745, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Lachlan Penninkilampi via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Lachlan provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lachlan Penninkilampi at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Penno, Brad – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 20:45:46
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Brad Penno
Sent 30/05/2019 8:45:46 PM

I ask you to not authorise fracking in the Northern Territory whether on Aboriginal lands or
otherwise. The risk of irreversible and long - term environmental damage and degradation is
real and well known. The protection of the environment and water sources is paramount.

Brad Penno
*************
VIC 3106
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Pennock, Linda – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:36:41
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Linda Pennock
Sent 29/05/2019 11:36:41 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Linda Pennock

___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Pennock via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Linda provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Linda Pennock at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pentecost, Mary – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:53:16
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Mary Pentecost
Sent 29/05/2019 1:53:16 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Mary Pentecost
Woodhill, New South Wales, 2535, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Pentecost via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Mary provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Mary Pentecost at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Percy, Marcus – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 04:21:32
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Marcus Percy
Sent 24/05/2019 4:21:32 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Marcus Percy

___________________________
This email was sent by Marcus Percy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Marcus provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Marcus Percy at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Perera, Hiran – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 21:37:51
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Hiran Perera
Sent 28/05/2019 9:37:51 PM

The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources.
Origin have provided a list of chemicals that will be stored and used on the site of their
exploration well Many of these chemicals do not have available health data.3 These chemicals
must be adequately health tested before being used in the fracking processes.

Hiran Perera
*************
VIC 3042
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Perez, Melinda – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 19:56:22
Subject Strenuous Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Melinda Perez
Sent 24/05/2019 7:56:22 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Melinda Perez
Bella Vista, New South Wales, 2153, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Melinda Perez via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Melinda provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Melinda Perez at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peries, Nisansala – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 19:21:39
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Nisansala Peries
Sent 23/05/2019 7:21:39 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Nisansala Peries
Blackburn North, Victoria, 3130, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Nisansala Peries via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Nisansala provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Nisansala Peries at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Perillo-Boutin, Rosanna – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 04:37:59
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rosanna Perillo-Boutin
Sent 30/05/2019 4:37:59 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rosanna Perillo-Boutin
Freshwater, New South Wales, 2096, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Rosanna Perillo-Boutin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people
to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Rosanna provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rosanna Perillo-Boutin at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Perkins, Eileen – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:36:45
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Eileen Perkins
Sent 29/05/2019 3:36:45 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Eileen Perkins

___________________________
This email was sent by Eileen Perkins via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Eileen provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Eileen Perkins at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Perkins, Miriam – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 20:50:40
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Miriam Perkins
Sent 29/05/2019 8:50:40 PM

It is essential that the correct and honourable process is followed which will deny approval for
this prat this to get under way.
Surely, we all can do better than this.
Let’s show some respect and honour what is right /for a change and be a beacon of
intelligence.

Miriam Perkins
*************
WA 6017
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Permezel, Suva – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 20:19:25
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Suva Permezel
Sent 29/05/2019 8:19:25 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Suva Permezel
Modbury Heights, South Australia, 5092, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Suva Permezel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Suva provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Suva Permezel at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Perrin, Ayla – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 12:44:42
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Ayla Perrin
Sent 27/05/2019 12:44:42 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Ayla Perrin
St Kilda, Victoria, 3182, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Ayla Perrin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Ayla provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Ayla Perrin at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Person, Richard – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 20:11:35
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Richard Person
Sent 23/05/2019 8:11:35 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

5. Fracking is a huge waste of resources including capital. It's so capital intensive that in most
places around the world it loses money. Therefore, operators go out of business and then the
general community must foot the bill do do clean up operatiions etc. Fracking is a short term
scam at best.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml
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[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Richard Person
Dianella, Western Australia, 6059, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Richard Person via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Richard provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Richard Person at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pestkowski, Stan – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:37:17
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Stan Pestkowski
Sent 28/05/2019 6:37:17 PM

This is self destruction of the natural environment for quick profits by the gas company. So
many countries round the world's permanently banded this destructive idea of non reversible
damage to our beautiful country and poisoning ground water. Turnings all surrounding areas
to desert??and poisoning human lives, this is criminal act on a global scale. As a government
elected by citizens you are obeyed to protect and provide sustainable environment for future
generations

Stan Pestkowski
*************
WA 6152
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Peter, Barnabas – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 05:43:40
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Barnabas C Peter
Sent 30/05/2019 5:43:40 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Barnabas Peter

___________________________
This email was sent by Barnabas C Peter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Barnabas provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Barnabas C Peter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peter, Jonathan – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 13:12:58
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Jonathan Peter
Sent 24/05/2019 1:12:58 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Peter
Woodwark, Queensland, 4802, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Jonathan Peter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Jonathan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jonathan Peter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peter, Jonathan – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 18:57:34
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jonathan Peter
Sent 26/05/2019 6:57:34 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Peter
Airlie Beach, Queensland, 4802, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Jonathan Peter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Jonathan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jonathan Peter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peter, Jonathan – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:01:43
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Jonathan Peter
Sent 29/05/2019 1:01:43 PM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

Jonathan Peter
*************
QLD 4802
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Peters, Bridget – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:02:13
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Bridget Peters
Sent 29/05/2019 1:02:13 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Bridget Peters
Ashfield, New South Wales, 2131, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Bridget Peters via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Bridget provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Bridget Peters at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peters, Emma – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:10:38
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Emma Peters
Sent 23/05/2019 6:10:38 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Emma Peters
Lara, Victoria, 3212, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Emma Peters via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Emma provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Emma Peters at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peters, Jeffrey – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:39:58
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jeffrey Peters
Sent 29/05/2019 12:39:58 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Jeffrey Peters
North Lakes, Queensland, 4509, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Jeffrey Peters via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Jeffrey provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jeffrey Peters at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peters, Lisa – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 22:08:44
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Lisa Peters
Sent 29/05/2019 10:08:44 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

___________________________
This email was sent by Lisa Peters via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Lisa provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lisa Peters at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peterson, Alan – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:27:57
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Alan Peterson
Sent 29/05/2019 2:27:57 PM

There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process. Write your submission here - use our
talking points to guide your submission.

Alan Peterson
*************
NSW 2230
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Peterson, Carol – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 15:44:10
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Carol Peterson
Sent 27/05/2019 3:44:10 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Carol Peterson
Brunswick, Victoria, 3056, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Peterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Carol provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Carol Peterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Peterson, Rachael – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:38:24
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rachael Peterson
Sent 29/05/2019 12:38:24 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rachael peterson
Bentleigh East, Victoria, 3165, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Rachael peterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Rachael provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rachael peterson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Petrapsch, Anda – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:38:21
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Anda Petrapsch
Sent 29/05/2019 1:38:21 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Anda Petrapsch
Berwick, Victoria, 3806, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Anda Petrapsch via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Anda provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Anda Petrapsch at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Petrovansky, Alex – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 09:15:24
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Alex Petrovansky
Sent 27/05/2019 9:15:24 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Alex Petrovansky
Mitchelton, Queensland, 4053, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Alex Petrovansky via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Alex provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Alex Petrovansky at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pettersen, Diana – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:55:51
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Diana Pettersen
Sent 29/05/2019 3:55:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Diana Pettersen

___________________________
This email was sent by Diana Pettersen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Diana provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Diana Pettersen at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pettersson, Benny – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:19:23
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Benny Pettersson
Sent 29/05/2019 11:19:23 AM

I am so sorry but what is wrong with you!

The time has well past and we must stop fracking in its track before it is too late.

Just the idea to use dangerous chemicals to very forcefully "crack" the underground for the
purpose of releasing gas that will further endanger our planet is beyond comprehension.

You have one of the most sunny states in our nation, and the perfect opportunity to look
beyond any short term gains for mostly overseas large corporations.

According to the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association, there are over
200 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Northern Territory, which is the equivalent to 50 power
stations operating for thirty years. Then what?

You have a responsibility to your local community, your state, your country and the world,
please do the right thing and say NO to fracking full stop!

Benny Pettersson
*************
VIC 3461
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Pettit, Keith – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 13:17:02
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Keith Pettit
Sent 30/05/2019 1:17:02 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Keith Pettit

___________________________
This email was sent by Keith Pettit via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Keith provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Keith Pettit at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pettit, Keith – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 18:02:24
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Keith Pettit
Sent 30/05/2019 6:02:24 PM

It's simple. We don't need or want fracking in the NT. Do not do it.

Keith Pettit
Robin Falls
NT
0822

Keith Pettit
*************
NT 0822
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Pettitt, Sylvia – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 22:13:31
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Sylvia Pettitt
Sent 26/05/2019 10:13:31 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Sylvia Pettitt
Darawank, New South Wales, 2428, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sylvia Pettitt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sylvia provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sylvia Pettitt at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pettitt, Sylvia – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 19:44:44
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sylvia Pettitt
Sent 30/05/2019 7:44:44 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sylvia Pettitt
Smiths Lake, New South Wales, 2428, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sylvia Pettitt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sylvia provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sylvia Pettitt at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pevitt, Craig – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 08:23:59
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Craig Pevitt
Sent 30/05/2019 8:23:59 AM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

Craig Pevitt
*************
NSW 2350
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Pfab, Monica – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 20:27:38
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Monica Pfab
Sent 27/05/2019 8:27:38 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Monica Pfab

___________________________
This email was sent by Monica Pfab via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Monica provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Monica Pfab at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pfeiffer, Alexandra – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:22:52
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Alexandra Pfeiffer
Sent 29/05/2019 12:22:52 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Alexandra Pfeiffer
Concordia, South Australia, 5118, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Alexandra Pfeiffer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Alexandra provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Alexandra Pfeiffer at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pfeiffer, Lyn – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 07:13:36
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Lyn Pfeiffer
Sent 29/05/2019 7:13:36 AM

The reasons for my objection are several .... to consider degrading aboriginal land which is the
crumbs left after colonisation is so deplorable ...at least let these people live as well as they
can with the little we have left them.... another reason is the environmental damage that has
been proved occurs in other countries is paramount both to our country and the planet....surely
the economic benefits do not outway the societal good.is rite your submission here - use our
talking points to the left to guide your submission.

Lyn Pfeiffer
*************
QLD 4556
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Pfeiffer, Maria – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 10:12:43
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Maria Pfeiffer
Sent 30/05/2019 10:12:43 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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___________________________
This email was sent by Maria Pfeiffer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Maria provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Maria Pfeiffer at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pham, Mary – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 19:56:28
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Mary Pham
Sent 23/05/2019 7:56:28 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Mary Pham
Cabramatta, New South Wales, 2166, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Pham via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Mary provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Mary Pham at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phd, Stephen – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 12:21:11
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Stephen (Steve) Craven Phd
Sent 24/05/2019 12:21:11 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Craven PhD
Pymble, New South Wales, 2073, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Stephen (Steve) Craven PhD via Do Gooder, a website that allows
people to contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web
protocol FC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Stephen (Steve) provided an email address (*************)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Stephen (Steve) Craven PhD at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phelan, Kerry – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 08:40:48
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Kerry Phelan
Sent 29/05/2019 8:40:48 AM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

kerry phelan
*************
VIC 3002
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Phelps, Liz – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:21:06
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Liz Phelps
Sent 29/05/2019 1:21:06 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Liz Phelps
Macmasters Beach, New South Wales, 2251, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Liz Phelps via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Liz provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Liz Phelps at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phersson, Chris – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 18:50:15
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Chris Phersson
Sent 27/05/2019 6:50:15 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Chris Phersson

___________________________
This email was sent by Chris Phersson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Chris provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Chris Phersson at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Philip, Michelle – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:26:02
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Michelle Philip
Sent 23/05/2019 6:26:02 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Michelle Philip
Woombah, New South Wales, 2469, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Michelle Philip via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Michelle provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Michelle Philip at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Philip, Michelle – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 07:19:40
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Michelle Philip
Sent 25/05/2019 7:19:40 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.
My brother and sister in law live in Katherine and I've visited them with my family. We love
the wild beauty of our country and especially the NT. Please leave it wild and free of
pollution.
My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
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Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Michelle Philip
New South Wales, 2469, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Michelle Philip via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Michelle provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Michelle Philip at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Adam – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 20:01:03
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Adam Phillips
Sent 26/05/2019 8:01:03 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Adam Phillips

___________________________
This email was sent by Adam Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Adam provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Adam Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Cathy – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 06:36:53
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Cathy Phillips
Sent 24/05/2019 6:36:53 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Cathy phillips

___________________________
This email was sent by Cathy phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Cathy provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Cathy phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Elana – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 13:07:34
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT the answer is no get out of Queensland
From Elana Phillips
Sent 24/05/2019 1:07:34 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Elana Phillips
Fairfield, Queensland, 4103, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Elana Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Elana provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Elana Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Elana – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 10:48:56
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Elana Phillips
Sent 25/05/2019 10:48:56 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Elana Phillips
Annerley, Queensland, 4103, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Elana Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Elana provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Elana Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Elana – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:34:17
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Elana Phillips
Sent 28/05/2019 6:34:17 PM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to guide your submission.

Elana Phillips
*************
QLD 4103
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Phillips, Gail – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 22:48:29
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Gail Phillips
Sent 24/05/2019 10:48:29 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to one's health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

___________________________
This email was sent by Gail Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Gail provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Gail Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Jerry – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 08:37:25
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Jerry Phillips
Sent 30/05/2019 8:37:25 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
jerry phillips
Darwin DC, Northern Territory, 0820, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by jerry phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however jerry provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to jerry phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Joe – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 12:39:22
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Joe Phillips
Sent 24/05/2019 12:39:22 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

Fracking has been found to have resulted in significant adverse consequences in many
countries. One damaging case in the USA has been highlighted in an article in the New
Yorker :

https://www.newyorker.com/news/dispatch/a-pipeline-a-protest-and-the-battle-for-
pennsylvanias-political-soul

I urge you to consider the report in the New Yorker. We certainly do not want such
consequences to apply in our country.

My key concerns with this proposed project in the NT are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects. Not good at all.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS
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Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Joe Phillips
Woollahra, New South Wales, 2025, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Joe Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Joe provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Joe Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Leanne – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 08:04:04
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Leanne Phillips
Sent 30/05/2019 8:04:04 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Leanne Phillips
Mansfield, Queensland, 4122, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Leanne Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Leanne provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Leanne Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Susan – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:51:24
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Susan Phillips
Sent 24/05/2019 11:51:24 AM

To: Onshore Gas division

I object to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by Origin Energy for the Kyalla
frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below:

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Also there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of heavy metals, fracking chemicals and naturally
occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site including the Gouldian Finch and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

And regrettably Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an
undetermined site. Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is
no permanent disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Susan Phillips
Rozelle NSW 2039

___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Susan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Susan Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillips, Susan – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:32:43
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Susan Phillips
Sent 29/05/2019 2:32:43 PM

Origin are seeking approval from the Northern Territory government to start drilling and
fracking for gas in the Northern Territory. Before they've got approval to go ahead with their
massive shale gas project, Origin are already cutting corners.
They want to store millions of litres of water poisoned with fracking chemicals in open ponds,
exposed to extreme weather and putting the local environment at risk with toxic waste. This is
despite the Northern Territory government's own fracking inquiry recommending the use of
closed tanks for all fracking operations.
The Northern Territory government has the power to reject this exploration well and stop this
project.
I stand with Traditional Owners and object to Origin Energy fracking in the Northern
Territory - potentially an environmental disaster.

Susan Phillips
*************
NSW 2039
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Phillips, Yvette – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 12:43:04
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Yvette Phillips
Sent 26/05/2019 12:43:04 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Yvette Phillips

___________________________
This email was sent by Yvette Phillips via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Yvette provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Yvette Phillips at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillis, Jannisse – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 18:18:16
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and

destruction of land and water.
From Jannisse Phillis
Sent 26/05/2019 6:18:16 PM

Fracking poisons the water. It is destructive. Just because you have the ability, does not mean
you have to do it. Will you be the minion of a greedy few, and have your names written in the
Book of Life as destroyers? Your job or your soul. This is advice from creation.

___________________________
This email was sent by Jannisse Phillis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Jannisse provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jannisse Phillis at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Phillis, Jodi – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 14:23:17
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jodi Phillis
Sent 30/05/2019 2:23:17 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
jodi Phillis
Mount Saint Thomas, New South Wales, 2500, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by jodi Phillis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
jodi provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to jodi Phillis at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Philp, Anni – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 22:21:42
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Anni Philp
Sent 29/05/2019 10:21:42 PM

I am writing to ask you to please not allow fracking in the NT. The fracking processes uses
dangerous chemicals that represent a risk to the natural environment, human health and our
water resources.

Anni Philp
*************
QLD 4552
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Philpot, Robert – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:42:54
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Robert Philpot
Sent 29/05/2019 12:42:54 PM

Water, culture and country are integral to the life of all aboriginal people and if Origin are
allowed to go ahead with their fracking plans for the N.T. with open chemical dams all these
things will be at risk. Stand with our aboriginal people and say no to this risky exploitation by
Origen. Bob Philpot.

Robert Philpot
*************
QLD 4552
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Philpott, Carolyn – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 21:23:20
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Carolyn Philpott
Sent 29/05/2019 9:23:20 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Carolyn Philpott
Burwood East, Victoria, 3151, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Carolyn Philpott via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Carolyn provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Carolyn Philpott at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Philpott, John – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 11:11:38
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From John Philpott
Sent 25/05/2019 11:11:38 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
john philpott
Coogee, New South Wales, 2034, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by john philpott via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however john provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to john philpott at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Piagno, Josh – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 21:54:39
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Josh Piagno
Sent 28/05/2019 9:54:39 PM

This project is a threat to our safe climate future.
Origin's exploration well has the potential to lead to hundreds of Origin's shale gas wells in
full production phase, and to the further development of Northern Territory's unconventional
gas industry, which NT government sources have said could mean over 6000 gas wells.1 The
gas industries' peak body, the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association,
has said there are over 200 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Northern Territory, which is the
equivalent to 50 power stations operating for thirty years.2 We simply cannot afford such a
climate disaster.
The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources.
Origin have provided a list of chemicals that will be stored and used on the site of their
exploration well Many of these chemicals do not have available health data.3 These chemicals
must be adequately health tested before being used in the fracking processes.
The health and environmental risks of the dangerous chemicals used in the fracking processes
are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks.
Origin is proposing using open tanks to store liquids that flow back after the fracking process,
which will be millions of litres. This is in spite of the fact that the Northern Territory fracking
inquiry recommended that all polluted water from the fracking process be stored in closed
tanks to minimise risks to human life and the natural environment.4
There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process.
The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory stated that,
'Aboriginal people from regional communities who made submissions to the Panel almost
universally expressed deep concern about, and strong opposition to, the development of any
onshore shale gas industry on their country.'4 This included communities in the Beetaloo
basin where this exploration well will be located. A report from the Jumbunna Institute at
UTS, 5 has questioned whether communities have been provided adequate information about
the fracking processes, leading to the conclusion that 'based on a review of publicly available
information, the report finds that most – if not all – exploration permits issued in the Northern
Territory for unconventional gas were issued in the absence of free, prior and informed
consent'. In this context it is not appropriate to proceed with the current exploration permit
without further consultation.

In fact, just don’t approve it at all.

Josh Piagno
*************
ACT 2904
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Piccolo, Sylvia – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 20:17:30
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sylvia Lo Piccolo
Sent 23/05/2019 8:17:30 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sylvia Lo Piccolo
Pascoe Vale, Victoria, 3044, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sylvia Lo Piccolo via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Sylvia provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sylvia Lo Piccolo at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Picken, Trevor – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 13:23:50
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Trevor Picken
Sent 25/05/2019 1:23:50 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Trevor Picken
Little Mountain, Queensland, 4551, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Trevor Picken via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Trevor provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Trevor Picken at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pickering, Katy – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:05:12
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Katy Pickering
Sent 24/05/2019 11:05:12 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Katy Pickering
Main Arm, New South Wales, 2482, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Katy Pickering via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Katy provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Katy Pickering at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pickering, Katy – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:10:39
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Katy Pickering
Sent 24/05/2019 11:10:39 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Katy Pickering
Mullumbimby, New South Wales, 2482, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Katy Pickering via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Katy provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Katy Pickering at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pickering, Katy – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 08:30:07
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Katy Pickering
Sent 29/05/2019 8:30:07 AM

I object to this project and don't believe it should go ahead. I live in NSW, postcode 2482.
This project is a threat to our safe climate future.
Origin's exploration well has the potential to lead to hundreds of Origin's shale gas wells in
full production phase, and to the further development of Northern Territory's unconventional
gas industry, which NT government sources have said could mean over 6000 gas wells.1 The
gas industries' peak body, the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association,
has said there are over 200 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Northern Territory, which is the
equivalent to 50 power stations operating for thirty years.2 We simply cannot afford such a
climate disaster. The fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to
human health, the natural environment and water sources.
Origin have provided a list of chemicals that will be stored and used on the site of their
exploration well. Many of these chemicals do not have available health data.3 These
chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in the fracking processes. The
health and environmental risks of the dangerous chemicals used in the fracking processes are
exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks.
Origin is proposing using open tanks to store liquids that flow back after the fracking process,
which will be millions of litres. This is in spite of the fact that the Northern Territory fracking
inquiry recommended that all polluted water from the fracking process be stored in closed
tanks to minimise risks to human life and the natural environment.4 There are serious
concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free, prior and informed
consent to the fracking process.
The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory stated that,
'Aboriginal people from regional communities who made submissions to the Panel almost
universally expressed deep concern about, and strong opposition to, the development of any
onshore shale gas industry on their country.'4 This included communities in the Beetaloo
basin where this exploration well will be located. A report from the Jumbunna Institute at
UTS, 5 has questioned whether communities have been provided adequate information about
the fracking processes, leading to the conclusion that 'based on a review of publicly available
information, the report finds that most – if not all – exploration permits issued in the Northern
Territory for unconventional gas were issued in the absence of free, prior and informed
consent'. In this context it is not appropriate to proceed with the current exploration permit
without further consultation. References:
[1] 'Onshore shale gas in Australia and the Northern Territory', The Scientific Inquiry into
Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory, March 2018.
[2] 'NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants', The Australia Institute.
[3] For more information on chemical information see 'Object to Origin's frack plans', Lock
the Gate.
[4] Recommendation 7.12, The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern
Territory, March 2018.
[4] 'Aboriginal people and their culture', p 266, The Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic
Fracturing in the Northern Territory, March 2018.
[5] Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and Informed Consent in the NT, Jumbunna Institute
UTS.
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katy pickering
*************
NSW 2482
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Picone, Cathy – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:21:51
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Cathy Picone
Sent 29/05/2019 12:21:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to reject
outright Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted
communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory.

I strongly object to the approval of their EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Cathy Picone
Hove, South Australia, 5048, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Cathy Picone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Cathy provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Cathy Picone at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pidcock, Tina – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 11:23:55
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Tina Pidcock
Sent 30/05/2019 11:23:55 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Tina Pidcock

___________________________
This email was sent by Tina Pidcock via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Tina provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Tina Pidcock at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pieraccini, Laura – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 19:26:49
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Laura Pieraccini
Sent 28/05/2019 7:26:49 PM

It seems that only the Aboriginal people are prepared to care for the land we inhabit while
white corporations and developers care only for money. However, it is the role of the
Government of a state to look after the land, waters and wildlife of an area threatened by
those activities. It is your DUTY for which you have been elected to stop any land and water
destroying activities by Origin or anybody else. Do not sell Australia out!
Yours sicerely.

Laura Pieraccini
*************
SA 5063
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Pierce, Samuel – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 10:02:00
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Samuel Pierce
Sent 27/05/2019 10:02:00 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Samuel Pierce
Palm Beach, Queensland, 4221, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Samuel Pierce via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Samuel provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Samuel Pierce at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pieri, Domenico – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:52:30
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Domenico De Pieri
Sent 24/05/2019 11:52:30 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Domenico de Pieri
Mildura, Victoria, 3500, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Domenico de Pieri via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Domenico provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Domenico de Pieri at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pieri, Stefano – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:53:40
Subject Please no fracking
From Stefano De Pieri
Sent 24/05/2019 11:53:40 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Stefano de Pieri
Mildura, Victoria, 3500, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Stefano de Pieri via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Stefano provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Stefano de Pieri at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pilbeam, Victoria – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:38:24
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Victoria Pilbeam
Sent 29/05/2019 11:38:24 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Victoria Pilbeam
Abbotsford, Victoria, 3067, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Victoria Pilbeam via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Victoria provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Victoria Pilbeam at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pilgrim, Bill – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 21:32:56
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Bill Pilgrim
Sent 24/05/2019 9:32:56 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Bill Pilgrim
Burpengary, Queensland, 4505, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Bill Pilgrim via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Bill provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Bill Pilgrim at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pilkington, William – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:13:52
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From William Pilkington
Sent 29/05/2019 1:13:52 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
William Pilkington

___________________________
This email was sent by William Pilkington via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however William provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to William Pilkington at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pinge, Damian – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 18:23:05
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Damian Pinge
Sent 29/05/2019 6:23:05 PM

Fracking is not a proven safe method for the future of our water ways and surrounding
environment. It can lead to fractures due to pressure build up leading to the escape of the oil
or gas into unintended areas with devastating consequences for generations to come. We
really need to listen to our indiginous elders who have a wealth of experience in maintaining
the land and environment in these areas instead of passing laws in complete nievity to the
longer term.

Damian Pinge
*************
VIC 3556
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Pinkerton, Victor – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 14:31:11
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Victor Pinkerton
Sent 30/05/2019 2:31:11 PM

This proposition is insanity, of all the places on this continent, the driest, Origin's fracking of
the Territory will make news worldwide not if but when this disaster unfolds. The signatories
to this crime in waiting should not think that the money they will gain will prevent their and
the descent's names bearing the stain on the environment for evermore. I'm disgusted by your
contemplation, let alone your actions.

Victor Pinkerton
*************
NSW 2038
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PINNER, Chris – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 16:37:55
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Chris PINNER
Sent 24/05/2019 4:37:55 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Chris PINNER
Ardmona, Victoria, 3629, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Chris PINNER via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Chris provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Chris PINNER at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pippia, Cristian – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 13:21:39
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Cristian Pippia
Sent 29/05/2019 1:21:39 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Cristian Pippia

___________________________
This email was sent by Cristian Pippia via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Cristian provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Cristian Pippia at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pires, C. – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:41:49
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From C. Pires
Sent 28/05/2019 6:41:49 PM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to guide your submission.

C. Pires
*************
QLD 4814
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Piromalli, Carmelina – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 03:50:10
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Carmelina Piromalli
Sent 30/05/2019 3:50:10 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Carmelina Piromalli
East Lismore, New South Wales, 2480, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Carmelina Piromalli via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Carmelina provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Carmelina Piromalli at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Place, Caroline – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 19:18:17
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Caroline Place
Sent 28/05/2019 7:18:17 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am deeply concerned about the risks to the NT environment caused by fracking and
definitely don't think the project should go ahead. Fracking should not be allowed in any areas
as the risk to surrounding water, land and the health of nearby residents is too high. Big
corporations should stop pillaging the earth without thought to the consequences. I don't
believe there has been sufficient scrutiny of the processes involved and I think that
recommendations to mitigate potential risks in any project should be followed.

Please stop this project.

Caroline Place
*************
NSW 2750
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Plain, William – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 23:36:13
Subject Re: Extreme Global Warming as Reason for Objection to Origin Energy’s

Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From William Plain
Sent 23/05/2019 11:36:13 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: EXTREME GLOBAL WARMING as Reason for Objection to Origin Energy’s
Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing
2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

RISK MANAGEMENT is an obligation in all government and corporate activity.
Risk = Likelihood x Consequence

+8ºC global warming (IPCC “high confidence”) would have “Beyond Catastrophic”
consequences. So at low, or even very low, likelihood:
RISK ASSESSMENT is EXTREME.

It seems no one in public life is confronting the real issue, at least publicly. By saying NO to
fracking and explaining clearly the urgency demanded, we can move from ‘business as usual’
to facing up to the greatest danger ever to confront the human species. There is a legal
obligation under Federal and State law for risk management! And equally an obligation to our
grandchildren – and their grandchildren.

IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change): 1st report in 1990, 6th report in 2019
(1,000s of scientists, with consensus from every participating government. “Summary for
Policymakers” is subject to line-by-line approval by delegates from all (120) participating
governments.

2001 3rd report: “it is at least 90% certain that temperatures will continue to rise, with average
global surface temperature projected to increase by between 1.4° and 5.8°C above 1990 levels
by 2100. This increase will be accompanied by rising sea levels; more intense precipitation
events in some countries and increased risk of drought in others; and adverse effects on
agriculture, health, and water resources.”
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/292/5520/1261

2007 4th report: temperature increase up to 6.4ºC.

2014 5th report: increase by 2100 of up to 7.8ºC, with “high confidence”.
[IPCC 2014 Summary for Policymakers p. 8: http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-
report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_summary-for-policymakers.pdf

It is important to note that the IPCC reports do NOT examine the effect of methane – or other
positive feedback loops. Methane release is critical: see “Futurecide” on www.earthsight.org .

Multiple positive feedback loops mean that ‘comfortable’ linear progression will inevitably
change to exponential progression, with trending vertical exponential temperature increase
coming closer and closer, leading to near-term ‘futurecide’. Warming of +8ºC by 2100
actually means industrial, then agricultural, then population collapse well before then.
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Ongoing research and publications point to more and more extreme warming and tighter and
tighter deadlines for a massive combined response to change the present ‘business as usual’
approach to CO2 and methane concentration in the atmosphere.

The website < http://arctic-news.blogspot.com >, especially Wednesday May 1, 2019
“Greenhouse Gas Levels Keep Accelerating”, is OBLIGATORY reading (paticularly watch
the 2 video recordings by Guy McPherson towards the end of the article – then glance through
the following article of Wednesday April 17, “How long do we have?”).

Prediction of future trends is an uncertain art, but the responsibilities of RISK
MANAGEMENT incumbent on each and every individual, section and department, as well as
cabinet and government, are paramount.

State governments need to prioritise radical drawdown of CO2. Balancing fees for emissions
with rebates for reducing emissions (‘feebate’) at all levels can facilitate this process. [See
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com > scroll down right-hand menu to “Climate Plan”].

Not only the Commonwealth Government but also the Northern Territory Government, need
to grant an immediate “Voice to Government” for indigenous Australia – giving advice, not
just on aboriginal affairs, but the future of the planet: “what are the successful decimillenial
values that can guarantee there will be a future?”

Planning for “Quality” in all areas needs to replace our society’s emphasis on “Quantity”:
people, planet, peace, education, culture, health.

See www.earthsight.org for more details of ‘the problem’.
Scan down to: “See: Prof Peter Wadhams on carbon dioxide removal” for specific
government action.
See www.creativediscussion.org for a possible way to move towards ‘a solution’.
Read Bill Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth to see the result of successful decimillenial
land management in Australia pre-1788.

In the context of possible extreme global warming and the absolute obligation on decision-
making at all levels to respond with urgency to these issues, with a view to the survival of
family and communities, of country and planet, I write this submission to ask the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources to outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the
land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted communities as well as our shared future from
climate change.

As a member of the national community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated
with Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I
strongly object to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.
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2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

5. Given the extreme level of risk we are already facing due to planetary climate change, all
recommendations and decisions made in relation to this issue should prioritise the survival of
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people, country and planet, without which the company wishing to undertake drilling and
fracking would not exist, even as a memory.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

William Plain
Emeritus Professor
Burra SA, 23rd May, 2019
Email: *************
Mobile: ********* 800
www.creativediscussion.org & www.earthsight.org

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
William Plain
Burra, South Australia, 5417, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by William Plain via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however William provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to William Plain at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Planert, Dorte – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 16:01:37
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Dorte Planert
Sent 26/05/2019 4:01:37 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am very concerned about fracking, the proven increased earth quake possibility and water
pollution through fracking. I strongly object to the Environmental Management Plan
submitted by Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects = Pollution for years to
come.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.
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BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Dorte Planert
New South Wales, 2550, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Dorte Planert via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Dorte provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Dorte Planert at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Planert, Dorte – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 20:35:30
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Dorte Planert
Sent 28/05/2019 8:35:30 PM

fracking has been proven to cause more earth quakes and poison water. I strongly oppose
fracking in the Northern Territory. The start of Australia's first land-based shale oil and gas
fracking would be a climate disaster, destroying country and water.

Dorte Planert
*************
NSW 2550
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Planken, Siobhan – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 21:56:42
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Siobhan Planken
Sent 29/05/2019 9:56:42 PM

Please consider the future of our planet and our first nations people and their land, do not
allow this to happen.

Siobhan Planken
*************
VIC 3182
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Plant, Rowena. – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 08:49:19
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rowena. Plant
Sent 25/05/2019 8:49:19 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rowena. Plant

___________________________
This email was sent by Rowena. Plant via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Rowena. provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rowena. Plant at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Plate, Cassi – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 21:37:14
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Cassi Plate
Sent 23/05/2019 9:37:14 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Cassi Plate
Currarong, New South Wales, 2540, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Cassi Plate via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Cassi provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Cassi Plate at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Platte, Meg – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 07:29:01
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Meg Platte
Sent 30/05/2019 7:29:01 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Meg Platte
Garfield North, Victoria, 3814, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Meg Platte via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Meg provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Meg Platte at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Player, Simon – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 00:29:48
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Simon Player
Sent 29/05/2019 12:29:48 AM

Dear Origin,

Please stop fracking in the Northern Territory as it ruins the water retention and the result is
very bad for the landscape. Please stop!

Regards

Simon Player
*************
NSW 2106
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Playford, Luke – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 13:36:37
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Luke Playford
Sent 27/05/2019 1:36:37 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Luke Playford
Gapuwiyak, Northern Territory, 0880, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Luke Playford via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Luke provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Luke Playford at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pledger, Donna – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 19:21:51
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Donna Pledger
Sent 23/05/2019 7:21:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Donna Pledger
Semaphore Park, South Australia, 5019, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Donna Pledger via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Donna provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Donna Pledger at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Plottier, Arthur – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 09:26:19
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Arthur Plottier
Sent 27/05/2019 9:26:19 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Arthur Plottier
Kingston, Tasmania, 7050, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Arthur Plottier via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Arthur provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Arthur Plottier at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Plowman, Luc – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 07:40:37
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Luc Plowman
Sent 24/05/2019 7:40:37 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to reject
Origin Energy’s EMP so as to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted
communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Luc Plowman
Beechworth, Victoria, 3747, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Luc Plowman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Luc provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Luc Plowman at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Plummer, Claire – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:34:33
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Claire Plummer
Sent 28/05/2019 6:34:33 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Claire Plummer
Coralville, New South Wales, 2443, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Claire Plummer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Claire provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Claire Plummer at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Podger, Lily – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 10:20:38
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lily Podger
Sent 25/05/2019 10:20:38 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Lily Podger
Scarness, Queensland, 4655, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Lily Podger via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Lily provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Lily Podger at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Podplesky, Nikki – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 13:33:47
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Nikki Podplesky
Sent 26/05/2019 1:33:47 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Nikki Podplesky

___________________________
This email was sent by Nikki Podplesky via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Nikki provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Nikki Podplesky at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pol, William – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 12:21:10
Subject Re: Community objection to Origin's EMP
From William Van De Pol
Sent 28/05/2019 12:21:10 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP.

This decision must be taken in order to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond. Torres
Strait Islanders have already lodged a complaint with the UN Human Rights Committee
agains the Australian government over its inaction on climate change. Opening the
Beetaloo Basin's reserves would be diametrically opposed to the action required of
governments to protect communities from the impacts of climate change.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
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Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286
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[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
William van de Pol

___________________________
This email was sent by William van de Pol via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however William provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to William van de Pol at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Polkinghorne, Brian – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 10:19:00
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Brian Polkinghorne
Sent 25/05/2019 10:19:00 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Last week I was in Northern Holland, the source of their natural gas. Since the latest disaster
of earthquakes caused by the collapse of the earth from the huge hole in the ground caused by
the horrific extraction of gas, the government have reduced their extraction
rates and plan to cease extraction within 10 years.

Your plan to frack is similarly fraught with huge, but different potential dangers. Why put us
all at risk when turning to no-renewable sources of energy is already becoming accepted
around the world as the only long-term way to go.

For environmental, sociological and economically viable future, please abandon your fracking
proposals right now and move more rapidly towards a viable future for us all.

Sincerely, Brian Polkinghorne

___________________________
This email was sent by Brian Polkinghorne via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Brian provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Brian Polkinghorne at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pollard, Kylie – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 09:37:33
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Kylie Pollard
Sent 27/05/2019 9:37:33 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Kylie Pollard
South Bunbury, Western Australia, 6230, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kylie Pollard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kylie provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kylie Pollard at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pollitt, Sarah – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 18:07:13
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sarah Pollitt
Sent 29/05/2019 6:07:13 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
sarah pollitt
Fremantle, Western Australia, 6160, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by sarah pollitt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however sarah provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to sarah pollitt at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pollock, David - Thursday, 30 May 2019 - 12:08:15 AM
Subject DENR - Consultation Form - 700041
From Pollock, David
Sent Thursday, 30 May 2019 - 12:08:15 AM

See Next page
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From: noreply@denr.nt.gov.au
To: WebAdmin DENR
Subject: DENR - Consultation Form - 700041
Date: Thursday, 30 May 2019 12:08:15 AM
Attachments: Reviews-on-Environmental-Health-Neurodevelopmental-and-neurological-effects-of-chemicals-associated-

with-unconventional-oil-and-natural-gas-operations-and-their-potential-effects-on-infants-and-children.pdf

Contact details
First name: David
Surname:
Email
address:
Country:

Pollock

Australia
Postcode: 0830
Phone
number:
Stakeholder
type: Community

Feedback
Activity you
are providing
feedback on:

Kyalla Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Category
type: Flora and fauna, Chemicals, Climate change, Economic, Waste, Water

If other,
please
specify::

Onshore Petroleum Assessment PO Box 3675 Darwin NT 0801 TO:
Onshore Petroleum Assessment, I am a science graduate (B.Sc. Hons) with
units in both geology and biological sciences at Monash University and I
have resided in the Top End since 1992. I am writing to express my
objection to the EMP (Environmental Management Plan) submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the NT. My main concerns with
this plan are as follows: SUBSTANCES USED IN FRACKING ARE
HARMFUL The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use have known health
impacts for example: Webb and Moon et. al, 2017, ("Neurodevelopmental
and neurological effects of chemicals associated with unconventional oil
and natural gas operations and their potential effects on infants and
children"). - ATTACHED. This paper concludes that there are many
unknowns and much more research is needed, and that: "chemicals that are
used in or are byproducts of UOG (unconventional oil and gas) operations
have been linked to serious neurodevelopmental health problems in infants
and young people. Exposure to these air and water pollutants has been
shown to be associated with learning and neuropsychological deficits,
neurodevelopmental disorders, and neurological birth defects, with
potentially permanent consequences to brain health." Other independent
reviews of the substances used during fracking shows they are linked to:
cancer, acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage and burns. Some
are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects. Of even more concern
is that there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have ANY
health data available! This is largely because researches are unable to
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Review


Ellen Webb*, Julie Moon, Larysa Dyrszka, Brian Rodriguez, Caroline Cox, Heather Patisaul, 
Sheila Bushkin and Eric London
Neurodevelopmental and neurological effects of chemicals 
associated with unconventional oil and natural gas operations 
and their potential effects on infants and children
https://doi.org/10.1515/reveh-2017-0008
Received March 7, 2017; accepted July 28, 2017; previously published 
online October 25, 2017


Abstract: Heavy metals (arsenic and manganese), particu
late matter (PM), benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes 
(BTEX), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and 
endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) have been linked 
to significant neurodevelopmental health problems in 
infants, children and young adults. These substances are 
widely used in, or become byproducts of unconventional 
oil and natural gas (UOG) development and operations. 
Every stage of the UOG lifecycle, from well construction 
to extraction, operations, transportation and distribution 
can lead to air and water contamination. Residents near 
UOG operations can suffer from increased exposure to ele
vated concentrations of air and water pollutants. Here we 
focus on five air and water pollutants that have been asso
ciated with potentially permanent learning and neuro
psychological deficits, neurodevelopmental  disorders and 
neurological birth defects. Given the profound sensitivity 
of the developing brain and central nervous system, it is 
reasonable to conclude that young children who experi
ence frequent exposure to these pollutants are at particu
larly high risk for chronic neurological diseases. More 
research is needed to understand the extent of these con
cerns in the context of UOG, but since UOG development 
has expanded rapidly in recent years, the need for public 


health prevention techniques, welldesigned studies and 
stronger state and national regulatory standards is becom
ing increasingly apparent.


Keywords: BTEX; children; EDCs; heavy metals; PAHs; 
particulate matter; UOG.


Introduction
Since the midtolate2000s, unconventional oil and gas 
(UOG) techniques, including hydraulic fracturing (frack
ing) have enabled the extraction of fossil fuels from pre
viously inaccessible geological formations such as shale, 
leading to the rapid spread of UOG development in the US. 
The scientific and medical communities are beginning to 
understand that each step of the UOG lifecycle uses and 
emits significant quantities of chemicals likely to be 
harmful to environmental and human health (1–10), par
ticularly to infants and developing children (11–15). This 
paper explores the potential health risks of UOG activ
ity; we are presenting the first literature review to focus 
explicitly on the effects of the UOG industry on the neu
rodevelopmental and neurological health of infants and 
children.


Currently, there are now over 1000 peerreviewed 
publications that assess various health hazards and 
risks of UOG. Some of these studies on UOG development 
have observed an increase in adverse perinatal outcomes 
(12–14). Published research focusing on the association 
between UOG and neurodevelopmental and neurological 
health in humans is limited and only a few studies to date 
address this issue, while no studies have focused exclu
sively on this health topic. Neurological health problems 
have been reported by residents (16) and observed in com
panion animals and livestock living in close proximity 
to UOG development in areas across the US (17). A study 
by University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University 
researchers found that UOG in Pennsylvania was associ
ated with an increase in hospitalization rates, including 
inpatient prevalence rates for neurology among other 
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health categories (18). Another retrospective study in 2014 
of approximately 124,842 births found that there was a 
potential association between the density of natural gas 
wells within a 16km radius of a residence and neural tube 
defects in infants (12).


Although data is still emerging in this specific health 
research area, the neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects of many UOG chemicals including those we focus 
on in this review are well known and documented in the 
scientific literature in many other contexts (Table 1).


This review calls attention to the neurological health 
impacts of air and water pollution from UOG operations, 
focusing specifically on five pollutant categories: heavy 
metals (arsenic and manganese), particulate matter (PM), 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), BTEX and 
endocrinedisrupting chemicals (EDCs). The purpose of 
this paper is to highlight how vulnerable populations, 
particularly newborns and growing children, may or 
may not suffer disproportionately from exposure to UOG
related air and water pollutants. We also identify future 
research needs and present general policy recommenda
tions in light of the identified health risks within these 
populations.


In our discussion of the health effects of air and water 
pollution from UOG, we chose these five particular pollut
ant categories because these pollutant groups have been 
found in significant concentrations in air and water at or 
near UOG sites, and are most commonly found in epide
miological studies to be associated with adverse neuro
logical and developmental health outcomes. We do not 
discuss a number of other pollutants including: methyl
ene chloride, ethylene glycol and other materials from 
UOG operations that are potentially neurotoxic.


It should be noted that unconventional oil and gas 
development is a broad and complex term which can refer 
to modern oil and gas development techniques that may 
not be covered in this review. UOG generally refers to oil 
and natural gas produced from atypical sources – includ
ing shale/tight formations, oil/tar sands, coal seams and 
low permeability reservoirs – requiring techniques differ
ent from those needed for conventional oil and gas pro
duction. For this review, we focus specifically on research 
pertaining to onshore oil and gas development from shale 
and tight formations (i.e. low permeability) and do not 
include studies of coalbed methane, oil sands, or offshore 
oil and gas development. In a few examples we refer to 
studies that may also apply to other forms of oil and gas 
development. While the term hydraulic fracturing (“frack
ing”) is used in the media to refer to UOG activities in 
general, we use it in this review to refer to its role in oil 
and gas development from shale and tight formations. 


This involves the well stimulation technique of injecting 
pressurized fluid consisting of water, sand and chemicals 
into a reservoir or low permeability rock formations, in 
order to mobilize oil or natural gas. Recently, hydraulic 
fracturing has been combined with other techniques such 
as directional drilling to increase oil and gas production 
from unconventional sources.


The neurotoxicity of chemical compounds that are 
foreign to the body is a serious though understudied public 
health issue. Ten percentage to 15% or approximately one 
out of every six children in the US suffers from neuro
developmental abnormalities, including intellectual dis
abilities, learning disabilities, autistic disorders, attention 
deficit disorders and/or emotional disorders (69). Specific 
 epidemiology is further complicated by rapid increases in 
disorders that are subtle or difficult to diagnose, such as 
autism and attention deficit disorder (70).


There is ample evidence that environmental toxicants 
can cause neurodevelopmental problems. Developmental 
neurotoxicity has been called a “global silent pandemic” 
– “silent” because the “brain draining” impacts of early 
life exposure to neurotoxicants are often subtle and sub
clinical, which can make them hard to detect (71–73). 
Another aspect of this “silent pandemic” is the lack of 
safety standards set by regulatory authorities on virtually 
any of the 85,000+ chemicals that we are exposed to daily, 
as well as the limited attention clinicians and academic 
researchers have paid to the “brain drain” caused by 
neurotoxicity in early life (74). In a 2006 review aimed at 
drawing attention to how little is known about neurotoxi
cants, Grandjean and Landrigan (72) identified 201 chemi
cals neurotoxic to adults and more than 1000 chemicals 
neurotoxic to animals. In discussing evidence for meas
urable human consequences, they focused on the neu
rodevelopmental toxicity of lead, methylmercury, arsenic, 
polychlorinated biphenyls and toluene. In 2014, the same 
authors, updated this review and highlighted newly iden
tified developmental neurotoxicants, noting that the list 
of known neurotoxicants had been growing annually by 
two substances per year (71).


In this review we discuss the body of scientific and 
medical literature relevant to the neurodevelopmental 
health impacts of UOG development and production. We 
highlight what is currently known and identify data gaps 
and research limitations.


Methods
For this review, we focus on the scientific literature rele
vant to the potential neurodevelopmental health effects of 
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UOG emissions on children and newborns. This required 
reviewing three different types of research, including 
studies of (1) UOG air and water emissions and concen
trations; (2) documented neurological health risks and 
symptoms from exposure to our selected pollutant list; 
and (3) longterm neurological health outcomes from early 
life exposure to UOG associated pollutants in other con
texts as documented in the literature. We did not include 
a formal quality assessment of the literature. Addition
ally, although we primarily focus on human studies, we 
also refer to experimental animal studies to understand 
biological mechanisms of neurotoxicity. It should also be 
noted that in some cases, where literature was limited, 
we looked at adult and occupational studies. This review 
draws predominantly from peerreviewed scientific lit
erature, including animal and human (both in vitro and 
in vivo) studies, literature reviews on specific pollutants, 
and book chapters, with an emphasis on more recent 
publications. However, we included where appropriate, 
reports and other gray literature.


Our methods are intended to help identify exposure 
pathways and mechanisms as well as potential neurologi
cal health risks and longterm consequences of air and 
water pollutants associated with UOG. We also intended 
to promote research to assess the neurotoxicity of air and 
water pollutants involved with UOG development. We note 
cases where concentrations exceed relevant air and water 
quality standards or guidelines and/or levels known to be 
hazardous to human health (3, 4, 6, 75–80).


This assessment was conducted using a number 
of search methods, including (1) keyword systematic 
searches across three science databases (PubMed, Web of 
Science, ScienceDirect), and (2) searches in existing col
lections of scientific literature on unconventional oil and 
natural gas development, such as the PSE Healthy Energy 
Citation Database on Shale and Tight Gas Development 
and the Marcellus Shale Initiative Publications Database 
at Bucknell University. We complemented our search 
using the Columbia University Library database (CLIO) 
and Google Scholar, and additionally conducted manual 
searches of the references included in many of the studies 
identified.


Results


Sources of air pollution from UOG


UOG operations emit air pollutants linked to adverse 
neurological effects throughout their lifecycle. In a Po
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study assessing air pollution near natural gas opera
tions in rural Colorado, Colborn et  al. (6) identified 
35 potential neurotoxins that are associated with the 
process. Stages of the UOG lifecycle associated with 
air pollution include the extraction and processing of 
natural gas, transportation via compressor stations and 
pipelines, truck transportation of materials to and from 
well pads, use of vehicular equipment during construc
tion and maintenance, and venting, flaring, production, 
and leaks from faulty casings (3, 81). These processes 
release numerous contaminant categories into the air, 
including our five pollutant categories of concern (1, 3, 
4, 6, 12, 77, 79, 80, 82–85).


Sources of water pollution from UOG


Oil and gas development processes release numerous 
contaminant categories into surrounding water sources, 
including our pollutant categories of concern (75, 76, 
78, 86–90). Water pollution can occur during wastewa
ter disposal, transport, and during and after hydraulic 
fracturing, processing, production and distribution to 
the market (7, 91). “Flowback” or “produced” water, the 
water that travels to the surface following the hydraulic 
fracturing procedure (typically a mixture of water, gas, 
oil, metals and fracking fluids), can contaminate ground
water (76). The fracturing fluid used in shale gas develop
ment contains organic and inorganic chemicals harmful 
to human health. Although these chemicals are currently 
unregulated at the federal or state level, many environ
mental and public health experts, including the EPA, 
have reported the presence of fracturing fluids in drink
ing water (75, 92).


People may be exposed to chemical fluids from UOG 
development processes in a number of ways, including 
spills, releases from surface tanks, surface leaks, poor 
well integrity, accidents during transportation, flow
back and produced water during hydraulic fracturing, 
runoff from storms and blowouts and other events (91). 
There is often inadequate filtering at treatment facilities 
which can then lead to harmful chemicals entering the 
local water supplies and/or being used in agriculture 
(93). These chemicals are then released into landfills or 
surface waters. In different areas, this water has been 
used for other purposes such as irrigation, or for spray
ing roads to reduce dust or melt ice (94). While surface 
spills and leaks occurring both during and after well 
stimulation can lead to water contamination, other oil 
and gas development processes can also lead to water 
contamination. In California, for example, researchers 


are investigating the potential health concerns associ
ated with the reuse of oil field produced water for crop 
irrigation (95).


Particulate matter (PM)


PM levels near UOG sites


PM is a mixture of solid particles, particle droplets, dust 
particles, heavy metals, and other organic chemicals that 
have become suspended in the air, are small enough to be 
inhaled, and can travel long distances (96–98).


Diesel PM and PM of 10 μm or smaller in diameter are 
known to be emitted into surrounding air throughout all of 
the stages of the UOG lifecycle. Such stages include well
site preparation and road construction (which involves 
trucks and heavy machinery), hydraulic fracturing, pro
duction (gas flaring/venting and maintenance), process
ing and storage (involving compressors), transmission 
(involving compressor stations), and well abandonment 
and site rehabilitation (which includes the use of trucks 
and heavy machinery) (81, 99).


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
 estimates that levels posing a potential health risk are 
35 μg/m3 for a 24h average and 15 μg/m3 for an annual 
average for PM2.5 (100). One study reported PM levels 
exceeding the NAAQs around fracking mining opera
tions. In this study, Walters et al. (79) found PM2.5 levels 
of 5.82–50.8 μg/m3 in six 24h samples around fracksand 
mines and processing sites in Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
Five of the six air samples exceeded the EPA standard 
of 12 μg/m3, and researchers pointed out that these may 
underestimate true levels given that weather condi
tions can lower PM2.5 atmospheric concentration levels 
(Table 2).


Brown et al. (85) used an air exposure model to deter
mine the concentrations of PM2.5 in the air during different 
6h periods over 24 h near three UOG facilities in Pennsyl
vania. They reported that peak PM2.5 exposures occurred 
83 times over 14  months of well development with the 
greatest intensity exposures occurring during well devel
opment, drilling, flaring and gas production. Peak expo
sure levels from compressor stations were reported to take 
place 118 times and there were 99 peak exposures from a 
gas processing plant.


Although the EPA has not conducted adequate 
ambient air quality models of PM2.5 near UOG sites, it 
has emphasized the need for their emission reductions 
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Table 2: Reported pollutant concentrations and exposure media near UOG sites.


Pollutant groups   Pollutant   Studies for which values 
were reported


  Exposure media and 
concentrations detected


  Standards or guidelines


Heavy metals   Arsenic  


Fontenot et al. (75)
Glenn and Lester (101)


  Air: No data available
Water: 
2200–1.61 × 105 μg/m3


1000–5.69 × 105 μg/m3


 
Water:
EPA MCL: 10,000 μg/m3


  Manganese  


Boyer et al. (88)
Alawattegama et al. (78)


  Air: No data available
Water:
2.63 × 106 μg/m3


2.0 × 103–2.63 × 106 μg/m3


 
Water:
EPA Lifetime Health Advisorya: 
3 × 105 μg/m3


Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons 
(PAHs)


  Benzo(a)
pyrene (BaP)


 
Colborn et al. (6)b


Paulik et al. (102)


  Air:
1.34 × 10−3–3.72 × 10−3 μg/m3


<0.16 km from natural gas well: 
14 × 10−7 μg/m3


0.16–1.6 km from natural gas 
well: 7.1 × 10−9 μg/m3


>1.6 km from natural gas well: 
2.9 × 10−9 μg/m3


Water: No data available


  Air:
NIOSH REL-TWA: 100 μg/m3


  Phenanthrene 
Colborn et al. (6)c


Paulik et al. (102)


  Air:
1.53 × 10−3–4.45 × 10−3 μg/m3


<0.16 km from natural gas well: 
2.5 × 10−4 μg/m3


0.16–1.6 km from natural gas 
well: 1.8 × 10−4 μg/m3


>1.6 km from natural gas well: 
1.7 × 10−4 μg/m3


Water: No data available


  Air:
NIOSH REL-TWA: 100 μg/m3


  Naphthalene  
Colborn et al. (6)c


Paulik et al. (102)c


  Air:
4.25 × 10−3–3.19 × 10−2 μg/m3


<0.16 km from natural gas well: 
7.4 × 10−3 μg/m3


0.16–1.6 km from natural gas 
well: 8.4 × 10−3 μg/m3


>1.6 km from natural gas well: 
6.7 × 10−3 μg/m3


Water: No data available


  Air:
NIOSH REL-TWA: 5 × 104 μg/m3


Volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs)


  Benzene  
Colborn et al. (6)
Helmig et al. (4)
McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)


DiGiulio et al. (86)


Gross et al. (76)d


  Air:
0.96–3.51 μg/m3


9.9 μg/m3


0.096–14 μg/m3


5.7–110,00 μg/m3


Water:
Max conc.:
2.47 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.1 × 106 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 30 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
9.58 μg/m3


Water:
EPA MCL: 5000 μg/m3


  Toluene  
Colborn et al. (6)
McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)


  Air:
1.51–16.2 μg/m3


0.11–79 μg/m3


ND–270,000 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 5000 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
3800 μg/m3


   
DiGiulio et al. (86)


Gross et al. (76)d


  Water:
Max conc.:
6.77 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.4 × 106 μg/m3


  Water:
EPA MCL: 1 × 106 μg/m3
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Pollutant groups   Pollutant   Studies for which values 
were reported


  Exposure media and 
concentrations detected


  Standards or guidelines


  Ethylbenzene  
Colborn et al. (6)e


McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)


DiGiulio et al. (86)


Gross et al. (76)d


  Air:
3.04 μg/m3


0.056–8.1 μg/m3


ND–1200 μg/m3


Water:
Max conc.:
1.01 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.2 × 105 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 1000 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
261 μg/m3


Water:
EPA MCL: 7.0 × 105 μg/m3


  Xylenes  
Colborn et al. (6)
McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)f


DiGiulio et al. (86)g


DiGiulio et al. (86)h


Gross et al. (76)d


  Air:
8.68 × 10−4 to 3.04 × 10−3 μg/m3


0.064–3.6 μg/m3


ND–4100 μg/m3


Water:
Max conc.:
2.53 × 105 μg/m3


9.73 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.8 × 106 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 100 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
217 μg/m3


Water:
EPA MCL: 1 × 107 μg/m3


Particulate matter   PM2.5  
Walters et al. (79)


  Air:
5.82–50.8 μg/m3


  Air:
Primary 1-year average National 
Air Quality Standard: 12 μg/m3


aLifetime Health Advisories serve as technical guidance for unregulated drinking water contaminants. bColborn et al. (6) reported low PAH 
air concentrations; however, they may have public health significance. The summed composite of eight PAHs analyzed by Colborn et al. (6) 
was 15.5 ng/m3. Perera et al. (44, 46) also analyzed these same PAHs and found that a summed concentration >4.16 ng/m3 and >2.26 ng/m3 
resulted in lower mental development scores and lower IQ, respectively. cPaulik et al. (102) reported an aggregate measure of PAHs (ΣPAH62). 
Naphthalene contributed an average of 62% to ΣPAH62 air concentration measures. dGross et al. (76) reported Kaplan-Meier means for BTEX 
compounds. eColborn et al. (6) only detected ethylbenzene in one air sample. fMacey et al. (77) reported air concentration measurements for 
mixed xylenes. gDiGiulio et al. (86) reported the following max water concentration for o-Xylene. hDiGiulio et al. (86) reported the following 
max water concentration for m-Xylene and p-Xylene. Table summarizing reported exposure media and concentrations for different pollutants 
found near UOG sites. Regulatory standards and guidelines are listed. Reported concentrations are ranked in ascending order, and those 
that are in excess of standard or guideline, are shown in bold. EPA, Environmental Protection Agency; MCL, maximum contaminant level; 
NIOSH, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; REL-TWA, reference exposure level time weighted average; RfC, reference 
concentration.


Table 2 (continued)


given adverse health effects identified in the scientific 
and medical literature and based on their own regulatory 
analysis of the industry (103).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


The primary exposure pathway for particulate matter 
is through inhalation and the particle size influences 
where the particles travel in the body. Coarse particles 
(2.5–10 μm in aerodynamic diameter) are usually depos
ited in the airways and upper respiratory tract, while fine 
particles (<2.5 μm) may reach terminal bronchioles and 
alveoli (104). Compared to large particles, fine particles 


can remain suspended in the air for longer durations of 
time and travel over longer distances (104). PM2.5 (≤2.5 
μm) in particular poses a significant health concern, as 
particles of this size are known to contribute to cardiovas
cular and respiratory diseases as well as premature death 
(105, 106).


Experimental studies in both animals and humans 
have shown that PM can enter the brain through inhala
tion. In a rodent study, for example, inhalation of particles 
resulted in translocation of these particles to the brain 
(107) specifically the brainstem and hippocampus (108). 
Studies show that high exposure of PM can result in pen
etration of multiple functional areas of the brain and lead 
to detrimental effects (109, 110).
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Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


While more research is needed on the mechanisms of par
ticulate matter’s toxicity, the effect on the brain is clear 
(111). There is direct evidence of various types to support 
the hypothesis exposure to elevated levels of particulate 
matter can lead to certain brain diseases and functional 
clinical impairment [for an extensive review, see (112)].


Neuroinflammation, especially in prenatal and early 
life appears to have a profound effect on brain develop
ment, potentially leading to disorders such as autism, 
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and anxiety (67). Immune 
mechanisms of fighting infection is important for proper 
brain development and functioning (113). Recent evidence 
suggests that inflammation and its processes can modify 
cellular processes in the brain and spinal cord, affecting 
the synaptic connections and plasticity that is required for 
learning and memory (64).


In a series of studies comparing the effects of air 
pollution in Mexico City with those of similar cities with 
significantly lower pollution levels, researchers have con
sistently encountered neuroinflammation, damage sug
gestive of oxidative stress, direct neuronal damage, and 
poor clinical outcome in both animals and humans (66, 
109, 110, 114–117).


White matter hyperintensities (WMHs) are extreme 
vascular lesions routinely found in the elderly, predicting 
increased risk of dementia and death, signal bloodbrain 
barrier (BBB)  disruption and neuroinflammation (118). 
In one study comparing children from Mexico City with 
children from less polluted areas, magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) prefrontal white matter hyper intensities 
(WMHs), were found in 56% of clinically healthy  children 
from Mexico City, compared to 7.6% of children that were 
from the control site. The children residing in Mexico City 
in CalderónGarcidueñas et al.’s (65) study with prefron
tal WMHs displayed problems with memory and executive 
functions, and also had large deficits in cognition (meas
ured by the Weschler Intelligence Test for Children and 
IQ), compared to children from the control sites where 
there was less pollution.


The same researchers conducting work on children 
residing in Mexico City have also found evidence of lesions 
at several levels of the brain, down to the brainstem. They 
additionally found damage to the nuclei, which are key to 
basic functions such as auditory processing, balance and 
autonomic regulation (119). Early lesions such as these can 
lead to severe developmental problems, although correlat
ing such issues with the lesions is not clinically feasible in 
most cases. Therefore, this burden is likely underestimated.


In addition to developmental and degenerative disor
ders, psychiatric disorders may be associated with partic
ulate matter exposures. Fine particulate matter exposure 
has been associated with high symptoms of anxiety 
(68). Although largely unexplored, mechanisms such as 
inflammatory changes and oxidative stress could explain 
these findings.


Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs)


PAH levels near UOG sites


PAHs refer to several hundred chemicallyrelated organic 
compounds. Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) is most commonly 
used as an indicator species of PAH pollution and is one 
of the PAHs that are found in crude oil. PAHs, found in 
common crude oil, are known constituents in produced 
water from UOG but are not being monitored in areas 
impacted by oil and gas operations. PAH compounds 
are present in fossil fuels and are also products of their 
combustion. Fossil fuel combustion is one of the primary 
sources to ambient PAHs (120).


Some studies have reported PAHs in ambient air samples 
near UOG operations. Colborn et al. (6) for example, found 
levels of PAHs (PAH16 ~ 15.5 ng/m3) near natural gas well 
pads dangerous to human health. These levels have been 
associated with significant decreases in IQ and delayed 
mental development in children exposed in utero (Table 2).


Paulik et al. (102) analyzed for 62 PAHs in rural Ohio 
where there has been a huge natural gas exploration and 
production boom and found levels of benzo[a]pyrene, 
phenanthrene, and other PAH mixtures closest to active 
natural gas wells to be highest (Table 2).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


PAHs attach themselves to particles in the air; distribute 
across air, soil and water and can travel long distances 
(121). PAHs can enter the body through inhalation, traveling 
through the lungs into the bloodstream. PAH neurotoxicity 
is thought to occur indirectly through microglial activation 
(51). PAHs are thought to cause antiestrogenic effects (122) 
and DNA damage (123), and can also lead to changes at the 
cellular level that then affect the exchange of nutrients and 
oxygen (124). Exposure to PAHs in utero may affect neu
rological function, immune and metabolic function, and 
potentially epigenetic programming (44, 121, 125).
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Some PAHs are transplacental carcinogens which 
can cause phenotypic or genotypic changes in cells in the 
fetus following carcinogenic exposure. Inutero exposure 
to transplacental carcinogens can result in the production 
of tumors in the lung, liver, lymphatic and nervous system 
in children (126).


In a 2005 study conducted by Environmental Working 
Group (EWG), 217 chemicals known to be toxic to the brain 
and nervous system were found in the umbilical cord 
blood of 10 babies born in US hospitals in 2004. Nine of 
the 217 chemicals were PAHs (127).


Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


Fetal growth problems


Gestational and invivo PAH exposure in humans has 
been linked with several adverse neurodevelopmental 
effects, including small for gestational age (SGA), reduced 
length, reduced weight and head circumference (41, 42). 
Choi et al. (41) found that children with high prenatal PAH 
exposure were more likely to be preterm and/or be SGA 
(have a fetal growth ratio of <85%).


Researchers believe that these adverse effects during 
fetal development may be caused by PAHs’ ability to 
change endocrine hormone and receptor levels (128). 
In one study, researchers found an association between 
exposure to outdoor airborne PAHs in the urban industri
alized state of New Jersey and births that were small for 
gestational age (SGA) (42). Fifteen thousand four hundred 
and fiftyone live births were examined in a retrospective 
cohort study in the Marcellus Shale formation of South
west Pennsylvania from 2007 to 2010. Results indicated 
that mothers who lived next to six or more wells per 
1.6 km reported lower birth weight and a higher incidence 
of SGA than mothers who lived near less than 0.87 wells 
per 1.6  km (13). Two separate but parallel prospective 
cohort studies found prenatal exposure to airborne PAHs 
(ranging from 1.80 to 36.47 ng/m3) to be associated with 
lower birth weight and head circumference in children of 
nonsmoking AfricanAmerican and Dominican mothers 
in innercity New York and nonsmoking Caucasian 
mothers in Krakow, Poland (129).


Neural tube defects (NTDs)


While several studies have shown that prenatal expo
sure to PAHs is associated with reduced birth weight and 


birth head circumference as well as smaller birth size 
for gestational age, other studies have shown a positive 
association between maternal exposure to PAHs during 
pregnancy and increased rates of neural tube defects. 
Ren et al. (43) reported that higher levels of PAHs in the 
placenta were associated with a 4.5fold increase in the 
risk of NTDs (both anencephaly and spina bifida) relative 
to controls.


Mental development and cognitive functioning


Neurodevelopmental outcomes such as head circumfer
ence and low birth weight can have important implica
tions for future learning; both have been correlated with 
poorer cognitive functioning and school performance as 
well as lower IQ (130–132).


Perera et  al. (45) performed followup assessments 
of the children with high prenatal exposure to PAH and 
reported impaired neurodevelopmental health (at 3 years 
old, the children had lower mental development scores), 
whereas in children with low prenatal exposure to PAHs 
there were no such effects. Perera et al. (44, 46) reported 
reductions in fullscale and verbal IQ scores in children 
5 years of age (44), and symptoms of depression, anxiety 
and problems with attention in children 7 years of age as 
measured by the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) and a 
slower processing speed index on the Weschler Scale of 
Intelligence for Children (WISCIV) (46).


The adverse neurodevelopmental effects of PAHs – 
such as development of learning disorders or neurocogni
tive problems – have been reported for a long time (47, 48). 
In rats, Saunders et al. (133) found a significant correla
tion between gestational exposure to PAHs and deficits in 
behavioral and motor effects.


Brain disorders and neuropsychology


Some researchers have followed PAHs’ impairment of 
normal cognitive function and implicated PAH exposure in 
the etiology of brain disorders. Perera et al. (49) followed 
children of nonsmoking AfricanAmerican and Domini
can mothers in a prospective cohort study, and assessed 
the risk of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 
diagnosis through the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM) and found a possible connection 
between early life exposure to PAHs and childhood ADHD 
behavior problems.


In this same cohort, Peterson et al. (51) conducted the 
largest MRI study of the neurological effects of prenatal 
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exposure to PAHs, following urban youth from gestation 
to school age. The researchers found a doseresponse rela
tionship between prenatal PAH exposure and reductions 
of white matter in the brain that resulted in high scores for 
ADHD symptoms and conduct disorder problems. They also 
found an association between PAH exposure and reduced 
processing speed during intelligence testing (51). Follow
up assessments of postnatal PAH exposure at 5 years of age 
found disruption in dorsal prefrontal white matter. Although 
they could not conclude how these postnatal effects on pre
frontal white matter impact cognition or behavior, they pre
dicted further difficulty with processing speed, attention, 
and impulse control functions supported by the prefrontal 
cortices. Based on their findings, these researchers hypoth
esized that PAH could alter levels of monoaminergic neuro
transmitters, or their receptors, which regulate early brain 
development and lateralization (51).


Recently, researchers from Columbia Center for Chil
dren’s Environmental Health and New York State Psychiat
ric Institute reported that early life exposure (in utero) to 
PAH air pollution in 462 children (3–11 years of age) may play 
a role in the cause of many childhood behavior disorders 
including ADHD, obsessivecompulsive disorder, Tourette’s 
syndrome and eating disorders (50). PAH was measured 
by the presence of PAHDNA adducts in maternal blood at 
delivery. Children between 3 and 11 years of age, that had 
been prenatally exposed to PAHs, failed to improve their 
selfregulation skills, while children of mothers that did 
not appear to have the presence of PAHDNA adducts dis
played increased capacity for selfregulation (50). In other 
words, children with prenatal exposure to PAH had persis
tent problems with selfregulation, as evidenced through a 
variety of domains such as managing attention, aggression, 
anxiety/depression, as well as the ability to get along with 
others. Based on these findings, researchers concluded that 
childhood exposure PAH significantly heightens the risk for 
various disorders (50).


Endocrine disrupting chemicals 
(EDCs)


Levels of EDCs near UOG sites


Of the over 750 chemicals used throughout the process of 
hydraulic fracturing, more than 100 are known or suspected 
EDCs, and many others have yet to be assessed due to lack 
of Chemical Abstract Service numbers and/or proprietary 
information concerns. This can make searching for health 
data difficult (1, 134). The 2005 Energy Policy Act, exempted 


hydraulic fracturing from the Underground Injection 
Control program and the EPA is prohibited from regulating 
fracking under the Safe Drinking Water Act (1974) (7). Due 
to these actions, fracturing fluids are excluded from federal 
disclosure rules and a number of chemicals associated with 
UOG are not reported to the public.


A mounting number of studies have reported EDC 
activity in surface and/or groundwater near UOG opera
tions (89, 90, 135). Kassotis et al. (89) found greater EDC 
activity in surface and ground water from fracturing fluid 
spill sites in areas where more intensive natural gas devel
opment, compared with reference sites with limited UOG 
activity.


In another study, the same researchers, assessed EDC 
activity of fracturing chemicals in surface water at a West 
Virginia injection well disposal site accepting wastewater 
partly from UOG operations (90). The researchers reported 
antagonist activities for most of the chemicals that were 
analyzed. Given that currently in this country, over 95% 
of end disposal of hydraulic fracturing wastewater from 
UOG operations occurs via injection wells (with over 
140,000  such wells in operation), these environmental 
impacts and health consequences on surrounding organ
isms can be thought to be widespread (90).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


The Endocrine Society defines EDCs as “exogenous 
chemical(s), or mixtures of chemicals, that interfere with 
any aspect of hormone action” (52, 55). Once EDCs are 
absorbed into the body, they act via a range of mecha
nisms to alter hormone action, thereby causing a spectrum 
of adverse effects such as hormonedependent cancers, 
infertility, miscarriage and birth defects (55, 136–138). 
These mechanisms can include direct agonism or antago
nism of hormone receptors, disruption of steroidogenic 
enzymes, and impairment of steroid receptor expression 
among others (56).


Commonly used UOG chemicals have been shown to 
be able to act as antagonistic EDCs in animal studies. In one 
animal study, prenatal exposure (via maternal ingestion) to 
concentrations equal to and less than those found in three 
oil and gas wastewater samples (first, from a ruptured 
pipeline actively leaking; second, an open storage tank, 
and third, a closed storage tank in Colorado) resulted in 
adverse male reproductive outcomes in mice. Specifically, 
there was an increase in weight of testis, body and heart 
and a decrease in sperm counts (135). Kassotis et al. (139) 
found that pregnant mice that were prenatally exposed to 
drinking water contaminated with UOG chemicals from 
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gestational day through birth displayed a host of fertil
ity and endocrinerelated adverse health effects includ
ing suppressed pituitary hormone concentrations across 
experimental groups (prolactin, luteinzing hormone (LH), 
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), etc.), increased body 
weights, changes in uterine and ovary weights, disrupted 
folliculogenesis, among other reported effects. Exposure to 
EDCs during the perinatal period has been shown to cause 
permanent changes in the brain and behavior (52–54).


Neuroendocrine systems coordinate virtually all 
homeostatic processes and functions, including growth, 
stress, energy balance, stress, lactation and  reproduction. 
Importantly, the neuroendocrine system coordinates an 
organism’s response to the environment including chemi
cal exposures. Although still lacking a formal definition, 
the term “neuroendocrine disruptors (nEDCs)” has been 
used to describe chemical impacts on endocrinerelated 
brain development and function including the function 
of the nervous system (140, 141). Importantly, neuroen
docrine disruption is different than neurotoxicity, which 
defines processes resulting in neuronal cell death and 
related to up or downstream consequences (e.g. oxida
tive stress or inhibition of neurotransmission) including 
peripheral neuropathies. The neuroendocrine system, like 
other neural systems, is not fully mature at birth and can 
be extremely sensitive to hormones and nEDCs at many 
points in the life span, most notably the prenatal window 
and the pubertal transition (142). It is also, in many 
aspects, sexually dimorphic, thus resulting in sexspecific 
vulnerabilities (143).


Cognition, behavior and learning


Although beyond the scope of the present review, numer
ous prior analyses have linked nEDCs with adverse neural 
and behavioral outcomes in a variety of animal models, 
including impaired social interaction/activity, com
promised learning and memory, increased anxiety and 
aggression, modified brain sex differences, altered hip
pocampal spine density and advanced puberty (55, 56). 
Other endocrine disruptors (including those not appar
ently associated with UOG development) such as BPA 
appear to affect social and maternal behavior and repro
ductive functions. Low dose oral BPA exposure have been 
observed on oxytocin and related pathways. Oxytocin is a 
peptide hormone critical for mediating social and mater
nal behaviors, such as lickinggrooming in animals (56, 
144). Developmental exposure to bisphenol A (BPA) has 
been shown to alter the sexual differentiation of neural 
circuits involved in the control of reproductive functions 


and behavior including ovulation and sexual receptivity 
(143, 145).


Brain disorders and neuropsychology


Exposure to nEDCs that disrupt hormone function during 
critical periods of prenatal development may enhance 
susceptibility to sex and/or hormonallydifferentiated 
behavioral disorders. This is an outcome which has been 
interpreted to indicate that EDC exposure might contrib
ute to the etiology of disorders with sexbiased preva
lence rates such as autism spectrum disorders, ADHD 
and depression (56). These potential linkages should 
be viewed with caution, however, because although it 
is widely postulated that EDCs are contributing to clini
cal neural and behavioral disorders, specific evidence 
for such a relationship is sparse, even for wellstudied 
EDCs like BPA. That said, detrimental effects on aspects 
of cognitive function and reasoning, including IQ, have 
clearly been shown in both animal models and humans 
for EDCs such as the PBDEs and PCBs. Effects are particu
larly evident in arctic populations where exposure is espe
cially high and chronic. These effects can be exacerbated 
by coexposure to other contaminants, including heavy 
metals, emphasizing their significance within a complex 
exposure paradigm. While difficult to quantify, the eco
nomic costs of EDC exposure on neurobehavioral deficits 
and diseases have been estimated to be in the range of 150 
billion euros for the EU (146). These estimates contextual
ize the real “costs” of EDC exposures even if they cannot 
be specifically attributed to a clinically diagnosable cog
nitive or other neural disorder. Currently, the research on 
specific UOG chemicals that are nEDCs is sparse, but due 
to what is emerging about wellstudied EDCs like BPA, 
more research exploring the potential link between UOG 
EDC exposures and disruptions during prenatal neurode
velopment is apparently needed.


Arsenic and manganese


Levels of heavy metals near UOG sites


Arsenic has been found in both flowback wastewater and 
produced water (water that is found in gas formations 
underground and comes to the surface over the lifetime 
of the well) from hydraulic fracturing sites on the Marcel
lus Shale (87). Studies have also confirmed arsenic con
tamination of ground/drinking water from flowback and 
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produced water being treated and then released back into 
the environment. For example, Fontenot et al. (75) found 
higher levels of arsenic in the private wells of homeown
ers living within 3 km of sites of natural gas extraction in 
the Barnett Shale region in Texas. These levels exceeded 
EPA’s maximum contaminant limit for drinking water of 
10 μg/L (Table 2) (21, 87). Glenn and Lester (101) found 
that contamination by arsenic and various other heavy 
metals of groundwater exceeded maximum contaminant 
levels and health risk limits in the Gulf Coast aquifer of 
Texas, a region inhabited by more than 7.5 million people 
and in the proximity of at least 86,000 facilities (oil, gas 
and storage wells) This number is most likely an under
estimate because certain well types were excluded from 
analysis (Table 2).


The heavy metal manganese has also been found in 
flowback water from fracking operations, and in drinking 
water near UOG sites at levels known to be hazardous to 
human health (78). Manganese can contaminate ground
water as acids in fracking fluids will cause metal dissolu
tion (147).


Boyer et al. (88) found that after hydraulic fracturing, 
within 3000 feet of shale gas wells in rural Pennsylvania, 
there was an increase in concentrations of manganese in 
drinking water wells. The concentrations spanned from 
near or below the drinking water standard (0.05 mg/L) to 
above safety levels after drilling occurred (Table 2) (88). A 
2015 report on well water contamination in a rural com
munity within 4 km of unconventional shale gas extrac
tion similarly reported concentrations of manganese 
found in well water (78). Twentyfive of the reporting 
households documented levels exceeding the maximum 
contaminant level (SMCL) of 0.05 mg/L (the highest was 
2.627  mg/L) (Table 2) (78). Manganese water contamina
tion has also been reported in other regions across the US 
such as Pennsylvania (148). Notably, two fracking lawsuits 
have involved plaintiffs reporting neurological symptoms 
from exposure to testverified manganese groundwater 
contamination in Pennsylvania and West Virginia (149).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


Arsenic ranks as number one in the Agency for Toxic Sub
stances and Disease Registry (ATSDR)’s list of 275 environ
mental substances that pose the most significant threat 
to human health (150). In addition to gastrointestinal, 
respiratory, cardiovascular, and other diseases, acute and 
chronic arsenic exposure is associated with neurotoxicity, 
nerve inflammation (neuritis) and neuropathy, with pos
sible longlasting effects (151, 152).


Consuming contaminated drinking water is generally 
the main route of human exposure to arsenic, in addition to 
consuming food that is irrigated with contaminated water 
or from food prepared with contaminated groundwater 
(21). Infants are more vulnerable to exposure because of 
their greater consumption than adults on a bodyweight 
basis. After ingestion, 60–90% of organic and inorganic 
arsenic is absorbed into the bloodstream (153). Mecha
nisms of arsenic neurotoxicity include interference with 
neurotransmitter release and metabolism, and induction 
of oxidative stress (21).


Arsenic impairs the developing brain by inhibiting 
neuron growth both in the central and peripheral nervous 
system. It additionally interferes with various stages of 
neurodevelopment including synapse formation and neu
ronal migration (19). Arsenic has been shown to cross the 
placenta and may also cross the BBB and directly affect 
the central nervous system (21). One study reported that 
invitro arsenic exposure can induce disturbances in neu
ronal development and apoptosis of neuronal cells in 
human fetal brain explants (154).


Manganese, like arsenic, is a known neurotoxin that 
can produce cognitive, neuropsychological and motor def
icits in both humans and animals. Chronic exposure has 
been linked to Parkinson’s disease (155, 156). According 
to a recent review of the literature, potential mechanisms 
include dysregulation of the dopaminergic system and 
alteration of the working memory network due to impacts 
on the striatum, frontal and parietal cortex (the region 
integral to sensory information and working memory per
formance) (155). Notably, both animal and human studies 
have shown that concurrent exposure to arsenic and man
ganese can have additive effects on newborns intellectual 
functioning. In one study, 11–13 year olds with exposure 
to both arsenic and manganese showed greater deficits in 
intellectual functioning (29). More research is needed on 
both the mechanisms by which manganese induces cogni
tive impairment and on the psychiatric effects of chronic 
manganese exposure.


Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


Cognition, motor and intellect


Developmental deficits, including cognitive deficits due to 
arsenic neurotoxicity, were first reported in 1955 in Japan 
after arsenic was found in a dried milk product used for 
bottlefeeding infants. There were more than 12,000 cases 
of poisoning and more than 100 deaths (157). Researchers 
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Dakeishi et al. (157) conducted followup studies 14 years 
later on the infants who had survived, finding that the 
participants had higher rates of mental retardation and 
epilepsy, and lower IQ, with 10 times the rate of IQs below 
85 compared to unaffected controls.


Since then, various longitudinal studies have 
reported impairments to children’s intellectual function 
due to shortterm arsenic exposure, both in utero and/
or during childhood. These studies are complemented by 
animal research showing that learning rates are affected 
by arsenic exposure during the prenatal period up to 
4 months of age (158).


According to a recent review of epidemiological 
studies on the developmental neurotoxicity of arsenic, 
15 out of 17 studies focusing on cognitive outcomes found 
that early life exposure is associated with deficits in intel
ligence and memory. The researchers warn that these 
effects may occur at even low levels of exposure (below 
current safety guidelines) and that some neurocogni
tive consequences may manifest only later in life (21). In 
another systematic review of 41 articles on pre or post
natal exposure in children up to 16 years of age to heavy 
metals (including arsenic and manganese), researchers 
RodriguezBarraco et al. (22), suggests that a 50% increase 
in arsenic levels in urine and manganese levels in hair 
would be associated with a 0.39 and 0.7 point decrease in 
the IQ of children age 5–15 and 6–13  years, respectively. 
Decreased IQ was demonstrated in verbal performance 
and fullscale tests. In 13 of the 15 studies that Rodriguez
Barraco examined, exposure to arsenic in urine and 
drinking water was correlated with significant negative 
neurodevelopmental effects on children, as measured by 
decreased performance on a variety of tests. These tests 
included the IQ test (verbal, performance and fullscale), 
and working memory, vocabulary, object assembly and 
picture completion tests (22).


Varying levels of exposure to arseniccontaminated 
water has been linked with neurodevelopmental impair
ments in memory, attention and intelligence testing in 
children in Taiwan, Mexico, India and Bangladesh (23–
26). In a study of children in Taiwan, the high arsenic 
exposure (184.99 ± 225.29 μg/L) group demonstrated 
significant deficits in pattern memory and switch
ing attention as compared to the low arsenic exposure 
group (131.19 ± 343.70 μg/L) over a longterm period of 
11.28 ± 2.58 and 8.10 ± 6.07  years, respectively (23). In a 
study of children in India, arsenic exposure was found 
to be significantly associated with decreased perfor
mances in vocabulary development, object assembly, and 
picture completion tests (25). In a crosssectional study 
in Mexico, children exposed to high levels of arsenic had 


lower scores on the verbal intelligence (IQ) and longterm 
memory and linguistic abstraction factors of the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale when compared to children exposed 
to lower levels of arsenic (62.9 ± 0.03 μg As/g creatinine, 
40.2 ± 0.03 μg As/g creatinine urine) (27).


Similar neurodevelopmental impairments have been 
reported in children exposed to manganese. Many studies 
have reported below average performance by children 
with prenatal or drinking water exposure to manganese 
in tests of verbal and visual memory, perceptual reason
ing and working memory (31, 32). Psychomotor impair
ment has been found in infants with prenatal exposure 
to manganese at as early as 6 months (30). Such find
ings corroborate those of occupational studies (i.e. of 
welders) (159) and nonhuman primate studies showing 
deficits in nonspatial and spatial memory (160). Studies 
have also reported below average performance on tests 
of intellectual function in schoolage children that had 
been exposed to manganese (29, 33–35, 40). For example, 
studies in Bangladesh have linked exposure to manga
nesecontaminated drinking water with decreased IQ and 
mathematical performance (34, 36).


Neuropsychology and behavior


Studies have reported a significant association between 
early life exposure to arsenic and adverse neuropsycho
logical effects. A birth study of 100 mothers in Nepal, for 
example, found a significant inverse association between 
inutero exposure to arsenic and newborns’ selfregu
lation, an indicator on the Brazelton neurobehavioral 
assessment of newborns considered to be integral to chil
dren’s normal neuropsychological development (28).


In young children, it has been reported that high 
manganese exposure can affect learning, memory, lower 
cognition, motor function deficits, and lead to behavioral 
problems (37–39). One study found more problems with 
impulsive, aggressive and hyperactive behavior among 
first to third graders who had prenatal exposure to high 
levels of manganese (37). Bouchard et  al. (38) found a 
significant association between high levels of manganese 
in hair and an increase in hyperactivity and behavioral 
problems in children exposed to manganese via tap water 
in Quebec, Canada. Importantly, the mean level of man
ganese in water in this study did not even reach 0.1 mg/L 
in comparison to the health risk standard of 1 L daily as 
reported by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser
vices’ Toxicological Profile of Manganese (161). In another 
study using 0.2 mg/L of manganese as a median exposure 
level in utero, manganese exposure was associated with 
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increased risk of conduct problems in children at 5 and 
10 years of age. Stratifying by gender, exposure was asso
ciated with low prosocial scores for girls and an increased 
risk of emotional problems for boys (39).


Neural tube defects (NTDs)


The prevalence of NTD in the US is 5.3 per 10,000 live 
births, depending on a range of factors including genetic 
susceptibility, nutritional status and the presence of 
environmental toxicants (20). Very early developmental 
anomalies can have devastating and lasting effects on 
the brain. Arsenic has been shown to induce neural tube 
defects in several experimental animals – including mice, 
rats, hamsters and chicks – after crossing the placenta 
and accumulating in the neuroepithelium of the devel
oping embryos of these animals (20). Mazumdar et  al. 
(20) produced the first study in humans demonstrating 
that environmental exposure to arsenic influences risk of 
neural tube defects (NTDs). NTDs, including spina bifida, 
anencephaly, and encephalocele occur when the neural 
tube does not close by the 28th day of gestation. Infants 
with anencephaly are born without the cranial vault, and 
the cerebellum is often absent. Additionally, the brain
stem can be hypoplastic, and many fetuses are aborted or 
stillborn. Infants with spina bifida often have many other 
medical issues including learning difficulties and hydro
cephalus (the excessive accumulation of cerebrospinal 
fluid in the brain, creating potentially harmful pressure 
on brain tissue) (43).


Although not as overt as anencephaly or spina bifida, 
developmental changes occurring at the time of neural 
tube closure can cause severe cognitive and behavioral 
symptoms. In a study of 86 thalidomide survivors, 15 of 
their mothers had taken thalidomide between days 20 
and 24 of neural development (162). Of the children of 
these 15  mothers, 4  were diagnosed with autism. There 
were no autism cases in the cohort who had taken thalido
mide later in pregnancy. There was additional evidence of 
brainstem injury, leading to the hypothesis that the inter
ruption of development during this time frame can have 
multiple impacts ranging from the physical effects noted 
in NTD as well as the harder to diagnose and characterize 
defects as seen in autism (163). Similarly, mothers who 
take the anticonvulsant valproic acid during pregnancy 
have a threefold increase in major anomalies including 
NTD. More recently it has been noted that there is also 
a significant increase in the rate of developmental prob
lems, including decreased verbal intelligence, communi
cations problems, and the diagnosis of autism spectrum 


disorders (164). These finding highlight the fact that 
arsenic’s association with NTD should be an indication 
to study the effects of neurocognitive development in the 
exposed population.


Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene 
and xylene (BTEX)


BTEX levels near UOG sites


BTEX – benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene – are 
a tetrad of volatile organic compounds and have routinely 
been found near UOG sites (165). These compounds are 
emitted in every stage of the UOG lifecycle – from machin
ery used in well site preparation; well drilling, fracking, 
and well completion processes; flowback or produced 
water; gas flaring/venting and maintenance during pro
duction; separators, condensate tanks, and compressors 
used in processing and storage; pipelines, compressor sta
tions and gas venting used in transmission; and finally, 
from machinery used in well abandonment and site reha
bilitation (7, 77, 82–84).


A number of studies have found elevated BTEX con
centrations in ambient air samples and water samples 
near UOG sites that exceed regulatory standards and/or 
minimum health risk levels established by the Agency for 
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Table 2) (3, 4, 76, 77, 
80, 166).


Researchers Rich and Orimoloye (80) reported elevated 
concentrations of ambient BTEX compounds in residential 
areas at different distances from a natural gas facility in six 
counties in Texas. Concentrations of benzene were elevated 
when compared to the U.S. EPA’s Urban Air Toxics Moni
toring Program. Twentyfour hour benzene concentrations 
ranged from 0.6 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) to 592 
ppbv. One hour benzene concentrations ranged from 2.94 
ppbv to 2900.20 ppbv (Table 2) (80).


McKenzie et al. (3) measured hydrocarbons near drill
ing sites in Colorado and found benzene levels in the air 
to be as high as 22 ppbv, many magnitudes higher than 
the 0.4 ppb concentration in ambient air that the EPA has 
estimated could put 1 in every 100,000 exposed people at 
an increased risk of cancer (Table 2) (3, 12). All four BTEX 
compound concentrations increased with proximity to the 
well site.


Macey et al. (77) found similarly elevated concentra
tions in air samples collected near UOG operations in 
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five states, including Arkansas, Colorado, Ohio, Penn
sylvania, Wyoming. The air samples contained varying 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), includ
ing benzene concentrations exceeding health risk levels 
by several orders of magnitude at up to 885 feet, and 
toluene and xylene samples exceeding ATSDR risk levels 
(Table 2). Elevated concentration levels of BTEX chemicals 
(including benzene) have also been found in groundwater 
near UOG sites (86). Gross et al. (76), for example, reported 
in 90% of the groundwater samples contaminated by 
surface spills from UOG wells in Colorado, benzene meas
urements exceeded the US EPA National Drinking Water 
maximum contaminant level of 5 ppb (Table 2).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


Exposure to BTEX can occur through inhalation, dermal 
contact, transplacental or oral exposure from drinking 
water (167). While several studies have established the 
interactive effect of BTEX neurotoxicity, more research 
is needed on its mechanisms. Proposed mechanisms 
include oxidative DNA damage, apoptosis and fragmenta
tion resulting in changes in signaling pathways, and cel
lular homeostasis (62, 168). Being highly lipophilic, these 
substances have easy access to the CNS.


Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


Analyzing the neurotoxic and developmental effects of 
these compounds is challenging, especially in humans. 
 Frequently, exposures are not specific, and exposure to one 
or more BTEX compounds might also accompany exposures 
to other neurotoxic compounds such as formaldehyde. Most 
of the human studies have employed occupational settings 
[which are generally airborne concentrations averaged 
over a period, either a longterm exposure limit (8  h time 
weighted average) or a shortterm exposure limit (15  min 
period) and inhalant abusers ( episodic binge  exposures to 
high concentrations] (169, 170).


Low to moderate concentrations of toluene have been 
linked with impaired cognitive, auditory and neuromuscu
lar functions. Studies in experimental animals have found 
that exposure to both benzene and toluene can affect 
spatial learning and memory, even at levels considered 
subtoxic (60). Toluene exposure has been shown to cause 
intellectual, psychomotor, and neuromuscular impair
ment at moderate concentrations (80–150  ppm) (60). 
Infants of mothers that abused toluene during pregnancy 


showed delayed development of speech, motor function 
and had low scores on developmental tests. At high levels 
of exposure (1000–20,000  ppm), humans experience 
severe CNS dysfunction and in some cases can lead to 
permanent damage and death (60). In occupational set
tings “clinical neurobehavioral deficits” may be absent 
or low level, however when tested neurobehavioral per
formance is impaired (63). These performance tests give a 
continuous dimensional reading to the exposure and may 
be used to identify the beginnings of pathology not yet 
apparent (171). Some of these dimensions include motor 
performance, audiometry or tests of color vision. These 
dimensions were reflected in a study on young healthy 
volunteers given a single exposure to 200 ppm of toluene 
(172). A robust decline in a perceptual learning task was 
found amongst the study participants when a “distrac
tor” was also present, a result that was not seen without 
the distractor (172). This illustrates the fact that relatively 
sophisticated testing must be conducted to document the 
subclinical effects of these toxicants (172).


Occupational exposure to xylene at the level of 14 ppm 
has been shown to cause anxiety, forgetfulness, difficulty 
with concentration, and other neurologic dysfunction 
(173). At more extreme (accidental) levels of exposure such 
as 10,000 ppm, amnesia, brain hemorrhage, unconscious
ness and seizures have been reported (173). According to 
a 2015 review of approximately 150 peerreviewed animal 
and human studies relevant to xylene toxicity, neurologi
cal effects include delayed nerve signaling, while neu
robehavioral effects include tremors, altered vision, and 
numbness (62).


Xylene and toluene have also been associated with 
impaired neurodevelopment. Children exposed to toluene 
in utero have been reported to be born with small head 
circumference, serious facial deformations, and general 
growth retardations. A followup study at 3  years of age 
showed that these same children had hyperactivity, lan
guage impairment, developmental delays, postnatal 
growth retardation and cerebellar problems (57, 58). In 
another study of these same children, a high incidence 
of postnatal microcephaly and developmental delay was 
reported (59). It should be noted that these studies were 
primarily examining inhalant abusers and it is likely 
that the dosing was very high. Similar effects have been 
reported for xylene exposure (62).


Ethylbenzene’s neurotoxicity has been reported in 
animal and human studies. Neurologic effects associated 
with inhalation exposure to ethylbenzene has included 
hearing loss, with worsening of auditory response and 
changes to cochlear anatomy (174). Notably, these effects 
occurred even when exposed levels of ethylbenzene were 
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lower than health standards established by OSHA and 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) (174).


Neural tube defects (NTDs)


Studies have linked maternal benzene exposure to neural 
tube defects in both experimental animals and human 
infants. In Texas, a state that has very high ambient 
benzene levels, mothers living in areas with high benzene 
levels were reported to more likely have children with 
spina bifida than women living in areas with lower levels 
(61). In Sweden, women exposed to benzene and other 
organic solvents in biomedical research laboratories were 
found to be at an elevated risk for neural crest (cells which 
migrate through the embryo and engender several cell 
populations, including the peripheral nervous system) 
malformations during pregnancy (175). At a Marine Corps 
Base Camp in North Carolina, maternal exposure to 
benzene and trichloroethylenecontaminated drinking 
water was associated with NTDs (176). In a retrospective 
study of 124,842 births between 1996 and 2009 in rural 
Colorado, McKenzie et al. (12) found that the prevalence of 
NTDs were possibly associated with the highest exposure 
of mothers to natural gas development (based on density 
and proximity of natural gas wells within a 16km radius 
of residence).


Discussion
Based on the literature indicating adverse impacts from 
air and water pollution on children’s health in other con
texts, there is potential for adverse neurological and devel
opmental effects in infants and children in the context of 
UOG. Our review shows that at least five of the pollutant 
groups used and produced by UOG processes have well
known neurological and developmental health effects on 
infants and children.


Health risks identified


Our review found that five pollutant categories are asso
ciated with increased neurological and neurodevelop
mental problems in developing children: heavy metals 
(arsenic and manganese), particulate matter, BTEX, PAHs 
and EDCs. We found that these five pollutant groups 
are associated with neurotoxicity, neuroinflammation, 


psychomotor effects and neuromuscular effects. Some of 
these pollutant categories are also linked with neural tube 
defects and neurodevelopmental effects such as impaired 
memory, intellectual function, learning and cognitive 
function. Finally, we also found that some of these pol
lutants are associated with brain disorders, adverse neu
ropsychological effects, and behavioral effects including 
impulsivity, aggression, hyperactivity and ADHD (Table 1).


Given the profound sensitivity of the developing brain 
and central nervous system, it is reasonable to conclude 
that young children who experience frequent exposure to 
these pollutants are at particularly high risk for chronic 
neurological diseases.


Susceptibility during prenatal, postnatal and 
reproductive years


The entire nervous system, consisting of the brain, spinal 
cord and peripheral nerves, is highly vulnerable to envi
ronmental toxicants especially during development 
(74, 177, 178). During critical stages of cellular growth, 
migration and synaptic organization, even subtle disrup
tions can have profound and reorganizational effects on 
neurodevelopment and can result in permanent brain 
damage or neural impairments (74, 177, 178). Numerous 
studies have repeatedly shown that chemical exposures 
that produce little to no perceptible adverse effects in an 
adult brain can significantly impact neurodevelopment 
(71, 178). The human brain undergoes substantial growth 
and development during the prenatal period. Beginning 
with the formation of the neural tube at 2  weeks of life 
and continuing through until birth, the development of 
the central nervous system involves the formation of 100 
billion neurons and more than 100 trillion synaptic con
nections (179). It is therefore not surprising that the prena
tal window is considered one of the periods of the greatest 
vulnerability to neurotoxicants, neuroendocrine disrup
tors and other environmental insults (179, 180), receptiv
ity (143). Although the developing fetus was once thought 
fully protected from exogenous exposures, it is now 
clear that the placenta and fetus are unable to block the 
passage of many of the environmental toxicants to which 
the mother is exposed. Within the developing brain, bil
lions of cells must be precisely located, interconnected 
and specialized. To achieve this, neurons need to develop 
and migrate along precise pathways. The ability to repair 
any anomaly is unlikely, if at all possible, which can lead 
to permanent deficits (72, 73, 181, 182).


There are many mechanisms by which typical devel
opment can be interrupted. Mounting research has 
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detected more than 200 such chemicals in umbilical cord 
blood, showing that babies are being born “prepolluted” 
with a host of chemicals, some of which are neurotoxic 
(71). Routes of fetal exposure include transplacental trans
mission, wherein compounds pass through the placental 
barrier and reach the embryo and/or fetus by mimicking 
or binding to essential compounds (183), through inges
tion of amniotic fluid and via transdermal exposure (184, 
185). At least some of these compounds reach the fetal 
brain. The BBB which imparts some protection from toxi
cant exposure, is not fully formed until approximately 
6 months after birth, leaving the developing brain particu
larly susceptible to exposure during prenatal and neona
tal life (72).


The period after birth is also considered an enhanced 
window of vulnerability, though for different reasons. 
First, the brain is still remodeling and organizing, which 
it will continue to do long into early adulthood. It is thus 
still susceptible to developmental disruption, but via 
potentially different mechanisms and in distinct regions 
(186). Second, exposure pathways for neurotoxicants are 
heightened during infancy and childhood compared to 
later in life. Children experience greater internal expo
sures to toxicants than adults because they eat, drink and 
breathe more toxicants per pound of body weight than 
adults (187). This is the result of having greater interac
tion with chemical toxicants (from spending more time 
on the floor and putting objects in mouths), and having 
different morphometry compared to adults (187). Chil
dren are often not able to detoxify, metabolize or excrete 
toxicants as efficiently as adults can due to their under
developed metabolic systems (187). Even as children 
grow into adolescents, their developing central nervous 
system remains vulnerable to environmental toxicants. 
This is because synaptic remodeling, myelination and 
additional developmental processes continue in cortical 
regions as well as other areas of the brain fundamental to 
cognitive reasoning, executive function, impulse control 
and other highlevel behaviors (188). Chronic exposures, 
even at low levels, are particularly concerning for chil
dren because they are still developing and have years of 
life remaining over which to be exposed. Thus, there is 
heightened risk of developing chronic diseases later in 
life (189).


In our discussion of neurotoxicity, it is important to 
keep in mind that the factors of dose, duration, and fre
quency of exposure to neurotoxicants interplay to influ
ence their ultimate effect in the developing brain (190). 
One reason why the pandemic of neurotoxicity was first 
called “silent” is that some neurotoxin effects are subtle 
and thus discerned only through special testing rather 


than standard examination, which is designed to detect 
clinical neural disorders.


Finally, it is important to understand the distinc
tion between neurotoxicity (which results in cell death) 
and neurodevelopmental impact (which can constitute 
organizational and other changes within the CNS without 
obvious pathology). Although the specific mechanisms 
by which chemicals alter brain organization and function 
remain largely unresolved, subclinical effects may reflect 
a dosedependent continuum of toxic effects, wherein 
low doses may cause surprisingly large functional dec
rements (72). The rapidly growing body of literature on 
the neurodevelopmental consequences of neurotoxicant 
exposures in early life emphasizes their likely role in the 
etiology of neurodevelopmental as well as neurodegen
erative disorders later in life (71, 179, 191).


When provided by the literature, we discuss in this 
review the biological mechanisms of neurotoxicity and 
neurodevelopmental disorders (oxidative stress, DNA 
damage, apoptosis, etc.). Measurements of cognitive and 
neurobehavioral deficits in the literature include the IQ 
test, the Wechsler Scale of Intelligence for Children (WISC
IV), and the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL), a widely 
used method for identifying “problem” behavior in chil
dren, such as aggressiveness (192).


The significant impact of pollutants 
on neurodevelopment


The Collaborative on Health and the Environment’s 
2008 Consensus Statement on Environmental Agents 
also examined the role of environmental agents on 
neurodevelopmental disorders (193). They concluded 
that the existing animal and human studies suggest a 
greater proportion of development is environmentally 
influenced than has been generally believed and note 
the serious implications for families, schools, local 
communities and society at large (193). Additionally, in 
another paper Bellinger (194) assessed the risk of differ
ent factors on neurodevelopment and fullscale IQ, and 
determined that environmental chemical exposures had 
a greater impact on the brain than pediatric conditions 
like traumatic brain tumors, brain injury and congenital 
heart disease.


Any discussion on the topic of environmental effects 
of pollutants on neurodevelopment must carefully address 
the developmental status of the fetus or young child and 
the effects of exposure on certain stages of brain develop
ment, the variation in exposure routes between children 
and adults, the endpoints used to measure effects, the 
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time frame used to measure effects factoring in the “down
stream” effect of exposures on the developing organism, 
and various other issues (178). Unfortunately, regulatory 
standards have not been developed to sufficiently account 
for these questions.


The significant impact of neurotoxicants on IQ is 
attributed not to the magnitude of the effect on the indi
viduals, but rather to the prevalence of exposure across 
the population (194, 195). Small decrements in IQ could 
go unnoticed, depending on the specific study method. 
Since some disorders such as diabetes, depression, 
and hypertension can be clearly defined using “cutoff 
values of continuously distributed measurements”, 
some researchers argue that it is not always a question 
of whether an individual has a disorder but the extent to 
which the disorder is evident (194, 195). Neurodevelop
mental disorders fit into this “continuously distributed 
dimensional category”. IQ is easily measured and has 
been studied for a long time, but other more complex 
disorders can be harder to quantitate (194, 195). Some of 
these are more common than easily measured and rec
ognized disorders. Disorders that are more difficult to 
measure include social awareness and sensory integra
tion. In an effort to strengthen the diagnostic practices 
of more subtle disorders, the National Institute of Mental 
Health has advocated for changes in the field of nosology, 
or the classification of diseases, and has termed the effort 
the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) (196). This will focus 
on intrinsic biologically based symptoms and is likely 
to be independent of clinically defined disorders (197). 
Current epidemiology has been largely based on correlat
ing risk factors with disorders, thus grossly underestimat
ing the effects of many risks on the many aspects of brain 
development that are likely to be the building blocks of 
disorders (196).


General policy recommendations


Increased setback distances from UOG development


As we discussed previously (15), setback distances from 
UOG development are intended to protect the health and 
safety of residents (198), including infants and children. 
Many states establish setback rules with an average dis
tance ranging between 100 and 1000 feet from the well
bore to the sensitive receptor such as schools, hospitals, 
churches and other occupied dwellings (199). Established 
setback ordinances are typically the result of negotiation 
between stakeholders (e.g. residents and municipal poli
cymakers) (198, 200). Calls for increased setback distances 


are due to the potential health risks associated with resid
ing or working in close proximity to UOG development. 
Individuals residing within a close distance (≤0.8 km) to 
highdensity drilling areas are at greater risk for health 
effects from exposure to natural gas development than 
those living >0.8 km mile from wells (3).


Definitive conclusions based on comprehensive 
measurement and analysis of exposure levels is still to be 
determined, but based on a Delphi survey conducted by 
the SWPAEnvironmental Health Project, it was found that 
89% of the scientists, public health and medical profes
sionals participating in the study favored a setback of at 
least 0.4 km and 50% of participants favored a 1.6–2 km 
(201). Haley et  al. (200) found that existing setback dis
tances are likely not adequate to protect the public. Our 
results suggest that setbacks may not be sufficient to 
reduce potential threats to human health in areas where 
UOG development occurs. It is more likely that a combina
tion of reasonable setbacks with controls for other sources 
of pollution associated with the process will be required.


We recommend that at a minimum, 1.6 km setbacks, 
preferably greater, should be established between drilling 
facility lines and the property line of occupied dwellings 
such as schools, hospitals and other spaces where infants 
and children might spend a substantial amount of time. 
(3, 198).


The health burden, economic and social effects 
of adverse neurodevelopmental health


Neurodevelopmental brain disorders, which affect 10–15% 
of all births in the US (71), include learning disabilities, 
ADHD, dyslexia, sensory deficits, mental retardation and 
autism spectrum disorders. Given that the list of human 
neurotoxicants is growing annually (in 2006, Grand
jean and Landrigan found an increase of two substances 
per year from 202 to 214 in 2006–2014), it is reasonable 
to assume that the risk of neurodevelopmental and neu
rodegenerative disorders is also increasing (71). It is also 
important to consider the health consequences of mixed 
exposures since most populations are exposed to more 
than one contaminant at a time (71).


Studies assessing adverse neurodevelopmental expo
sures (e.g. lead and methyl mercury) have found that 
if policy interventions were put in place to prevent or 
minimize environmental exposures, large economic costs 
could be avoided (202, 203). Given what has been seen 
with other environmental exposures and neurodevelop
mental outcomes, without adequate preventive meas
ures and political action, economic losses and health 
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consequences will be seen for years to come. A report pro
duced by the European Brain Council estimated that brain 
disorders cost Europe almost 800 billion pounds ($1 tril
lion) a year, more than cancer, cardiovascular disease and 
diabetes put together (204).
i. IQ loss and estimated costs:


In a report on the Clean Air Act by the EPA, the net 
effect of IQ on expected lifetime income was estimated 
to be $3000 more per additional IQ point (205). More 
recently, Grandjean and Landrigan, and separately, 
Elise Gould, have all estimated a loss of lifetime earn
ings capacity of about $18,000 with each lost IQ point 
(206). Given that the list of human neurotoxicants is 
growing annually, it is reasonable to predict that the 
estimated economic effect in dollars is much greater 
today. Policies to reduce the potential social and eco
nomic burden of IQ loss created by UOG will likely 
become an important part of reducing these costs in 
future years.


ii. ADHD and estimated costs:
Children with ADHD are at greater risk not only for 
poor academic performance but also for risktaking 
behaviors and lowerearnings in adulthood. In the 
US, ADHD imposes a cost of between $36 and $52 
billion annually, or $12,005–$17,458 per person (49).


iii. EDCs and estimated costs:
Bellanger et  al. (146) has estimated the potential 
health care costs for EDC exposureinduced neurobe
havioral deficits and disorders in the EU to exceed 150 
billion euros.


iv. Small for gestational age (SGA) and estimated costs:
There is greater likelihood of health problems later in 
life for SGA infants, including metabolic syndrome, 
obesity, glucose intolerance and type II diabetes (41, 
207), all of which pose costs to the individual as well as 
society. The American Diabetes Association reported 
total costs of diagnosed diabetes to have risen to $245 
billion in 2012 from $174 billion in 2007 (208). Given 
the length of time since this report was released, we 
can anticipate that the costs are now higher.


Accounting for low-level and chronic exposures


In many of these studies, chemical concentrations were 
below federal exposure limits, but above the concen
trations found to have health effects; that is because 
government standards do not take into account low
level, chronic exposure experienced by the increasing 
numbers of people in close proximity to oil and gas 
operations (6).


Precautionary approach


To protect the health of children and wellbeing of fami
lies, state and federal agencies and authorities should 
adopt a precautionary approach when establishing 
permitting rules and standards for UOG development 
and production. This also applies to enforcement of 
standards for air and water quality near UOG sites. The 
federal government sets standards for many air and 
water pollutants, based on an estimated risk of health 
effects at a certain level. Currently, the EPA uses a 
narrow view of variability and vulnerability in their risk 
assessment caused by differences in genetic makeup, 
metabolism, and age of exposures. Therefore, current 
risk assessment practices provide inadequate protec
tion to the most vulnerable populations, such as infants 
and children (209).


Mandatory testing and international clearinghouse


Controlling the developmental neurotoxicity pandemic is 
very difficult since a lot of data is needed for regulation by 
government authorities. In 2014, Grandjean and  Landrigan 
proposed mandatory testing of industrial chemicals and 
the development of an international “clearinghouse” on 
neurotoxicity, an agency that would “promote optimum 
brain health, not just avoidance of neurological disease, 
by inspiring, facilitating and coordinating research and 
public policies that aim to protect brain development 
during the most sensitive life stages” from exposure to 
neurotoxic, industrial chemicals (71).


Research needs


Improved exposure assessment


While we strongly support a precautionary approach 
that prevents children’s exposure, we recommend that 
welldesigned biomonitoring studies should be under
taken to measure existing exposures to pollutant groups 
associated with UOG. Currently, only a small number of 
studies document a causal relationship between pollu
tion created by UOG operations and undesirable health 
outcomes. Better population exposure assessment is 
needed to document these relationships. The most accu
rate way to obtain information about human exposures 
from environmental pollution is through welldesigned 
biomonitoring studies.
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Mental health monitoring before and after 
UOG development


There should be the requirement by legislation or 
 executive mandate that states monitor the mental health 
impacts of UOG development and operations, with an 
appointed external advisory panel of health experts, and 
paid for by a dedicated commonwealth revenue source 
such as a severance tax on UOG. Research should be inte
grated with the creation of an Unconventional Natural 
Gas and Oil Development Health Registry. The proce
dural guidelines should specify not only that children be 
included in all health studies, but as a vulnerable popula
tion they should be given specific attention as President 
Clinton directed in his Executive Order 13045 to reduce 
environmental health risks and safety risks to children.


Lack of transparency and research barriers


The 2005 Energy Policy Act, exempted hydraulic fracturing 
from the Underground Injection Control program and the 
EPA is prohibited from regulating fracking under the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (1974) (7). Due to these actions, a number 
of chemicals associated with UOG are not reported to the 
public. Disclosure of chemicals is critical in understanding 
the full scope of neurological health effects for infants and 
children. In a 2011 review about the human health effects 
of the 353 chemicals used in natural gas operations (as 
identified by Chemical Abstract Service numbers), Colborn 
et  al. (1) determined that approximately 40–50% of the 
chemicals used could affect the brain and nervous system. 
However, the study was limited because of the lack of trans
parency about chemical mixtures used in the UOG process. 
The nondisclosure of these chemicals creates barriers to 
efficient research practices and contributes to the lack of 
knowledge concerning UOG and its potential health effects 
(7). Since a number of chemicals associated with UOG are 
not disclosed to the public, there exists uncertainty about 
the chemical makeup of UOG fluids. In many states, com
panies are not required to disclose information about the 
concentrations or what chemicals are used in the process 
because of trade secret protections.


Maximum contaminant levels


Researchers have reported that it is difficult to measure 
health risks from many of the compounds used in oil and 
gas development because many of them lack scientifically 
based maximum contaminant levels (7).


Review limitations considerations


This review is not exhaustive in scope. To make the review 
manageable, we focus on five particular pollutant groups 
of concern and do not discuss a number of other air and 
water pollutants that are known to cause neurodevelop
mental harm, such as cadmium and methylene chloride, 
among others. Thus, the review is not comprehensive, but 
rather representative of a major issue.


The studies we reviewed evaluated exposures in a 
variety of settings. For example, some of these studies 
assessed atmospheric and water concentrations from UOG 
operations while others assessed emissions from oil and 
gas refineries as well as urban traffic. We also examined 
exposures from some of these pollutants in both indoor 
and outdoor settings. In some cases, where literature is 
lacking, we examined studies focusing on both conven
tional and unconventional sources of oil and gas develop
ment. The relevance to exposures near UOG sites varies.


This review is not intended to provide a formal risk 
assessment that would characterize the exposure levels 
among children to our pollutants of concern. Instead, 
we review studies that measure UOG air emissions and 
atmospheric concentrations of our five pollutants catego
ries of concern.


Additionally, UOG is a recent development, and the 
most effective epidemiological studies will take a long 
time to complete. Further, there is still much that is 
unknown about neurological health effects and their rel
evance for children living near UOG areas. Though there is 
far more research than there was 5 years ago, there are still 
only a number of epidemiological studies that explore the 
associations between risk factors and health outcomes in 
people living close to UOG development.


Conclusion
We reviewed the body of evidence of whether UOG has the 
potential to increase air and water pollution in the sur
rounding communities where it takes place and result in 
neurological and developmental harm. We conclude that 
exposure to heavy metals (arsenic and manganese), par
ticulate matter, BTEX, EDCs and PAHs is linked to adverse 
neurological and developmental health effects, particu
larly in infants and children. However, the scientific lit
erature examining the direct impact of UOG development 
on children is just starting to emerge.


Studies indicate that the chemicals that are used in 
or are byproducts of UOG operations have been linked to 
serious neurodevelopmental health problems in infants, 
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children, and young adults. Early life exposure to these 
air and water pollutants has been shown to be associated 
with learning and neuropsychological deficits, neurode
velopmental disorders, and neurological birth defects, 
with potentially permanent consequences to brain health. 
More research is needed to understand the extent of these 
concerns in the context of UOG, but since UOG develop
ment has expanded rapidly in recent years, the need 
for public health prevention techniques, welldesigned 
studies, and stronger state and national regulatory stand
ards is becoming increasingly apparent.
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Abstract: Heavy metals (arsenic and manganese), particu
late matter (PM), benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes 
(BTEX), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and 
endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) have been linked 
to significant neurodevelopmental health problems in 
infants, children and young adults. These substances are 
widely used in, or become byproducts of unconventional 
oil and natural gas (UOG) development and operations. 
Every stage of the UOG lifecycle, from well construction 
to extraction, operations, transportation and distribution 
can lead to air and water contamination. Residents near 
UOG operations can suffer from increased exposure to ele
vated concentrations of air and water pollutants. Here we 
focus on five air and water pollutants that have been asso
ciated with potentially permanent learning and neuro
psychological deficits, neurodevelopmental  disorders and 
neurological birth defects. Given the profound sensitivity 
of the developing brain and central nervous system, it is 
reasonable to conclude that young children who experi
ence frequent exposure to these pollutants are at particu
larly high risk for chronic neurological diseases. More 
research is needed to understand the extent of these con
cerns in the context of UOG, but since UOG development 
has expanded rapidly in recent years, the need for public 


health prevention techniques, welldesigned studies and 
stronger state and national regulatory standards is becom
ing increasingly apparent.


Keywords: BTEX; children; EDCs; heavy metals; PAHs; 
particulate matter; UOG.


Introduction
Since the midtolate2000s, unconventional oil and gas 
(UOG) techniques, including hydraulic fracturing (frack
ing) have enabled the extraction of fossil fuels from pre
viously inaccessible geological formations such as shale, 
leading to the rapid spread of UOG development in the US. 
The scientific and medical communities are beginning to 
understand that each step of the UOG lifecycle uses and 
emits significant quantities of chemicals likely to be 
harmful to environmental and human health (1–10), par
ticularly to infants and developing children (11–15). This 
paper explores the potential health risks of UOG activ
ity; we are presenting the first literature review to focus 
explicitly on the effects of the UOG industry on the neu
rodevelopmental and neurological health of infants and 
children.


Currently, there are now over 1000 peerreviewed 
publications that assess various health hazards and 
risks of UOG. Some of these studies on UOG development 
have observed an increase in adverse perinatal outcomes 
(12–14). Published research focusing on the association 
between UOG and neurodevelopmental and neurological 
health in humans is limited and only a few studies to date 
address this issue, while no studies have focused exclu
sively on this health topic. Neurological health problems 
have been reported by residents (16) and observed in com
panion animals and livestock living in close proximity 
to UOG development in areas across the US (17). A study 
by University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University 
researchers found that UOG in Pennsylvania was associ
ated with an increase in hospitalization rates, including 
inpatient prevalence rates for neurology among other 
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health categories (18). Another retrospective study in 2014 
of approximately 124,842 births found that there was a 
potential association between the density of natural gas 
wells within a 16km radius of a residence and neural tube 
defects in infants (12).


Although data is still emerging in this specific health 
research area, the neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects of many UOG chemicals including those we focus 
on in this review are well known and documented in the 
scientific literature in many other contexts (Table 1).


This review calls attention to the neurological health 
impacts of air and water pollution from UOG operations, 
focusing specifically on five pollutant categories: heavy 
metals (arsenic and manganese), particulate matter (PM), 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), BTEX and 
endocrinedisrupting chemicals (EDCs). The purpose of 
this paper is to highlight how vulnerable populations, 
particularly newborns and growing children, may or 
may not suffer disproportionately from exposure to UOG
related air and water pollutants. We also identify future 
research needs and present general policy recommenda
tions in light of the identified health risks within these 
populations.


In our discussion of the health effects of air and water 
pollution from UOG, we chose these five particular pollut
ant categories because these pollutant groups have been 
found in significant concentrations in air and water at or 
near UOG sites, and are most commonly found in epide
miological studies to be associated with adverse neuro
logical and developmental health outcomes. We do not 
discuss a number of other pollutants including: methyl
ene chloride, ethylene glycol and other materials from 
UOG operations that are potentially neurotoxic.


It should be noted that unconventional oil and gas 
development is a broad and complex term which can refer 
to modern oil and gas development techniques that may 
not be covered in this review. UOG generally refers to oil 
and natural gas produced from atypical sources – includ
ing shale/tight formations, oil/tar sands, coal seams and 
low permeability reservoirs – requiring techniques differ
ent from those needed for conventional oil and gas pro
duction. For this review, we focus specifically on research 
pertaining to onshore oil and gas development from shale 
and tight formations (i.e. low permeability) and do not 
include studies of coalbed methane, oil sands, or offshore 
oil and gas development. In a few examples we refer to 
studies that may also apply to other forms of oil and gas 
development. While the term hydraulic fracturing (“frack
ing”) is used in the media to refer to UOG activities in 
general, we use it in this review to refer to its role in oil 
and gas development from shale and tight formations. 


This involves the well stimulation technique of injecting 
pressurized fluid consisting of water, sand and chemicals 
into a reservoir or low permeability rock formations, in 
order to mobilize oil or natural gas. Recently, hydraulic 
fracturing has been combined with other techniques such 
as directional drilling to increase oil and gas production 
from unconventional sources.


The neurotoxicity of chemical compounds that are 
foreign to the body is a serious though understudied public 
health issue. Ten percentage to 15% or approximately one 
out of every six children in the US suffers from neuro
developmental abnormalities, including intellectual dis
abilities, learning disabilities, autistic disorders, attention 
deficit disorders and/or emotional disorders (69). Specific 
 epidemiology is further complicated by rapid increases in 
disorders that are subtle or difficult to diagnose, such as 
autism and attention deficit disorder (70).


There is ample evidence that environmental toxicants 
can cause neurodevelopmental problems. Developmental 
neurotoxicity has been called a “global silent pandemic” 
– “silent” because the “brain draining” impacts of early 
life exposure to neurotoxicants are often subtle and sub
clinical, which can make them hard to detect (71–73). 
Another aspect of this “silent pandemic” is the lack of 
safety standards set by regulatory authorities on virtually 
any of the 85,000+ chemicals that we are exposed to daily, 
as well as the limited attention clinicians and academic 
researchers have paid to the “brain drain” caused by 
neurotoxicity in early life (74). In a 2006 review aimed at 
drawing attention to how little is known about neurotoxi
cants, Grandjean and Landrigan (72) identified 201 chemi
cals neurotoxic to adults and more than 1000 chemicals 
neurotoxic to animals. In discussing evidence for meas
urable human consequences, they focused on the neu
rodevelopmental toxicity of lead, methylmercury, arsenic, 
polychlorinated biphenyls and toluene. In 2014, the same 
authors, updated this review and highlighted newly iden
tified developmental neurotoxicants, noting that the list 
of known neurotoxicants had been growing annually by 
two substances per year (71).


In this review we discuss the body of scientific and 
medical literature relevant to the neurodevelopmental 
health impacts of UOG development and production. We 
highlight what is currently known and identify data gaps 
and research limitations.


Methods
For this review, we focus on the scientific literature rele
vant to the potential neurodevelopmental health effects of 
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UOG emissions on children and newborns. This required 
reviewing three different types of research, including 
studies of (1) UOG air and water emissions and concen
trations; (2) documented neurological health risks and 
symptoms from exposure to our selected pollutant list; 
and (3) longterm neurological health outcomes from early 
life exposure to UOG associated pollutants in other con
texts as documented in the literature. We did not include 
a formal quality assessment of the literature. Addition
ally, although we primarily focus on human studies, we 
also refer to experimental animal studies to understand 
biological mechanisms of neurotoxicity. It should also be 
noted that in some cases, where literature was limited, 
we looked at adult and occupational studies. This review 
draws predominantly from peerreviewed scientific lit
erature, including animal and human (both in vitro and 
in vivo) studies, literature reviews on specific pollutants, 
and book chapters, with an emphasis on more recent 
publications. However, we included where appropriate, 
reports and other gray literature.


Our methods are intended to help identify exposure 
pathways and mechanisms as well as potential neurologi
cal health risks and longterm consequences of air and 
water pollutants associated with UOG. We also intended 
to promote research to assess the neurotoxicity of air and 
water pollutants involved with UOG development. We note 
cases where concentrations exceed relevant air and water 
quality standards or guidelines and/or levels known to be 
hazardous to human health (3, 4, 6, 75–80).


This assessment was conducted using a number 
of search methods, including (1) keyword systematic 
searches across three science databases (PubMed, Web of 
Science, ScienceDirect), and (2) searches in existing col
lections of scientific literature on unconventional oil and 
natural gas development, such as the PSE Healthy Energy 
Citation Database on Shale and Tight Gas Development 
and the Marcellus Shale Initiative Publications Database 
at Bucknell University. We complemented our search 
using the Columbia University Library database (CLIO) 
and Google Scholar, and additionally conducted manual 
searches of the references included in many of the studies 
identified.


Results


Sources of air pollution from UOG


UOG operations emit air pollutants linked to adverse 
neurological effects throughout their lifecycle. In a Po
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study assessing air pollution near natural gas opera
tions in rural Colorado, Colborn et  al. (6) identified 
35 potential neurotoxins that are associated with the 
process. Stages of the UOG lifecycle associated with 
air pollution include the extraction and processing of 
natural gas, transportation via compressor stations and 
pipelines, truck transportation of materials to and from 
well pads, use of vehicular equipment during construc
tion and maintenance, and venting, flaring, production, 
and leaks from faulty casings (3, 81). These processes 
release numerous contaminant categories into the air, 
including our five pollutant categories of concern (1, 3, 
4, 6, 12, 77, 79, 80, 82–85).


Sources of water pollution from UOG


Oil and gas development processes release numerous 
contaminant categories into surrounding water sources, 
including our pollutant categories of concern (75, 76, 
78, 86–90). Water pollution can occur during wastewa
ter disposal, transport, and during and after hydraulic 
fracturing, processing, production and distribution to 
the market (7, 91). “Flowback” or “produced” water, the 
water that travels to the surface following the hydraulic 
fracturing procedure (typically a mixture of water, gas, 
oil, metals and fracking fluids), can contaminate ground
water (76). The fracturing fluid used in shale gas develop
ment contains organic and inorganic chemicals harmful 
to human health. Although these chemicals are currently 
unregulated at the federal or state level, many environ
mental and public health experts, including the EPA, 
have reported the presence of fracturing fluids in drink
ing water (75, 92).


People may be exposed to chemical fluids from UOG 
development processes in a number of ways, including 
spills, releases from surface tanks, surface leaks, poor 
well integrity, accidents during transportation, flow
back and produced water during hydraulic fracturing, 
runoff from storms and blowouts and other events (91). 
There is often inadequate filtering at treatment facilities 
which can then lead to harmful chemicals entering the 
local water supplies and/or being used in agriculture 
(93). These chemicals are then released into landfills or 
surface waters. In different areas, this water has been 
used for other purposes such as irrigation, or for spray
ing roads to reduce dust or melt ice (94). While surface 
spills and leaks occurring both during and after well 
stimulation can lead to water contamination, other oil 
and gas development processes can also lead to water 
contamination. In California, for example, researchers 


are investigating the potential health concerns associ
ated with the reuse of oil field produced water for crop 
irrigation (95).


Particulate matter (PM)


PM levels near UOG sites


PM is a mixture of solid particles, particle droplets, dust 
particles, heavy metals, and other organic chemicals that 
have become suspended in the air, are small enough to be 
inhaled, and can travel long distances (96–98).


Diesel PM and PM of 10 μm or smaller in diameter are 
known to be emitted into surrounding air throughout all of 
the stages of the UOG lifecycle. Such stages include well
site preparation and road construction (which involves 
trucks and heavy machinery), hydraulic fracturing, pro
duction (gas flaring/venting and maintenance), process
ing and storage (involving compressors), transmission 
(involving compressor stations), and well abandonment 
and site rehabilitation (which includes the use of trucks 
and heavy machinery) (81, 99).


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
 estimates that levels posing a potential health risk are 
35 μg/m3 for a 24h average and 15 μg/m3 for an annual 
average for PM2.5 (100). One study reported PM levels 
exceeding the NAAQs around fracking mining opera
tions. In this study, Walters et al. (79) found PM2.5 levels 
of 5.82–50.8 μg/m3 in six 24h samples around fracksand 
mines and processing sites in Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
Five of the six air samples exceeded the EPA standard 
of 12 μg/m3, and researchers pointed out that these may 
underestimate true levels given that weather condi
tions can lower PM2.5 atmospheric concentration levels 
(Table 2).


Brown et al. (85) used an air exposure model to deter
mine the concentrations of PM2.5 in the air during different 
6h periods over 24 h near three UOG facilities in Pennsyl
vania. They reported that peak PM2.5 exposures occurred 
83 times over 14  months of well development with the 
greatest intensity exposures occurring during well devel
opment, drilling, flaring and gas production. Peak expo
sure levels from compressor stations were reported to take 
place 118 times and there were 99 peak exposures from a 
gas processing plant.


Although the EPA has not conducted adequate 
ambient air quality models of PM2.5 near UOG sites, it 
has emphasized the need for their emission reductions 
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Table 2: Reported pollutant concentrations and exposure media near UOG sites.


Pollutant groups   Pollutant   Studies for which values 
were reported


  Exposure media and 
concentrations detected


  Standards or guidelines


Heavy metals   Arsenic  


Fontenot et al. (75)
Glenn and Lester (101)


  Air: No data available
Water: 
2200–1.61 × 105 μg/m3


1000–5.69 × 105 μg/m3


 
Water:
EPA MCL: 10,000 μg/m3


  Manganese  


Boyer et al. (88)
Alawattegama et al. (78)


  Air: No data available
Water:
2.63 × 106 μg/m3


2.0 × 103–2.63 × 106 μg/m3


 
Water:
EPA Lifetime Health Advisorya: 
3 × 105 μg/m3


Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons 
(PAHs)


  Benzo(a)
pyrene (BaP)


 
Colborn et al. (6)b


Paulik et al. (102)


  Air:
1.34 × 10−3–3.72 × 10−3 μg/m3


<0.16 km from natural gas well: 
14 × 10−7 μg/m3


0.16–1.6 km from natural gas 
well: 7.1 × 10−9 μg/m3


>1.6 km from natural gas well: 
2.9 × 10−9 μg/m3


Water: No data available


  Air:
NIOSH REL-TWA: 100 μg/m3


  Phenanthrene 
Colborn et al. (6)c


Paulik et al. (102)


  Air:
1.53 × 10−3–4.45 × 10−3 μg/m3


<0.16 km from natural gas well: 
2.5 × 10−4 μg/m3


0.16–1.6 km from natural gas 
well: 1.8 × 10−4 μg/m3


>1.6 km from natural gas well: 
1.7 × 10−4 μg/m3


Water: No data available


  Air:
NIOSH REL-TWA: 100 μg/m3


  Naphthalene  
Colborn et al. (6)c


Paulik et al. (102)c


  Air:
4.25 × 10−3–3.19 × 10−2 μg/m3


<0.16 km from natural gas well: 
7.4 × 10−3 μg/m3


0.16–1.6 km from natural gas 
well: 8.4 × 10−3 μg/m3


>1.6 km from natural gas well: 
6.7 × 10−3 μg/m3


Water: No data available


  Air:
NIOSH REL-TWA: 5 × 104 μg/m3


Volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs)


  Benzene  
Colborn et al. (6)
Helmig et al. (4)
McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)


DiGiulio et al. (86)


Gross et al. (76)d


  Air:
0.96–3.51 μg/m3


9.9 μg/m3


0.096–14 μg/m3


5.7–110,00 μg/m3


Water:
Max conc.:
2.47 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.1 × 106 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 30 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
9.58 μg/m3


Water:
EPA MCL: 5000 μg/m3


  Toluene  
Colborn et al. (6)
McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)


  Air:
1.51–16.2 μg/m3


0.11–79 μg/m3


ND–270,000 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 5000 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
3800 μg/m3


   
DiGiulio et al. (86)


Gross et al. (76)d


  Water:
Max conc.:
6.77 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.4 × 106 μg/m3


  Water:
EPA MCL: 1 × 106 μg/m3
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Pollutant groups   Pollutant   Studies for which values 
were reported


  Exposure media and 
concentrations detected


  Standards or guidelines


  Ethylbenzene  
Colborn et al. (6)e


McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)


DiGiulio et al. (86)


Gross et al. (76)d


  Air:
3.04 μg/m3


0.056–8.1 μg/m3


ND–1200 μg/m3


Water:
Max conc.:
1.01 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.2 × 105 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 1000 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
261 μg/m3


Water:
EPA MCL: 7.0 × 105 μg/m3


  Xylenes  
Colborn et al. (6)
McKenzie et al. (12)
Macey et al. (77)f


DiGiulio et al. (86)g


DiGiulio et al. (86)h


Gross et al. (76)d


  Air:
8.68 × 10−4 to 3.04 × 10−3 μg/m3


0.064–3.6 μg/m3


ND–4100 μg/m3


Water:
Max conc.:
2.53 × 105 μg/m3


9.73 × 105 μg/m3


Inside excavated area:
1.8 × 106 μg/m3


  Air:
EPA RfC: 100 μg/m3


ATSDR chronic inhalation MRL: 
217 μg/m3


Water:
EPA MCL: 1 × 107 μg/m3


Particulate matter   PM2.5  
Walters et al. (79)


  Air:
5.82–50.8 μg/m3


  Air:
Primary 1-year average National 
Air Quality Standard: 12 μg/m3


aLifetime Health Advisories serve as technical guidance for unregulated drinking water contaminants. bColborn et al. (6) reported low PAH 
air concentrations; however, they may have public health significance. The summed composite of eight PAHs analyzed by Colborn et al. (6) 
was 15.5 ng/m3. Perera et al. (44, 46) also analyzed these same PAHs and found that a summed concentration >4.16 ng/m3 and >2.26 ng/m3 
resulted in lower mental development scores and lower IQ, respectively. cPaulik et al. (102) reported an aggregate measure of PAHs (ΣPAH62). 
Naphthalene contributed an average of 62% to ΣPAH62 air concentration measures. dGross et al. (76) reported Kaplan-Meier means for BTEX 
compounds. eColborn et al. (6) only detected ethylbenzene in one air sample. fMacey et al. (77) reported air concentration measurements for 
mixed xylenes. gDiGiulio et al. (86) reported the following max water concentration for o-Xylene. hDiGiulio et al. (86) reported the following 
max water concentration for m-Xylene and p-Xylene. Table summarizing reported exposure media and concentrations for different pollutants 
found near UOG sites. Regulatory standards and guidelines are listed. Reported concentrations are ranked in ascending order, and those 
that are in excess of standard or guideline, are shown in bold. EPA, Environmental Protection Agency; MCL, maximum contaminant level; 
NIOSH, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; REL-TWA, reference exposure level time weighted average; RfC, reference 
concentration.


Table 2 (continued)


given adverse health effects identified in the scientific 
and medical literature and based on their own regulatory 
analysis of the industry (103).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


The primary exposure pathway for particulate matter 
is through inhalation and the particle size influences 
where the particles travel in the body. Coarse particles 
(2.5–10 μm in aerodynamic diameter) are usually depos
ited in the airways and upper respiratory tract, while fine 
particles (<2.5 μm) may reach terminal bronchioles and 
alveoli (104). Compared to large particles, fine particles 


can remain suspended in the air for longer durations of 
time and travel over longer distances (104). PM2.5 (≤2.5 
μm) in particular poses a significant health concern, as 
particles of this size are known to contribute to cardiovas
cular and respiratory diseases as well as premature death 
(105, 106).


Experimental studies in both animals and humans 
have shown that PM can enter the brain through inhala
tion. In a rodent study, for example, inhalation of particles 
resulted in translocation of these particles to the brain 
(107) specifically the brainstem and hippocampus (108). 
Studies show that high exposure of PM can result in pen
etration of multiple functional areas of the brain and lead 
to detrimental effects (109, 110).
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Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


While more research is needed on the mechanisms of par
ticulate matter’s toxicity, the effect on the brain is clear 
(111). There is direct evidence of various types to support 
the hypothesis exposure to elevated levels of particulate 
matter can lead to certain brain diseases and functional 
clinical impairment [for an extensive review, see (112)].


Neuroinflammation, especially in prenatal and early 
life appears to have a profound effect on brain develop
ment, potentially leading to disorders such as autism, 
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and anxiety (67). Immune 
mechanisms of fighting infection is important for proper 
brain development and functioning (113). Recent evidence 
suggests that inflammation and its processes can modify 
cellular processes in the brain and spinal cord, affecting 
the synaptic connections and plasticity that is required for 
learning and memory (64).


In a series of studies comparing the effects of air 
pollution in Mexico City with those of similar cities with 
significantly lower pollution levels, researchers have con
sistently encountered neuroinflammation, damage sug
gestive of oxidative stress, direct neuronal damage, and 
poor clinical outcome in both animals and humans (66, 
109, 110, 114–117).


White matter hyperintensities (WMHs) are extreme 
vascular lesions routinely found in the elderly, predicting 
increased risk of dementia and death, signal bloodbrain 
barrier (BBB)  disruption and neuroinflammation (118). 
In one study comparing children from Mexico City with 
children from less polluted areas, magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) prefrontal white matter hyper intensities 
(WMHs), were found in 56% of clinically healthy  children 
from Mexico City, compared to 7.6% of children that were 
from the control site. The children residing in Mexico City 
in CalderónGarcidueñas et al.’s (65) study with prefron
tal WMHs displayed problems with memory and executive 
functions, and also had large deficits in cognition (meas
ured by the Weschler Intelligence Test for Children and 
IQ), compared to children from the control sites where 
there was less pollution.


The same researchers conducting work on children 
residing in Mexico City have also found evidence of lesions 
at several levels of the brain, down to the brainstem. They 
additionally found damage to the nuclei, which are key to 
basic functions such as auditory processing, balance and 
autonomic regulation (119). Early lesions such as these can 
lead to severe developmental problems, although correlat
ing such issues with the lesions is not clinically feasible in 
most cases. Therefore, this burden is likely underestimated.


In addition to developmental and degenerative disor
ders, psychiatric disorders may be associated with partic
ulate matter exposures. Fine particulate matter exposure 
has been associated with high symptoms of anxiety 
(68). Although largely unexplored, mechanisms such as 
inflammatory changes and oxidative stress could explain 
these findings.


Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs)


PAH levels near UOG sites


PAHs refer to several hundred chemicallyrelated organic 
compounds. Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) is most commonly 
used as an indicator species of PAH pollution and is one 
of the PAHs that are found in crude oil. PAHs, found in 
common crude oil, are known constituents in produced 
water from UOG but are not being monitored in areas 
impacted by oil and gas operations. PAH compounds 
are present in fossil fuels and are also products of their 
combustion. Fossil fuel combustion is one of the primary 
sources to ambient PAHs (120).


Some studies have reported PAHs in ambient air samples 
near UOG operations. Colborn et al. (6) for example, found 
levels of PAHs (PAH16 ~ 15.5 ng/m3) near natural gas well 
pads dangerous to human health. These levels have been 
associated with significant decreases in IQ and delayed 
mental development in children exposed in utero (Table 2).


Paulik et al. (102) analyzed for 62 PAHs in rural Ohio 
where there has been a huge natural gas exploration and 
production boom and found levels of benzo[a]pyrene, 
phenanthrene, and other PAH mixtures closest to active 
natural gas wells to be highest (Table 2).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


PAHs attach themselves to particles in the air; distribute 
across air, soil and water and can travel long distances 
(121). PAHs can enter the body through inhalation, traveling 
through the lungs into the bloodstream. PAH neurotoxicity 
is thought to occur indirectly through microglial activation 
(51). PAHs are thought to cause antiestrogenic effects (122) 
and DNA damage (123), and can also lead to changes at the 
cellular level that then affect the exchange of nutrients and 
oxygen (124). Exposure to PAHs in utero may affect neu
rological function, immune and metabolic function, and 
potentially epigenetic programming (44, 121, 125).
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Some PAHs are transplacental carcinogens which 
can cause phenotypic or genotypic changes in cells in the 
fetus following carcinogenic exposure. Inutero exposure 
to transplacental carcinogens can result in the production 
of tumors in the lung, liver, lymphatic and nervous system 
in children (126).


In a 2005 study conducted by Environmental Working 
Group (EWG), 217 chemicals known to be toxic to the brain 
and nervous system were found in the umbilical cord 
blood of 10 babies born in US hospitals in 2004. Nine of 
the 217 chemicals were PAHs (127).


Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


Fetal growth problems


Gestational and invivo PAH exposure in humans has 
been linked with several adverse neurodevelopmental 
effects, including small for gestational age (SGA), reduced 
length, reduced weight and head circumference (41, 42). 
Choi et al. (41) found that children with high prenatal PAH 
exposure were more likely to be preterm and/or be SGA 
(have a fetal growth ratio of <85%).


Researchers believe that these adverse effects during 
fetal development may be caused by PAHs’ ability to 
change endocrine hormone and receptor levels (128). 
In one study, researchers found an association between 
exposure to outdoor airborne PAHs in the urban industri
alized state of New Jersey and births that were small for 
gestational age (SGA) (42). Fifteen thousand four hundred 
and fiftyone live births were examined in a retrospective 
cohort study in the Marcellus Shale formation of South
west Pennsylvania from 2007 to 2010. Results indicated 
that mothers who lived next to six or more wells per 
1.6 km reported lower birth weight and a higher incidence 
of SGA than mothers who lived near less than 0.87 wells 
per 1.6  km (13). Two separate but parallel prospective 
cohort studies found prenatal exposure to airborne PAHs 
(ranging from 1.80 to 36.47 ng/m3) to be associated with 
lower birth weight and head circumference in children of 
nonsmoking AfricanAmerican and Dominican mothers 
in innercity New York and nonsmoking Caucasian 
mothers in Krakow, Poland (129).


Neural tube defects (NTDs)


While several studies have shown that prenatal expo
sure to PAHs is associated with reduced birth weight and 


birth head circumference as well as smaller birth size 
for gestational age, other studies have shown a positive 
association between maternal exposure to PAHs during 
pregnancy and increased rates of neural tube defects. 
Ren et al. (43) reported that higher levels of PAHs in the 
placenta were associated with a 4.5fold increase in the 
risk of NTDs (both anencephaly and spina bifida) relative 
to controls.


Mental development and cognitive functioning


Neurodevelopmental outcomes such as head circumfer
ence and low birth weight can have important implica
tions for future learning; both have been correlated with 
poorer cognitive functioning and school performance as 
well as lower IQ (130–132).


Perera et  al. (45) performed followup assessments 
of the children with high prenatal exposure to PAH and 
reported impaired neurodevelopmental health (at 3 years 
old, the children had lower mental development scores), 
whereas in children with low prenatal exposure to PAHs 
there were no such effects. Perera et al. (44, 46) reported 
reductions in fullscale and verbal IQ scores in children 
5 years of age (44), and symptoms of depression, anxiety 
and problems with attention in children 7 years of age as 
measured by the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) and a 
slower processing speed index on the Weschler Scale of 
Intelligence for Children (WISCIV) (46).


The adverse neurodevelopmental effects of PAHs – 
such as development of learning disorders or neurocogni
tive problems – have been reported for a long time (47, 48). 
In rats, Saunders et al. (133) found a significant correla
tion between gestational exposure to PAHs and deficits in 
behavioral and motor effects.


Brain disorders and neuropsychology


Some researchers have followed PAHs’ impairment of 
normal cognitive function and implicated PAH exposure in 
the etiology of brain disorders. Perera et al. (49) followed 
children of nonsmoking AfricanAmerican and Domini
can mothers in a prospective cohort study, and assessed 
the risk of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 
diagnosis through the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM) and found a possible connection 
between early life exposure to PAHs and childhood ADHD 
behavior problems.


In this same cohort, Peterson et al. (51) conducted the 
largest MRI study of the neurological effects of prenatal 
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exposure to PAHs, following urban youth from gestation 
to school age. The researchers found a doseresponse rela
tionship between prenatal PAH exposure and reductions 
of white matter in the brain that resulted in high scores for 
ADHD symptoms and conduct disorder problems. They also 
found an association between PAH exposure and reduced 
processing speed during intelligence testing (51). Follow
up assessments of postnatal PAH exposure at 5 years of age 
found disruption in dorsal prefrontal white matter. Although 
they could not conclude how these postnatal effects on pre
frontal white matter impact cognition or behavior, they pre
dicted further difficulty with processing speed, attention, 
and impulse control functions supported by the prefrontal 
cortices. Based on their findings, these researchers hypoth
esized that PAH could alter levels of monoaminergic neuro
transmitters, or their receptors, which regulate early brain 
development and lateralization (51).


Recently, researchers from Columbia Center for Chil
dren’s Environmental Health and New York State Psychiat
ric Institute reported that early life exposure (in utero) to 
PAH air pollution in 462 children (3–11 years of age) may play 
a role in the cause of many childhood behavior disorders 
including ADHD, obsessivecompulsive disorder, Tourette’s 
syndrome and eating disorders (50). PAH was measured 
by the presence of PAHDNA adducts in maternal blood at 
delivery. Children between 3 and 11 years of age, that had 
been prenatally exposed to PAHs, failed to improve their 
selfregulation skills, while children of mothers that did 
not appear to have the presence of PAHDNA adducts dis
played increased capacity for selfregulation (50). In other 
words, children with prenatal exposure to PAH had persis
tent problems with selfregulation, as evidenced through a 
variety of domains such as managing attention, aggression, 
anxiety/depression, as well as the ability to get along with 
others. Based on these findings, researchers concluded that 
childhood exposure PAH significantly heightens the risk for 
various disorders (50).


Endocrine disrupting chemicals 
(EDCs)


Levels of EDCs near UOG sites


Of the over 750 chemicals used throughout the process of 
hydraulic fracturing, more than 100 are known or suspected 
EDCs, and many others have yet to be assessed due to lack 
of Chemical Abstract Service numbers and/or proprietary 
information concerns. This can make searching for health 
data difficult (1, 134). The 2005 Energy Policy Act, exempted 


hydraulic fracturing from the Underground Injection 
Control program and the EPA is prohibited from regulating 
fracking under the Safe Drinking Water Act (1974) (7). Due 
to these actions, fracturing fluids are excluded from federal 
disclosure rules and a number of chemicals associated with 
UOG are not reported to the public.


A mounting number of studies have reported EDC 
activity in surface and/or groundwater near UOG opera
tions (89, 90, 135). Kassotis et al. (89) found greater EDC 
activity in surface and ground water from fracturing fluid 
spill sites in areas where more intensive natural gas devel
opment, compared with reference sites with limited UOG 
activity.


In another study, the same researchers, assessed EDC 
activity of fracturing chemicals in surface water at a West 
Virginia injection well disposal site accepting wastewater 
partly from UOG operations (90). The researchers reported 
antagonist activities for most of the chemicals that were 
analyzed. Given that currently in this country, over 95% 
of end disposal of hydraulic fracturing wastewater from 
UOG operations occurs via injection wells (with over 
140,000  such wells in operation), these environmental 
impacts and health consequences on surrounding organ
isms can be thought to be widespread (90).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


The Endocrine Society defines EDCs as “exogenous 
chemical(s), or mixtures of chemicals, that interfere with 
any aspect of hormone action” (52, 55). Once EDCs are 
absorbed into the body, they act via a range of mecha
nisms to alter hormone action, thereby causing a spectrum 
of adverse effects such as hormonedependent cancers, 
infertility, miscarriage and birth defects (55, 136–138). 
These mechanisms can include direct agonism or antago
nism of hormone receptors, disruption of steroidogenic 
enzymes, and impairment of steroid receptor expression 
among others (56).


Commonly used UOG chemicals have been shown to 
be able to act as antagonistic EDCs in animal studies. In one 
animal study, prenatal exposure (via maternal ingestion) to 
concentrations equal to and less than those found in three 
oil and gas wastewater samples (first, from a ruptured 
pipeline actively leaking; second, an open storage tank, 
and third, a closed storage tank in Colorado) resulted in 
adverse male reproductive outcomes in mice. Specifically, 
there was an increase in weight of testis, body and heart 
and a decrease in sperm counts (135). Kassotis et al. (139) 
found that pregnant mice that were prenatally exposed to 
drinking water contaminated with UOG chemicals from 
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gestational day through birth displayed a host of fertil
ity and endocrinerelated adverse health effects includ
ing suppressed pituitary hormone concentrations across 
experimental groups (prolactin, luteinzing hormone (LH), 
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), etc.), increased body 
weights, changes in uterine and ovary weights, disrupted 
folliculogenesis, among other reported effects. Exposure to 
EDCs during the perinatal period has been shown to cause 
permanent changes in the brain and behavior (52–54).


Neuroendocrine systems coordinate virtually all 
homeostatic processes and functions, including growth, 
stress, energy balance, stress, lactation and  reproduction. 
Importantly, the neuroendocrine system coordinates an 
organism’s response to the environment including chemi
cal exposures. Although still lacking a formal definition, 
the term “neuroendocrine disruptors (nEDCs)” has been 
used to describe chemical impacts on endocrinerelated 
brain development and function including the function 
of the nervous system (140, 141). Importantly, neuroen
docrine disruption is different than neurotoxicity, which 
defines processes resulting in neuronal cell death and 
related to up or downstream consequences (e.g. oxida
tive stress or inhibition of neurotransmission) including 
peripheral neuropathies. The neuroendocrine system, like 
other neural systems, is not fully mature at birth and can 
be extremely sensitive to hormones and nEDCs at many 
points in the life span, most notably the prenatal window 
and the pubertal transition (142). It is also, in many 
aspects, sexually dimorphic, thus resulting in sexspecific 
vulnerabilities (143).


Cognition, behavior and learning


Although beyond the scope of the present review, numer
ous prior analyses have linked nEDCs with adverse neural 
and behavioral outcomes in a variety of animal models, 
including impaired social interaction/activity, com
promised learning and memory, increased anxiety and 
aggression, modified brain sex differences, altered hip
pocampal spine density and advanced puberty (55, 56). 
Other endocrine disruptors (including those not appar
ently associated with UOG development) such as BPA 
appear to affect social and maternal behavior and repro
ductive functions. Low dose oral BPA exposure have been 
observed on oxytocin and related pathways. Oxytocin is a 
peptide hormone critical for mediating social and mater
nal behaviors, such as lickinggrooming in animals (56, 
144). Developmental exposure to bisphenol A (BPA) has 
been shown to alter the sexual differentiation of neural 
circuits involved in the control of reproductive functions 


and behavior including ovulation and sexual receptivity 
(143, 145).


Brain disorders and neuropsychology


Exposure to nEDCs that disrupt hormone function during 
critical periods of prenatal development may enhance 
susceptibility to sex and/or hormonallydifferentiated 
behavioral disorders. This is an outcome which has been 
interpreted to indicate that EDC exposure might contrib
ute to the etiology of disorders with sexbiased preva
lence rates such as autism spectrum disorders, ADHD 
and depression (56). These potential linkages should 
be viewed with caution, however, because although it 
is widely postulated that EDCs are contributing to clini
cal neural and behavioral disorders, specific evidence 
for such a relationship is sparse, even for wellstudied 
EDCs like BPA. That said, detrimental effects on aspects 
of cognitive function and reasoning, including IQ, have 
clearly been shown in both animal models and humans 
for EDCs such as the PBDEs and PCBs. Effects are particu
larly evident in arctic populations where exposure is espe
cially high and chronic. These effects can be exacerbated 
by coexposure to other contaminants, including heavy 
metals, emphasizing their significance within a complex 
exposure paradigm. While difficult to quantify, the eco
nomic costs of EDC exposure on neurobehavioral deficits 
and diseases have been estimated to be in the range of 150 
billion euros for the EU (146). These estimates contextual
ize the real “costs” of EDC exposures even if they cannot 
be specifically attributed to a clinically diagnosable cog
nitive or other neural disorder. Currently, the research on 
specific UOG chemicals that are nEDCs is sparse, but due 
to what is emerging about wellstudied EDCs like BPA, 
more research exploring the potential link between UOG 
EDC exposures and disruptions during prenatal neurode
velopment is apparently needed.


Arsenic and manganese


Levels of heavy metals near UOG sites


Arsenic has been found in both flowback wastewater and 
produced water (water that is found in gas formations 
underground and comes to the surface over the lifetime 
of the well) from hydraulic fracturing sites on the Marcel
lus Shale (87). Studies have also confirmed arsenic con
tamination of ground/drinking water from flowback and 
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produced water being treated and then released back into 
the environment. For example, Fontenot et al. (75) found 
higher levels of arsenic in the private wells of homeown
ers living within 3 km of sites of natural gas extraction in 
the Barnett Shale region in Texas. These levels exceeded 
EPA’s maximum contaminant limit for drinking water of 
10 μg/L (Table 2) (21, 87). Glenn and Lester (101) found 
that contamination by arsenic and various other heavy 
metals of groundwater exceeded maximum contaminant 
levels and health risk limits in the Gulf Coast aquifer of 
Texas, a region inhabited by more than 7.5 million people 
and in the proximity of at least 86,000 facilities (oil, gas 
and storage wells) This number is most likely an under
estimate because certain well types were excluded from 
analysis (Table 2).


The heavy metal manganese has also been found in 
flowback water from fracking operations, and in drinking 
water near UOG sites at levels known to be hazardous to 
human health (78). Manganese can contaminate ground
water as acids in fracking fluids will cause metal dissolu
tion (147).


Boyer et al. (88) found that after hydraulic fracturing, 
within 3000 feet of shale gas wells in rural Pennsylvania, 
there was an increase in concentrations of manganese in 
drinking water wells. The concentrations spanned from 
near or below the drinking water standard (0.05 mg/L) to 
above safety levels after drilling occurred (Table 2) (88). A 
2015 report on well water contamination in a rural com
munity within 4 km of unconventional shale gas extrac
tion similarly reported concentrations of manganese 
found in well water (78). Twentyfive of the reporting 
households documented levels exceeding the maximum 
contaminant level (SMCL) of 0.05 mg/L (the highest was 
2.627  mg/L) (Table 2) (78). Manganese water contamina
tion has also been reported in other regions across the US 
such as Pennsylvania (148). Notably, two fracking lawsuits 
have involved plaintiffs reporting neurological symptoms 
from exposure to testverified manganese groundwater 
contamination in Pennsylvania and West Virginia (149).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


Arsenic ranks as number one in the Agency for Toxic Sub
stances and Disease Registry (ATSDR)’s list of 275 environ
mental substances that pose the most significant threat 
to human health (150). In addition to gastrointestinal, 
respiratory, cardiovascular, and other diseases, acute and 
chronic arsenic exposure is associated with neurotoxicity, 
nerve inflammation (neuritis) and neuropathy, with pos
sible longlasting effects (151, 152).


Consuming contaminated drinking water is generally 
the main route of human exposure to arsenic, in addition to 
consuming food that is irrigated with contaminated water 
or from food prepared with contaminated groundwater 
(21). Infants are more vulnerable to exposure because of 
their greater consumption than adults on a bodyweight 
basis. After ingestion, 60–90% of organic and inorganic 
arsenic is absorbed into the bloodstream (153). Mecha
nisms of arsenic neurotoxicity include interference with 
neurotransmitter release and metabolism, and induction 
of oxidative stress (21).


Arsenic impairs the developing brain by inhibiting 
neuron growth both in the central and peripheral nervous 
system. It additionally interferes with various stages of 
neurodevelopment including synapse formation and neu
ronal migration (19). Arsenic has been shown to cross the 
placenta and may also cross the BBB and directly affect 
the central nervous system (21). One study reported that 
invitro arsenic exposure can induce disturbances in neu
ronal development and apoptosis of neuronal cells in 
human fetal brain explants (154).


Manganese, like arsenic, is a known neurotoxin that 
can produce cognitive, neuropsychological and motor def
icits in both humans and animals. Chronic exposure has 
been linked to Parkinson’s disease (155, 156). According 
to a recent review of the literature, potential mechanisms 
include dysregulation of the dopaminergic system and 
alteration of the working memory network due to impacts 
on the striatum, frontal and parietal cortex (the region 
integral to sensory information and working memory per
formance) (155). Notably, both animal and human studies 
have shown that concurrent exposure to arsenic and man
ganese can have additive effects on newborns intellectual 
functioning. In one study, 11–13 year olds with exposure 
to both arsenic and manganese showed greater deficits in 
intellectual functioning (29). More research is needed on 
both the mechanisms by which manganese induces cogni
tive impairment and on the psychiatric effects of chronic 
manganese exposure.


Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


Cognition, motor and intellect


Developmental deficits, including cognitive deficits due to 
arsenic neurotoxicity, were first reported in 1955 in Japan 
after arsenic was found in a dried milk product used for 
bottlefeeding infants. There were more than 12,000 cases 
of poisoning and more than 100 deaths (157). Researchers 
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Dakeishi et al. (157) conducted followup studies 14 years 
later on the infants who had survived, finding that the 
participants had higher rates of mental retardation and 
epilepsy, and lower IQ, with 10 times the rate of IQs below 
85 compared to unaffected controls.


Since then, various longitudinal studies have 
reported impairments to children’s intellectual function 
due to shortterm arsenic exposure, both in utero and/
or during childhood. These studies are complemented by 
animal research showing that learning rates are affected 
by arsenic exposure during the prenatal period up to 
4 months of age (158).


According to a recent review of epidemiological 
studies on the developmental neurotoxicity of arsenic, 
15 out of 17 studies focusing on cognitive outcomes found 
that early life exposure is associated with deficits in intel
ligence and memory. The researchers warn that these 
effects may occur at even low levels of exposure (below 
current safety guidelines) and that some neurocogni
tive consequences may manifest only later in life (21). In 
another systematic review of 41 articles on pre or post
natal exposure in children up to 16 years of age to heavy 
metals (including arsenic and manganese), researchers 
RodriguezBarraco et al. (22), suggests that a 50% increase 
in arsenic levels in urine and manganese levels in hair 
would be associated with a 0.39 and 0.7 point decrease in 
the IQ of children age 5–15 and 6–13  years, respectively. 
Decreased IQ was demonstrated in verbal performance 
and fullscale tests. In 13 of the 15 studies that Rodriguez
Barraco examined, exposure to arsenic in urine and 
drinking water was correlated with significant negative 
neurodevelopmental effects on children, as measured by 
decreased performance on a variety of tests. These tests 
included the IQ test (verbal, performance and fullscale), 
and working memory, vocabulary, object assembly and 
picture completion tests (22).


Varying levels of exposure to arseniccontaminated 
water has been linked with neurodevelopmental impair
ments in memory, attention and intelligence testing in 
children in Taiwan, Mexico, India and Bangladesh (23–
26). In a study of children in Taiwan, the high arsenic 
exposure (184.99 ± 225.29 μg/L) group demonstrated 
significant deficits in pattern memory and switch
ing attention as compared to the low arsenic exposure 
group (131.19 ± 343.70 μg/L) over a longterm period of 
11.28 ± 2.58 and 8.10 ± 6.07  years, respectively (23). In a 
study of children in India, arsenic exposure was found 
to be significantly associated with decreased perfor
mances in vocabulary development, object assembly, and 
picture completion tests (25). In a crosssectional study 
in Mexico, children exposed to high levels of arsenic had 


lower scores on the verbal intelligence (IQ) and longterm 
memory and linguistic abstraction factors of the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale when compared to children exposed 
to lower levels of arsenic (62.9 ± 0.03 μg As/g creatinine, 
40.2 ± 0.03 μg As/g creatinine urine) (27).


Similar neurodevelopmental impairments have been 
reported in children exposed to manganese. Many studies 
have reported below average performance by children 
with prenatal or drinking water exposure to manganese 
in tests of verbal and visual memory, perceptual reason
ing and working memory (31, 32). Psychomotor impair
ment has been found in infants with prenatal exposure 
to manganese at as early as 6 months (30). Such find
ings corroborate those of occupational studies (i.e. of 
welders) (159) and nonhuman primate studies showing 
deficits in nonspatial and spatial memory (160). Studies 
have also reported below average performance on tests 
of intellectual function in schoolage children that had 
been exposed to manganese (29, 33–35, 40). For example, 
studies in Bangladesh have linked exposure to manga
nesecontaminated drinking water with decreased IQ and 
mathematical performance (34, 36).


Neuropsychology and behavior


Studies have reported a significant association between 
early life exposure to arsenic and adverse neuropsycho
logical effects. A birth study of 100 mothers in Nepal, for 
example, found a significant inverse association between 
inutero exposure to arsenic and newborns’ selfregu
lation, an indicator on the Brazelton neurobehavioral 
assessment of newborns considered to be integral to chil
dren’s normal neuropsychological development (28).


In young children, it has been reported that high 
manganese exposure can affect learning, memory, lower 
cognition, motor function deficits, and lead to behavioral 
problems (37–39). One study found more problems with 
impulsive, aggressive and hyperactive behavior among 
first to third graders who had prenatal exposure to high 
levels of manganese (37). Bouchard et  al. (38) found a 
significant association between high levels of manganese 
in hair and an increase in hyperactivity and behavioral 
problems in children exposed to manganese via tap water 
in Quebec, Canada. Importantly, the mean level of man
ganese in water in this study did not even reach 0.1 mg/L 
in comparison to the health risk standard of 1 L daily as 
reported by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser
vices’ Toxicological Profile of Manganese (161). In another 
study using 0.2 mg/L of manganese as a median exposure 
level in utero, manganese exposure was associated with 
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increased risk of conduct problems in children at 5 and 
10 years of age. Stratifying by gender, exposure was asso
ciated with low prosocial scores for girls and an increased 
risk of emotional problems for boys (39).


Neural tube defects (NTDs)


The prevalence of NTD in the US is 5.3 per 10,000 live 
births, depending on a range of factors including genetic 
susceptibility, nutritional status and the presence of 
environmental toxicants (20). Very early developmental 
anomalies can have devastating and lasting effects on 
the brain. Arsenic has been shown to induce neural tube 
defects in several experimental animals – including mice, 
rats, hamsters and chicks – after crossing the placenta 
and accumulating in the neuroepithelium of the devel
oping embryos of these animals (20). Mazumdar et  al. 
(20) produced the first study in humans demonstrating 
that environmental exposure to arsenic influences risk of 
neural tube defects (NTDs). NTDs, including spina bifida, 
anencephaly, and encephalocele occur when the neural 
tube does not close by the 28th day of gestation. Infants 
with anencephaly are born without the cranial vault, and 
the cerebellum is often absent. Additionally, the brain
stem can be hypoplastic, and many fetuses are aborted or 
stillborn. Infants with spina bifida often have many other 
medical issues including learning difficulties and hydro
cephalus (the excessive accumulation of cerebrospinal 
fluid in the brain, creating potentially harmful pressure 
on brain tissue) (43).


Although not as overt as anencephaly or spina bifida, 
developmental changes occurring at the time of neural 
tube closure can cause severe cognitive and behavioral 
symptoms. In a study of 86 thalidomide survivors, 15 of 
their mothers had taken thalidomide between days 20 
and 24 of neural development (162). Of the children of 
these 15  mothers, 4  were diagnosed with autism. There 
were no autism cases in the cohort who had taken thalido
mide later in pregnancy. There was additional evidence of 
brainstem injury, leading to the hypothesis that the inter
ruption of development during this time frame can have 
multiple impacts ranging from the physical effects noted 
in NTD as well as the harder to diagnose and characterize 
defects as seen in autism (163). Similarly, mothers who 
take the anticonvulsant valproic acid during pregnancy 
have a threefold increase in major anomalies including 
NTD. More recently it has been noted that there is also 
a significant increase in the rate of developmental prob
lems, including decreased verbal intelligence, communi
cations problems, and the diagnosis of autism spectrum 


disorders (164). These finding highlight the fact that 
arsenic’s association with NTD should be an indication 
to study the effects of neurocognitive development in the 
exposed population.


Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene 
and xylene (BTEX)


BTEX levels near UOG sites


BTEX – benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene – are 
a tetrad of volatile organic compounds and have routinely 
been found near UOG sites (165). These compounds are 
emitted in every stage of the UOG lifecycle – from machin
ery used in well site preparation; well drilling, fracking, 
and well completion processes; flowback or produced 
water; gas flaring/venting and maintenance during pro
duction; separators, condensate tanks, and compressors 
used in processing and storage; pipelines, compressor sta
tions and gas venting used in transmission; and finally, 
from machinery used in well abandonment and site reha
bilitation (7, 77, 82–84).


A number of studies have found elevated BTEX con
centrations in ambient air samples and water samples 
near UOG sites that exceed regulatory standards and/or 
minimum health risk levels established by the Agency for 
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Table 2) (3, 4, 76, 77, 
80, 166).


Researchers Rich and Orimoloye (80) reported elevated 
concentrations of ambient BTEX compounds in residential 
areas at different distances from a natural gas facility in six 
counties in Texas. Concentrations of benzene were elevated 
when compared to the U.S. EPA’s Urban Air Toxics Moni
toring Program. Twentyfour hour benzene concentrations 
ranged from 0.6 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) to 592 
ppbv. One hour benzene concentrations ranged from 2.94 
ppbv to 2900.20 ppbv (Table 2) (80).


McKenzie et al. (3) measured hydrocarbons near drill
ing sites in Colorado and found benzene levels in the air 
to be as high as 22 ppbv, many magnitudes higher than 
the 0.4 ppb concentration in ambient air that the EPA has 
estimated could put 1 in every 100,000 exposed people at 
an increased risk of cancer (Table 2) (3, 12). All four BTEX 
compound concentrations increased with proximity to the 
well site.


Macey et al. (77) found similarly elevated concentra
tions in air samples collected near UOG operations in 
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five states, including Arkansas, Colorado, Ohio, Penn
sylvania, Wyoming. The air samples contained varying 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), includ
ing benzene concentrations exceeding health risk levels 
by several orders of magnitude at up to 885 feet, and 
toluene and xylene samples exceeding ATSDR risk levels 
(Table 2). Elevated concentration levels of BTEX chemicals 
(including benzene) have also been found in groundwater 
near UOG sites (86). Gross et al. (76), for example, reported 
in 90% of the groundwater samples contaminated by 
surface spills from UOG wells in Colorado, benzene meas
urements exceeded the US EPA National Drinking Water 
maximum contaminant level of 5 ppb (Table 2).


Exposure pathways and mechanisms


Exposure to BTEX can occur through inhalation, dermal 
contact, transplacental or oral exposure from drinking 
water (167). While several studies have established the 
interactive effect of BTEX neurotoxicity, more research 
is needed on its mechanisms. Proposed mechanisms 
include oxidative DNA damage, apoptosis and fragmenta
tion resulting in changes in signaling pathways, and cel
lular homeostasis (62, 168). Being highly lipophilic, these 
substances have easy access to the CNS.


Neurological and neurodevelopmental 
effects


Analyzing the neurotoxic and developmental effects of 
these compounds is challenging, especially in humans. 
 Frequently, exposures are not specific, and exposure to one 
or more BTEX compounds might also accompany exposures 
to other neurotoxic compounds such as formaldehyde. Most 
of the human studies have employed occupational settings 
[which are generally airborne concentrations averaged 
over a period, either a longterm exposure limit (8  h time 
weighted average) or a shortterm exposure limit (15  min 
period) and inhalant abusers ( episodic binge  exposures to 
high concentrations] (169, 170).


Low to moderate concentrations of toluene have been 
linked with impaired cognitive, auditory and neuromuscu
lar functions. Studies in experimental animals have found 
that exposure to both benzene and toluene can affect 
spatial learning and memory, even at levels considered 
subtoxic (60). Toluene exposure has been shown to cause 
intellectual, psychomotor, and neuromuscular impair
ment at moderate concentrations (80–150  ppm) (60). 
Infants of mothers that abused toluene during pregnancy 


showed delayed development of speech, motor function 
and had low scores on developmental tests. At high levels 
of exposure (1000–20,000  ppm), humans experience 
severe CNS dysfunction and in some cases can lead to 
permanent damage and death (60). In occupational set
tings “clinical neurobehavioral deficits” may be absent 
or low level, however when tested neurobehavioral per
formance is impaired (63). These performance tests give a 
continuous dimensional reading to the exposure and may 
be used to identify the beginnings of pathology not yet 
apparent (171). Some of these dimensions include motor 
performance, audiometry or tests of color vision. These 
dimensions were reflected in a study on young healthy 
volunteers given a single exposure to 200 ppm of toluene 
(172). A robust decline in a perceptual learning task was 
found amongst the study participants when a “distrac
tor” was also present, a result that was not seen without 
the distractor (172). This illustrates the fact that relatively 
sophisticated testing must be conducted to document the 
subclinical effects of these toxicants (172).


Occupational exposure to xylene at the level of 14 ppm 
has been shown to cause anxiety, forgetfulness, difficulty 
with concentration, and other neurologic dysfunction 
(173). At more extreme (accidental) levels of exposure such 
as 10,000 ppm, amnesia, brain hemorrhage, unconscious
ness and seizures have been reported (173). According to 
a 2015 review of approximately 150 peerreviewed animal 
and human studies relevant to xylene toxicity, neurologi
cal effects include delayed nerve signaling, while neu
robehavioral effects include tremors, altered vision, and 
numbness (62).


Xylene and toluene have also been associated with 
impaired neurodevelopment. Children exposed to toluene 
in utero have been reported to be born with small head 
circumference, serious facial deformations, and general 
growth retardations. A followup study at 3  years of age 
showed that these same children had hyperactivity, lan
guage impairment, developmental delays, postnatal 
growth retardation and cerebellar problems (57, 58). In 
another study of these same children, a high incidence 
of postnatal microcephaly and developmental delay was 
reported (59). It should be noted that these studies were 
primarily examining inhalant abusers and it is likely 
that the dosing was very high. Similar effects have been 
reported for xylene exposure (62).


Ethylbenzene’s neurotoxicity has been reported in 
animal and human studies. Neurologic effects associated 
with inhalation exposure to ethylbenzene has included 
hearing loss, with worsening of auditory response and 
changes to cochlear anatomy (174). Notably, these effects 
occurred even when exposed levels of ethylbenzene were 
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lower than health standards established by OSHA and 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) (174).


Neural tube defects (NTDs)


Studies have linked maternal benzene exposure to neural 
tube defects in both experimental animals and human 
infants. In Texas, a state that has very high ambient 
benzene levels, mothers living in areas with high benzene 
levels were reported to more likely have children with 
spina bifida than women living in areas with lower levels 
(61). In Sweden, women exposed to benzene and other 
organic solvents in biomedical research laboratories were 
found to be at an elevated risk for neural crest (cells which 
migrate through the embryo and engender several cell 
populations, including the peripheral nervous system) 
malformations during pregnancy (175). At a Marine Corps 
Base Camp in North Carolina, maternal exposure to 
benzene and trichloroethylenecontaminated drinking 
water was associated with NTDs (176). In a retrospective 
study of 124,842 births between 1996 and 2009 in rural 
Colorado, McKenzie et al. (12) found that the prevalence of 
NTDs were possibly associated with the highest exposure 
of mothers to natural gas development (based on density 
and proximity of natural gas wells within a 16km radius 
of residence).


Discussion
Based on the literature indicating adverse impacts from 
air and water pollution on children’s health in other con
texts, there is potential for adverse neurological and devel
opmental effects in infants and children in the context of 
UOG. Our review shows that at least five of the pollutant 
groups used and produced by UOG processes have well
known neurological and developmental health effects on 
infants and children.


Health risks identified


Our review found that five pollutant categories are asso
ciated with increased neurological and neurodevelop
mental problems in developing children: heavy metals 
(arsenic and manganese), particulate matter, BTEX, PAHs 
and EDCs. We found that these five pollutant groups 
are associated with neurotoxicity, neuroinflammation, 


psychomotor effects and neuromuscular effects. Some of 
these pollutant categories are also linked with neural tube 
defects and neurodevelopmental effects such as impaired 
memory, intellectual function, learning and cognitive 
function. Finally, we also found that some of these pol
lutants are associated with brain disorders, adverse neu
ropsychological effects, and behavioral effects including 
impulsivity, aggression, hyperactivity and ADHD (Table 1).


Given the profound sensitivity of the developing brain 
and central nervous system, it is reasonable to conclude 
that young children who experience frequent exposure to 
these pollutants are at particularly high risk for chronic 
neurological diseases.


Susceptibility during prenatal, postnatal and 
reproductive years


The entire nervous system, consisting of the brain, spinal 
cord and peripheral nerves, is highly vulnerable to envi
ronmental toxicants especially during development 
(74, 177, 178). During critical stages of cellular growth, 
migration and synaptic organization, even subtle disrup
tions can have profound and reorganizational effects on 
neurodevelopment and can result in permanent brain 
damage or neural impairments (74, 177, 178). Numerous 
studies have repeatedly shown that chemical exposures 
that produce little to no perceptible adverse effects in an 
adult brain can significantly impact neurodevelopment 
(71, 178). The human brain undergoes substantial growth 
and development during the prenatal period. Beginning 
with the formation of the neural tube at 2  weeks of life 
and continuing through until birth, the development of 
the central nervous system involves the formation of 100 
billion neurons and more than 100 trillion synaptic con
nections (179). It is therefore not surprising that the prena
tal window is considered one of the periods of the greatest 
vulnerability to neurotoxicants, neuroendocrine disrup
tors and other environmental insults (179, 180), receptiv
ity (143). Although the developing fetus was once thought 
fully protected from exogenous exposures, it is now 
clear that the placenta and fetus are unable to block the 
passage of many of the environmental toxicants to which 
the mother is exposed. Within the developing brain, bil
lions of cells must be precisely located, interconnected 
and specialized. To achieve this, neurons need to develop 
and migrate along precise pathways. The ability to repair 
any anomaly is unlikely, if at all possible, which can lead 
to permanent deficits (72, 73, 181, 182).


There are many mechanisms by which typical devel
opment can be interrupted. Mounting research has 
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detected more than 200 such chemicals in umbilical cord 
blood, showing that babies are being born “prepolluted” 
with a host of chemicals, some of which are neurotoxic 
(71). Routes of fetal exposure include transplacental trans
mission, wherein compounds pass through the placental 
barrier and reach the embryo and/or fetus by mimicking 
or binding to essential compounds (183), through inges
tion of amniotic fluid and via transdermal exposure (184, 
185). At least some of these compounds reach the fetal 
brain. The BBB which imparts some protection from toxi
cant exposure, is not fully formed until approximately 
6 months after birth, leaving the developing brain particu
larly susceptible to exposure during prenatal and neona
tal life (72).


The period after birth is also considered an enhanced 
window of vulnerability, though for different reasons. 
First, the brain is still remodeling and organizing, which 
it will continue to do long into early adulthood. It is thus 
still susceptible to developmental disruption, but via 
potentially different mechanisms and in distinct regions 
(186). Second, exposure pathways for neurotoxicants are 
heightened during infancy and childhood compared to 
later in life. Children experience greater internal expo
sures to toxicants than adults because they eat, drink and 
breathe more toxicants per pound of body weight than 
adults (187). This is the result of having greater interac
tion with chemical toxicants (from spending more time 
on the floor and putting objects in mouths), and having 
different morphometry compared to adults (187). Chil
dren are often not able to detoxify, metabolize or excrete 
toxicants as efficiently as adults can due to their under
developed metabolic systems (187). Even as children 
grow into adolescents, their developing central nervous 
system remains vulnerable to environmental toxicants. 
This is because synaptic remodeling, myelination and 
additional developmental processes continue in cortical 
regions as well as other areas of the brain fundamental to 
cognitive reasoning, executive function, impulse control 
and other highlevel behaviors (188). Chronic exposures, 
even at low levels, are particularly concerning for chil
dren because they are still developing and have years of 
life remaining over which to be exposed. Thus, there is 
heightened risk of developing chronic diseases later in 
life (189).


In our discussion of neurotoxicity, it is important to 
keep in mind that the factors of dose, duration, and fre
quency of exposure to neurotoxicants interplay to influ
ence their ultimate effect in the developing brain (190). 
One reason why the pandemic of neurotoxicity was first 
called “silent” is that some neurotoxin effects are subtle 
and thus discerned only through special testing rather 


than standard examination, which is designed to detect 
clinical neural disorders.


Finally, it is important to understand the distinc
tion between neurotoxicity (which results in cell death) 
and neurodevelopmental impact (which can constitute 
organizational and other changes within the CNS without 
obvious pathology). Although the specific mechanisms 
by which chemicals alter brain organization and function 
remain largely unresolved, subclinical effects may reflect 
a dosedependent continuum of toxic effects, wherein 
low doses may cause surprisingly large functional dec
rements (72). The rapidly growing body of literature on 
the neurodevelopmental consequences of neurotoxicant 
exposures in early life emphasizes their likely role in the 
etiology of neurodevelopmental as well as neurodegen
erative disorders later in life (71, 179, 191).


When provided by the literature, we discuss in this 
review the biological mechanisms of neurotoxicity and 
neurodevelopmental disorders (oxidative stress, DNA 
damage, apoptosis, etc.). Measurements of cognitive and 
neurobehavioral deficits in the literature include the IQ 
test, the Wechsler Scale of Intelligence for Children (WISC
IV), and the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL), a widely 
used method for identifying “problem” behavior in chil
dren, such as aggressiveness (192).


The significant impact of pollutants 
on neurodevelopment


The Collaborative on Health and the Environment’s 
2008 Consensus Statement on Environmental Agents 
also examined the role of environmental agents on 
neurodevelopmental disorders (193). They concluded 
that the existing animal and human studies suggest a 
greater proportion of development is environmentally 
influenced than has been generally believed and note 
the serious implications for families, schools, local 
communities and society at large (193). Additionally, in 
another paper Bellinger (194) assessed the risk of differ
ent factors on neurodevelopment and fullscale IQ, and 
determined that environmental chemical exposures had 
a greater impact on the brain than pediatric conditions 
like traumatic brain tumors, brain injury and congenital 
heart disease.


Any discussion on the topic of environmental effects 
of pollutants on neurodevelopment must carefully address 
the developmental status of the fetus or young child and 
the effects of exposure on certain stages of brain develop
ment, the variation in exposure routes between children 
and adults, the endpoints used to measure effects, the 
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time frame used to measure effects factoring in the “down
stream” effect of exposures on the developing organism, 
and various other issues (178). Unfortunately, regulatory 
standards have not been developed to sufficiently account 
for these questions.


The significant impact of neurotoxicants on IQ is 
attributed not to the magnitude of the effect on the indi
viduals, but rather to the prevalence of exposure across 
the population (194, 195). Small decrements in IQ could 
go unnoticed, depending on the specific study method. 
Since some disorders such as diabetes, depression, 
and hypertension can be clearly defined using “cutoff 
values of continuously distributed measurements”, 
some researchers argue that it is not always a question 
of whether an individual has a disorder but the extent to 
which the disorder is evident (194, 195). Neurodevelop
mental disorders fit into this “continuously distributed 
dimensional category”. IQ is easily measured and has 
been studied for a long time, but other more complex 
disorders can be harder to quantitate (194, 195). Some of 
these are more common than easily measured and rec
ognized disorders. Disorders that are more difficult to 
measure include social awareness and sensory integra
tion. In an effort to strengthen the diagnostic practices 
of more subtle disorders, the National Institute of Mental 
Health has advocated for changes in the field of nosology, 
or the classification of diseases, and has termed the effort 
the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) (196). This will focus 
on intrinsic biologically based symptoms and is likely 
to be independent of clinically defined disorders (197). 
Current epidemiology has been largely based on correlat
ing risk factors with disorders, thus grossly underestimat
ing the effects of many risks on the many aspects of brain 
development that are likely to be the building blocks of 
disorders (196).


General policy recommendations


Increased setback distances from UOG development


As we discussed previously (15), setback distances from 
UOG development are intended to protect the health and 
safety of residents (198), including infants and children. 
Many states establish setback rules with an average dis
tance ranging between 100 and 1000 feet from the well
bore to the sensitive receptor such as schools, hospitals, 
churches and other occupied dwellings (199). Established 
setback ordinances are typically the result of negotiation 
between stakeholders (e.g. residents and municipal poli
cymakers) (198, 200). Calls for increased setback distances 


are due to the potential health risks associated with resid
ing or working in close proximity to UOG development. 
Individuals residing within a close distance (≤0.8 km) to 
highdensity drilling areas are at greater risk for health 
effects from exposure to natural gas development than 
those living >0.8 km mile from wells (3).


Definitive conclusions based on comprehensive 
measurement and analysis of exposure levels is still to be 
determined, but based on a Delphi survey conducted by 
the SWPAEnvironmental Health Project, it was found that 
89% of the scientists, public health and medical profes
sionals participating in the study favored a setback of at 
least 0.4 km and 50% of participants favored a 1.6–2 km 
(201). Haley et  al. (200) found that existing setback dis
tances are likely not adequate to protect the public. Our 
results suggest that setbacks may not be sufficient to 
reduce potential threats to human health in areas where 
UOG development occurs. It is more likely that a combina
tion of reasonable setbacks with controls for other sources 
of pollution associated with the process will be required.


We recommend that at a minimum, 1.6 km setbacks, 
preferably greater, should be established between drilling 
facility lines and the property line of occupied dwellings 
such as schools, hospitals and other spaces where infants 
and children might spend a substantial amount of time. 
(3, 198).


The health burden, economic and social effects 
of adverse neurodevelopmental health


Neurodevelopmental brain disorders, which affect 10–15% 
of all births in the US (71), include learning disabilities, 
ADHD, dyslexia, sensory deficits, mental retardation and 
autism spectrum disorders. Given that the list of human 
neurotoxicants is growing annually (in 2006, Grand
jean and Landrigan found an increase of two substances 
per year from 202 to 214 in 2006–2014), it is reasonable 
to assume that the risk of neurodevelopmental and neu
rodegenerative disorders is also increasing (71). It is also 
important to consider the health consequences of mixed 
exposures since most populations are exposed to more 
than one contaminant at a time (71).


Studies assessing adverse neurodevelopmental expo
sures (e.g. lead and methyl mercury) have found that 
if policy interventions were put in place to prevent or 
minimize environmental exposures, large economic costs 
could be avoided (202, 203). Given what has been seen 
with other environmental exposures and neurodevelop
mental outcomes, without adequate preventive meas
ures and political action, economic losses and health 
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consequences will be seen for years to come. A report pro
duced by the European Brain Council estimated that brain 
disorders cost Europe almost 800 billion pounds ($1 tril
lion) a year, more than cancer, cardiovascular disease and 
diabetes put together (204).
i. IQ loss and estimated costs:


In a report on the Clean Air Act by the EPA, the net 
effect of IQ on expected lifetime income was estimated 
to be $3000 more per additional IQ point (205). More 
recently, Grandjean and Landrigan, and separately, 
Elise Gould, have all estimated a loss of lifetime earn
ings capacity of about $18,000 with each lost IQ point 
(206). Given that the list of human neurotoxicants is 
growing annually, it is reasonable to predict that the 
estimated economic effect in dollars is much greater 
today. Policies to reduce the potential social and eco
nomic burden of IQ loss created by UOG will likely 
become an important part of reducing these costs in 
future years.


ii. ADHD and estimated costs:
Children with ADHD are at greater risk not only for 
poor academic performance but also for risktaking 
behaviors and lowerearnings in adulthood. In the 
US, ADHD imposes a cost of between $36 and $52 
billion annually, or $12,005–$17,458 per person (49).


iii. EDCs and estimated costs:
Bellanger et  al. (146) has estimated the potential 
health care costs for EDC exposureinduced neurobe
havioral deficits and disorders in the EU to exceed 150 
billion euros.


iv. Small for gestational age (SGA) and estimated costs:
There is greater likelihood of health problems later in 
life for SGA infants, including metabolic syndrome, 
obesity, glucose intolerance and type II diabetes (41, 
207), all of which pose costs to the individual as well as 
society. The American Diabetes Association reported 
total costs of diagnosed diabetes to have risen to $245 
billion in 2012 from $174 billion in 2007 (208). Given 
the length of time since this report was released, we 
can anticipate that the costs are now higher.


Accounting for low-level and chronic exposures


In many of these studies, chemical concentrations were 
below federal exposure limits, but above the concen
trations found to have health effects; that is because 
government standards do not take into account low
level, chronic exposure experienced by the increasing 
numbers of people in close proximity to oil and gas 
operations (6).


Precautionary approach


To protect the health of children and wellbeing of fami
lies, state and federal agencies and authorities should 
adopt a precautionary approach when establishing 
permitting rules and standards for UOG development 
and production. This also applies to enforcement of 
standards for air and water quality near UOG sites. The 
federal government sets standards for many air and 
water pollutants, based on an estimated risk of health 
effects at a certain level. Currently, the EPA uses a 
narrow view of variability and vulnerability in their risk 
assessment caused by differences in genetic makeup, 
metabolism, and age of exposures. Therefore, current 
risk assessment practices provide inadequate protec
tion to the most vulnerable populations, such as infants 
and children (209).


Mandatory testing and international clearinghouse


Controlling the developmental neurotoxicity pandemic is 
very difficult since a lot of data is needed for regulation by 
government authorities. In 2014, Grandjean and  Landrigan 
proposed mandatory testing of industrial chemicals and 
the development of an international “clearinghouse” on 
neurotoxicity, an agency that would “promote optimum 
brain health, not just avoidance of neurological disease, 
by inspiring, facilitating and coordinating research and 
public policies that aim to protect brain development 
during the most sensitive life stages” from exposure to 
neurotoxic, industrial chemicals (71).


Research needs


Improved exposure assessment


While we strongly support a precautionary approach 
that prevents children’s exposure, we recommend that 
welldesigned biomonitoring studies should be under
taken to measure existing exposures to pollutant groups 
associated with UOG. Currently, only a small number of 
studies document a causal relationship between pollu
tion created by UOG operations and undesirable health 
outcomes. Better population exposure assessment is 
needed to document these relationships. The most accu
rate way to obtain information about human exposures 
from environmental pollution is through welldesigned 
biomonitoring studies.
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Mental health monitoring before and after 
UOG development


There should be the requirement by legislation or 
 executive mandate that states monitor the mental health 
impacts of UOG development and operations, with an 
appointed external advisory panel of health experts, and 
paid for by a dedicated commonwealth revenue source 
such as a severance tax on UOG. Research should be inte
grated with the creation of an Unconventional Natural 
Gas and Oil Development Health Registry. The proce
dural guidelines should specify not only that children be 
included in all health studies, but as a vulnerable popula
tion they should be given specific attention as President 
Clinton directed in his Executive Order 13045 to reduce 
environmental health risks and safety risks to children.


Lack of transparency and research barriers


The 2005 Energy Policy Act, exempted hydraulic fracturing 
from the Underground Injection Control program and the 
EPA is prohibited from regulating fracking under the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (1974) (7). Due to these actions, a number 
of chemicals associated with UOG are not reported to the 
public. Disclosure of chemicals is critical in understanding 
the full scope of neurological health effects for infants and 
children. In a 2011 review about the human health effects 
of the 353 chemicals used in natural gas operations (as 
identified by Chemical Abstract Service numbers), Colborn 
et  al. (1) determined that approximately 40–50% of the 
chemicals used could affect the brain and nervous system. 
However, the study was limited because of the lack of trans
parency about chemical mixtures used in the UOG process. 
The nondisclosure of these chemicals creates barriers to 
efficient research practices and contributes to the lack of 
knowledge concerning UOG and its potential health effects 
(7). Since a number of chemicals associated with UOG are 
not disclosed to the public, there exists uncertainty about 
the chemical makeup of UOG fluids. In many states, com
panies are not required to disclose information about the 
concentrations or what chemicals are used in the process 
because of trade secret protections.


Maximum contaminant levels


Researchers have reported that it is difficult to measure 
health risks from many of the compounds used in oil and 
gas development because many of them lack scientifically 
based maximum contaminant levels (7).


Review limitations considerations


This review is not exhaustive in scope. To make the review 
manageable, we focus on five particular pollutant groups 
of concern and do not discuss a number of other air and 
water pollutants that are known to cause neurodevelop
mental harm, such as cadmium and methylene chloride, 
among others. Thus, the review is not comprehensive, but 
rather representative of a major issue.


The studies we reviewed evaluated exposures in a 
variety of settings. For example, some of these studies 
assessed atmospheric and water concentrations from UOG 
operations while others assessed emissions from oil and 
gas refineries as well as urban traffic. We also examined 
exposures from some of these pollutants in both indoor 
and outdoor settings. In some cases, where literature is 
lacking, we examined studies focusing on both conven
tional and unconventional sources of oil and gas develop
ment. The relevance to exposures near UOG sites varies.


This review is not intended to provide a formal risk 
assessment that would characterize the exposure levels 
among children to our pollutants of concern. Instead, 
we review studies that measure UOG air emissions and 
atmospheric concentrations of our five pollutants catego
ries of concern.


Additionally, UOG is a recent development, and the 
most effective epidemiological studies will take a long 
time to complete. Further, there is still much that is 
unknown about neurological health effects and their rel
evance for children living near UOG areas. Though there is 
far more research than there was 5 years ago, there are still 
only a number of epidemiological studies that explore the 
associations between risk factors and health outcomes in 
people living close to UOG development.


Conclusion
We reviewed the body of evidence of whether UOG has the 
potential to increase air and water pollution in the sur
rounding communities where it takes place and result in 
neurological and developmental harm. We conclude that 
exposure to heavy metals (arsenic and manganese), par
ticulate matter, BTEX, EDCs and PAHs is linked to adverse 
neurological and developmental health effects, particu
larly in infants and children. However, the scientific lit
erature examining the direct impact of UOG development 
on children is just starting to emerge.


Studies indicate that the chemicals that are used in 
or are byproducts of UOG operations have been linked to 
serious neurodevelopmental health problems in infants, 
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children, and young adults. Early life exposure to these 
air and water pollutants has been shown to be associated 
with learning and neuropsychological deficits, neurode
velopmental disorders, and neurological birth defects, 
with potentially permanent consequences to brain health. 
More research is needed to understand the extent of these 
concerns in the context of UOG, but since UOG develop
ment has expanded rapidly in recent years, the need 
for public health prevention techniques, welldesigned 
studies, and stronger state and national regulatory stand
ards is becoming increasingly apparent.
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Comments:

identify what chemicals are being used. For example in many states in the
USA companies are NOT required to disclose information about the
concentrations of chemicals or even what chemicals are used in the process
because of trade secret protections! (Webb and Moon et. al, 2017). OPEN
AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK It is
unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to
store the toxic flowback fluid. This flowback and drilling fluid is full of
substances including heavy metals, fracking chemicals and naturally
occurring radioactive materials. Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose
a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that visits the site, including the
Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife at any
time. WASTE WATER TO BE IN OPEN DAMS - INSTEAD OF THE
RECOMMENDED CLOSED TANKS. The Pepper Report states that:
"enclosed tanks MUST be used to hold wastewater in preference to open
ponds". So it is profoundly baffling that Origin are planning to use open
dams all through the wet and dry seasons rather that storing their toxic
wastewater in enclosed tanks! This practice can easily lead to birds deaths
and also extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.
The site is in a catchment that needs to be off limits to fracking because
downstream is Lake Woods - an area of international significance for
biodiversity. TOURISM IMPACTS and TRANSPORT RISKS Origin says
they care about other impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people
living downstream from their fracking exploration activities. Plus, Origin
want to truck their toxic waste to Queensland to an undetermined site. This
is unacceptable. Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt
waste for which there is no permanent disposal solution. There are also
bushfire risks from 'flaring' of gas and other potential ignition sources. This
area is very sensitive to bushfires. REFERENCES: (Webb, E and Moon, J.
et al. (2018) 'Neurodevelopmental and neurological effects of chemicals'.
Rev Environ Health 2018; 33(1) pp 3–29 Pepper, R. (2018) Scientific
Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory 2018.
<fracking.inquiry@nt.gov.au> Thank you for considering my concerns.
Yours sincerely, David Pollock Gray, Northern Territory, 0830, Australia

Attachments:

Reviews-on-Environmental-Health-Neurodevelopmental-and-neurological-
effects-of-chemicals-associated-with-unconventional-oil-and-natural-gas-
operations-and-their-potential-effects-on-infants-and-children.pdf, type
application/pdf, 234.4 KB

Privacy:
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Pomeranz, Karen – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:25:14
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Karen Pomeranz
Sent 23/05/2019 6:25:14 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Karen Pomeranz

___________________________
This email was sent by Karen Pomeranz via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Karen provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Karen Pomeranz at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pont, Christopher – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 05:28:29
Subject Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Christopher Pont
Sent 24/05/2019 5:28:29 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP11please accept this as a submission
regarding this issue.

I ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources reject Origin Energy’s EMP and
to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted communities as well as our shared
future from climate change.
I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and
hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object to the approval of this EMP
for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
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chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Christopher Pont
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South Golden Beach, New South Wales, 2483, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Christopher Pont via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Christopher provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Christopher Pont at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pook, Kerrie – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 16:50:51
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Kerrie Pook
Sent 26/05/2019 4:50:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Kerrie Pook
Frenchs Forest, New South Wales, 2086, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kerrie Pook via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kerrie provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kerrie Pook at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Poole, Tegan – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:40:34
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Tegan Poole
Sent 23/05/2019 5:40:34 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
tegan poole

___________________________
This email was sent by tegan poole via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however tegan provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to tegan poole at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Poole-Johnson, Maggie – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 15:08:25
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Maggie Poole-Johnson
Sent 30/05/2019 3:08:25 PM

Origin's plans for fracking in the Northern Territory and its application for an exploration well
needs to be nipped in the bud. Anyone who understands the reality of climate change and the
negative impact of human activity such as fracking would have to totally reject this. It could
lead to thousands of wells dotting the landscape and continue the reckless use of fossil fuels.
As well as this, leakage from wells poses the risk of pollution of precious underground water
as well as health hazards from seepage at ground level. There is also a cocktail of chemicals
used in the fracking process, some of which have not been assessed in terms their effect on
humans. So any exploration is premature. Also finally the waste water from fracking will
according to Origin be kept in open tanks which is unsafe for humans and does not comply
with the Territorie's own requirements. Fracking is bad news and should not be allowed to go
ahead.

Maggie Poole-Johnson
*************
WA 6163
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Pope, Robin – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:44:04
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Robin Pope
Sent 29/05/2019 11:44:04 AM

I write to object to having Origin Energy's plans for fracking in the Northern Territory. The
fracking processes uses dangerous chemicals that represent a threat to human health, the
natural environment and water sources. The health and environmental risks of the dangerous
chemicals used in the fracking processes are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks.
There are serious concerns as to whether Traditional Owners have been able to provide free,
prior and informed consent to the fracking process. Please do not go ahead with this proposal!

Robin Pope
*************
VIC 3178
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Porret, Martine – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 03:38:04
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Martine Porret
Sent 30/05/2019 3:38:04 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Martine Porret

___________________________
This email was sent by Martine Porret via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Martine provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Martine Porret at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Portelli, Elizabeth – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 10:43:09
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Elizabeth Portelli
Sent 24/05/2019 10:43:09 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Portelli
Mount Waverley, Victoria, 3149, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Elizabeth Portelli via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Elizabeth provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Elizabeth Portelli at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Porter, Celeste – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 17:05:56
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Celeste Porter
Sent 27/05/2019 5:05:56 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Celeste Porter
Loxton North, South Australia, 5333, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Celeste Porter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Celeste provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Celeste Porter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Porter, Neil – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 00:26:26
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Neil Porter
Sent 28/05/2019 12:26:26 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Neil Porter
North Fremantle, Western Australia, 6159, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Neil Porter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Neil provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Neil Porter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Posch, Rhoda – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 12:24:29
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Rhoda Posch
Sent 24/05/2019 12:24:29 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Rhoda Posch
Kingsley, Western Australia, 6026, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Rhoda Posch via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Rhoda provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rhoda Posch at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pottenger1, Samuel – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 09:52:26
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Samuel Pottenger1
Sent 24/05/2019 9:52:26 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Samuel Pottenger1
Mill Park, Victoria, 3082, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Samuel Pottenger1 via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Samuel provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Samuel Pottenger1 at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Potter, Catherine – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:24:38
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Catherine Potter
Sent 29/05/2019 11:24:38 AM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

Catherine Potter
*************
NSW 2537
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Potter, Catherine – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 05:31:30
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Catherine Potter
Sent 30/05/2019 5:31:30 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Catherine Potter
Broulee, New South Wales, 2537, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Catherine Potter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Catherine provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Catherine Potter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Potter, Kim – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 20:33:38
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Kim Potter
Sent 23/05/2019 8:33:38 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Kim Potter
Tintenbar, New South Wales, 2478, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kim Potter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Kim provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kim Potter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Poulter, Vicki – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 12:20:28
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Vicki Poulter
Sent 27/05/2019 12:20:28 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Vicki Poulter
Cremorne Point, New South Wales, 2090, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Vicki Poulter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Vicki provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Vicki Poulter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pountney, Charlotte – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 11:00:20
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Charlotte Pountney
Sent 30/05/2019 11:00:20 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Charlotte Pountney
Flagstaff Hill, South Australia, 5159, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Charlotte Pountney via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Charlotte provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Charlotte Pountney at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Poutsma, Anthony – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 10:46:31
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Anthony Poutsma
Sent 30/05/2019 10:46:31 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Anthony Poutsma

___________________________
This email was sent by Anthony Poutsma via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Anthony provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Anthony Poutsma at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Powell, Lauren – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:08:04
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lauren Powell
Sent 29/05/2019 11:08:04 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Lauren Powell
Pullenvale, Queensland, 4069, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Lauren Powell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Lauren provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lauren Powell at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Powell, Vernon – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 19:52:33
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Vernon Powell
Sent 28/05/2019 7:52:33 PM

Dear NT Government. Water is the planet’s most precious commodity. Ancient water is even
more so and the aquifers it fills are the life blood of agriculture, environment and even human
life, in remote Australia. To poison those water sources for the sake of dollars now is
ludicrous. To produce a carbon based fuel to accelerate the destruction of the planet, says “we
don’t give a damn about our future generations”. Do you really want to go down in history as
the clowns who helped destroy our beautiful part of the world? Because. That is how history
will see you.

Vernon Powell
*************
TAS 7005
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Powell, Zalia – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 09:40:09
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Zalia Powell
Sent 30/05/2019 9:40:09 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Zalia Powell
Glenview, Queensland, 4553, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Zalia Powell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Zalia provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Zalia Powell at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Power, Clare – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 17:23:59
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Clare Power
Sent 24/05/2019 5:23:59 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Clare Power
• Katoomba New South Wales, 2780, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Clare Power via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Clare provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Clare Power at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Power, Kate – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 14:07:34
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Kate Power
Sent 29/05/2019 2:07:34 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Kate Power
Wavell Heights, Queensland, 4012, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kate Power via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kate provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Kate Power at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Power, Leah – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 14:49:29
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Leah Power
Sent 24/05/2019 2:49:29 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Leah Power
Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Leah Power via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Leah provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Leah Power at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Power, Len – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:52:11
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Len Power
Sent 28/05/2019 6:52:11 PM

Dear NT Government Evaluation Committee,

Origin wishes to start fracking in the Northern Territory from possibly June. Can you not
approve the Environmental approval for an exploration well, as this is traditional land and
there is opposition to this in other states, why is NT so different?

If this exploration well finds gas, or worse oil and gas, it could mean the start of Australia's
first land-based shale oil and gas field, where every well would need to be fracked. It would
be a climate disaster, destroying country and water.

An independent inquiry into fracking in the Northern Territory found Aboriginal communities
overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land, but Origin is pushing ahead with their
fracking plans.

We implore your Government to consider this wisely and disapprove short term jeopardy with
long term uncertainty.

Yours sincerely,

Len Power
M. ********* 760.

Len Power
*************
NSW 2094
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Power, Michael – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 09:28:20
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Michael Power
Sent 29/05/2019 9:28:20 AM

Keeping it brief, there are now well-documented alternatives to the energy that can be
obtained from gas which these don't compromise water supplies and threaten to contribute
higher per kilojoule rates of carbon emissions to the atmostphere.

Michael Power
*************
NSW 2026
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Power, Veronica – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 13:16:32
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Veronica Power
Sent 24/05/2019 1:16:32 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects. One has only to look to
the USA for fracking impacts on local community members, with major new cancer clusters
appearing in schools in fracking regions in Pennsylvania to see the health risks associated
with fracking.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
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Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

While I don't live near the Kyalla frack site, I believe Australian residents have a communal
responsibility to work together to protect the health and well-being of each other and our
environment. Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Veronica Power
Glenview, Queensland, 4553, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Veronica Power via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Veronica provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Veronica Power at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prangnell, Myles – Sunday, 26 May 2019 – 09:27:38
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Myles Prangnell
Sent 26/05/2019 9:27:38 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Myles Prangnell
Hillgrove, New South Wales, 2650, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Myles Prangnell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Myles provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Myles Prangnell at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prapas, Diana – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 11:00:38
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Diana Prapas
Sent 29/05/2019 11:00:38 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Diana Prapas
Malvern East, Victoria, 3145, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Diana Prapas via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Diana provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Diana Prapas at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pratley, Dean – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 10:50:25
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Dean Pratley
Sent 25/05/2019 10:50:25 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Dean Pratley
Toowong, Queensland, 4066, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Dean Pratley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Dean provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Dean Pratley at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pratt, John – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 04:38:44
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From John Pratt
Sent 24/05/2019 4:38:44 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
John Pratt

___________________________
This email was sent by John Pratt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
John provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to John Pratt at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pratt, Linda – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 18:24:51
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Linda Pratt
Sent 24/05/2019 6:24:51 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Linda Pratt
Dulwich Hill, New South Wales, 2203, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Pratt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Linda provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Linda Pratt at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pratten, Anne – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 20:32:51
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Anne Pratten
Sent 29/05/2019 8:32:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Anne Pratten

___________________________
This email was sent by Anne Pratten via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Anne provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Anne Pratten at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Preciado, Jimmy – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 08:14:57
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Jimmy Preciado
Sent 29/05/2019 8:14:57 AM

Dear NT Government.

Water is more important than gas, fracking is not a practice with a great environmental safety
record, any damage caused to aquifers and pollution to drinking water sources is
IRREVERSIBLE!

Regards,

Jimmy.

Jimmy Preciado
*************
NSW 2042
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Prem, Kushala – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 16:47:56
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Kushala Prem
Sent 24/05/2019 4:47:56 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Kushala Prem
Ferny Creek, Victoria, 3786, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kushala Prem via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kushala provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kushala Prem at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prendergast, Luke – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:37:34
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Luke Prendergast
Sent 29/05/2019 3:37:34 PM

Fracking is a dangerous practice that poisons groundwater. It's an environmental crime.

Luke Prendergast
*************
VIC 3121
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Preshaw, Simon – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 08:39:16
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Simon Preshaw
Sent 27/05/2019 8:39:16 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Simon Preshaw
Stanwell Park, New South Wales, 2508, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Simon Preshaw via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Simon provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Simon Preshaw at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Press, Fiona – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:33:49
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Fiona Press
Sent 23/05/2019 5:33:49 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Fiona Press
Yarramalong, New South Wales, 2259, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Fiona Press via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Fiona provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Fiona Press at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Price, Alex – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 20:33:30
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Alex Price
Sent 24/05/2019 8:33:30 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Alex Price
Northcote, Victoria, 3070, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Alex Price via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Alex provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Alex Price at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Price, Aran – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 18:46:18
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Aran Price
Sent 23/05/2019 6:46:18 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change

I have worked for over a decade as a tour guide showing Australian and international visitors
the unique but fragile wilderness in Central Australia. This shows me the incredible value of
fresh water and to frack it for short term gain is abhorrent

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned. I strongly object to the approval of
this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
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Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml
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[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Aran Price
Sadadeen, Northern Territory, 0870, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Aran Price via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Aran provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO
field.

Please reply to Aran Price at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Price, Linda – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 09:25:45
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Linda Price
Sent 29/05/2019 9:25:45 AM

Fracking will pollute our precious water supplies and endanger the lives of people and
animals.

ite your submission here - use our talking points to guide your submission.

Linda Price
*************
QLD 4870
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Price, Liz – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 11:22:31
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Liz Price
Sent 30/05/2019 11:22:31 AM

I object to this cracking project, which opens the way for others to follow. This project does
not contribute to the transition to renewables in Australia. Evidence would suggest that
indigenous peoples who are the custodians of the lands involved have not given informed
consent to the project. In the face of these issues any approval of this project should require it
to meet international best practice standards in its environmental protection features, with
open storage of contaminated water being far from these standards.

Liz Price
*************
QLD 4105
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Price, Sarah – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 09:55:10
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Sarah Price
Sent 27/05/2019 9:55:10 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Sarah Price
Darwin DC, Northern Territory, 0820, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sarah Price via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sarah provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sarah Price at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Priddle, David – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 12:25:02
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From David Priddle
Sent 25/05/2019 12:25:02 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
David Priddle
Kelvin Grove, Queensland, 4059, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by David Priddle via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however David provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to David Priddle at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Priest, Gabrielle – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 19:36:19
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Gabrielle Priest
Sent 30/05/2019 7:36:19 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Gabrielle Priest
Sturt, South Australia, 5047, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Gabrielle Priest via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Gabrielle provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Gabrielle Priest at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prikulis, Kai – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 18:03:54
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Kai Prikulis
Sent 27/05/2019 6:03:54 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Kai Prikulis
Booyong, New South Wales, 2480, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kai Prikulis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kai provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Kai Prikulis at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prince, Jon – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 17:09:35
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Jon Prince
Sent 27/05/2019 5:09:35 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Jon Prince
Nightcliff, Northern Territory, 0810, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Jon Prince via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Jon provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jon Prince at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prior, Lynne – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 02:47:11
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT protect our wildlife and groundwater
From Lynne Prior
Sent 25/05/2019 2:47:11 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Lynne Prior
Butler, Western Australia, 6036, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Lynne Prior via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Lynne provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lynne Prior at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prior, Lynne – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:49:00
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Lynne Prior
Sent 29/05/2019 12:49:00 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Lynne Prior

___________________________
This email was sent by Lynne Prior via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Lynne provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Lynne Prior at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prisk, Mairi – Thursday, 30 May 2019 – 14:33:55
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Mairi Prisk
Sent 30/05/2019 2:33:55 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Mairi Prisk
Baulkham Hills, New South Wales, 2153, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Mairi Prisk via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Mairi provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Mairi Prisk at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pritchard, Elizabeth – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:54:53
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Elizabeth Pritchard
Sent 23/05/2019 5:54:53 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Pritchard

___________________________
This email was sent by Elizabeth Pritchard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Elizabeth provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Elizabeth Pritchard at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pritchard, Jeanean – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 17:37:43
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Jeanean Pritchard
Sent 23/05/2019 5:37:43 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the plan to to allow companies to frack for gas.

I urge the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to outright reject Origin
Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of impacted communities as
well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, and a customer of Origin Energy, I am deeply concerned
about the risks associated with Origin Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in
the Northern Territory. I strongly object to the approval of this EMP for the following
reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Jeanean Pritchard

___________________________
This email was sent by Jeanean Pritchard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Jeanean provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Jeanean Pritchard at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pritchard, Melissa – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 13:28:21
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Melissa Pritchard
Sent 27/05/2019 1:28:21 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Melissa Pritchard
Tylden South, Victoria, 3444, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Melissa Pritchard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Melissa provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Melissa Pritchard at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pritchard, Robyn – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 20:18:40
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Robyn Pritchard
Sent 24/05/2019 8:18:40 PM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Robyn Pritchard
Lake Macquarie, New South Wales, 2283, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Robyn Pritchard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Robyn provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Robyn Pritchard at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Procter, Nicki – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 17:41:31
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Nicki Procter
Sent 29/05/2019 5:41:31 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Nicki Procter

___________________________
This email was sent by Nicki Procter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Nicki provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Nicki Procter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pronkhorst, Kfir – Friday, 24 May 2019 – 11:10:02
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Kfir Pronkhorst
Sent 24/05/2019 11:10:02 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Kfir Pronkhorst
White Gums, Northern Territory, 0870, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kfir Pronkhorst via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Kfir provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kfir Pronkhorst at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Prowse, Steven – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:31:01
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Steven Prowse
Sent 29/05/2019 3:31:01 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Steven Prowse

___________________________
This email was sent by Steven Prowse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Steven provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Steven Prowse at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pryor, Philip – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 18:36:50
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Philip Pryor
Sent 28/05/2019 6:36:50 PM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to guide your submission.

Philip Pryor
*************
NSW 2074
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Pryor, Reima – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:50:18
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Reima Pryor
Sent 29/05/2019 12:50:18 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Reima Pryor
Nunawading, Victoria, 3131, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Reima Pryor via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Reima provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Reima Pryor at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pryse, Ann – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 22:44:40
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Ann Pryse
Sent 27/05/2019 10:44:40 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Ann Pryse

___________________________
This email was sent by Ann Pryse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we have
set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************, however
Ann provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Ann Pryse at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pryse, Rhiannon – Thursday, 23 May 2019 – 19:17:45
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Rhiannon Pryse
Sent 23/05/2019 7:17:45 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Rhiannon Pryse

___________________________
This email was sent by Rhiannon Pryse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Rhiannon provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Rhiannon Pryse at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Puchert, Martin – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 20:39:37
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From Martin Puchert
Sent 28/05/2019 8:39:37 PM

This project is a threat to our safe climate future.
Origin's exploration well has the potential to lead to further development of Northern
Territory's unconventional gas industry, which NT government sources have said could mean
over 6000 gas wells. The gas industries' peak body, the Australian Petroleum Production and
Exploration Association, has said there are over 200 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Northern
Territory. We simply cannot afford such a climate disaster.

Martin Puchert
*************
NSW 2204
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Pugh, Harry – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 09:55:55
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Harry Pugh
Sent 25/05/2019 9:55:55 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Harry Pugh

___________________________
This email was sent by Harry Pugh via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Harry provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Harry Pugh at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pulie, Robert – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 22:07:42
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Robert Pulie
Sent 28/05/2019 10:07:42 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to reject
Origin Energy’s EMP because if implemented it will not protect the land, water, health nor
well-being of communities in the Northern Territory, but it will threaten the viability of our
shared future by contributing to the carbon emissions causing the dangerous impacts of
climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
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Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.

4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml
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[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf

Yours sincerely,
Robert Pulie
Chippendale, New South Wales, 2008, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Robert Pulie via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Robert provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Robert Pulie at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Pulling, Sarah – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 10:54:08
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sarah Pulling
Sent 29/05/2019 10:54:08 AM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sarah Pulling
Port Kembla, New South Wales, 2505, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sarah Pulling via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sarah provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sarah Pulling at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Punter, Paul – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:03:51
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Paul Punter
Sent 29/05/2019 3:03:51 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Paul Punter
Landsdale, Western Australia, 6065, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Paul Punter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Paul provided an email address (*************) which we included in the REPLY-
TO field.

Please reply to Paul Punter at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Purcell, Sarah – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 15:44:26
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sarah Purcell
Sent 29/05/2019 3:44:26 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sarah Purcell
Woodend, Queensland, 4305, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sarah Purcell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sarah provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sarah Purcell at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Purdue, Sophie – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 22:19:01
Subject Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
From Sophie Purdue
Sent 29/05/2019 10:19:01 PM

To whom it may concern at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

Re: Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the Kyalla
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission regarding this issue.

I write this submission to ask the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
outright reject Origin Energy’s EMP to protect the land, water, health and wellbeing of
impacted communities as well as our shared future from climate change.

As a member of the community, I am deeply concerned about the risks associated with Origin
Energy’s plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the Northern Territory. I strongly object
to the approval of this EMP for the following reasons:

1. Approval of this EMP will lead to irreversible climate change impacts for people of the
Northern Territory and beyond. The Northern Territory is already experiencing the impacts of
climate change, and is predicted to be one of the most severely impacted if emissions are not
rapidly reduced [1]. Remote Aboriginal communities across the NT feel this first and worst:
extreme heat waves, water shortages and more extreme flooding could force many Aboriginal
people to move off their country. Approving this EMP, one of nine exploration wells, would
signal the Beetaloo Basin as "open for business" to the expansion of the gas industry,
potentially leading to emissions 20 times Australia's total current annual emissions [2]. This
would pose a serious climate change threat to communities across the NT and beyond.

2. Storage of wastewater in open air tanks poses unacceptable risks and is incompatible with
the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory (Inquiry)
recommendation 7.12 that stated “enclosed tanks must be used to hold all wastewater.” [3]
Climate change means that seasons and weather patterns are changing, particularly across the
NT in relation to wet season (Oct 2018 to April 2019 was the driest wet season since 1992
and the hottest wet season on record) [4]. This means that there can be big storms out of
season, and having open tanks with fracking wastewater (at any time of the year) would put
drinking water, wildlife and health of community members and children at risk, including
communities up and downstream.

3. Origin Energy have failed to appropriately consult with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal
people and impacted communities. A report from the Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (UTS) found that most, if not all, exploration permits issued in the
Northern Territory (including Origin Energy) for unconventional gas were issued in the
absence of Free, Prior and Informed Consent from Traditional Owners [5]. Furthermore, the
Inquiry found that Aboriginal communities overwhelmingly opposed fracking on their land.
The findings from the UTS report suggest reasons for concerns regarding all of Origin
Energy’s consultation practices, including consultation regarding this Environmental
Management Plan with all Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate
cultural authorities for the areas impacted both directly and indirectly.
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4. The use of dangerous chemicals poses huge risks to the environment, water and community
health and are exacerbated by the use of open storage tanks. There are some really concerning
chemicals that Origin Energy plans to use down well and store on-site over the dry and wet
seasons. This means that the chemicals will not only be used down the well in the high
pressure fracking process, but will also pose a risk at the surface when in open storage as
flowback fluid.

For these reasons, any plans for drilling and hydraulic fracturing, including exploration,
should not be allowed to go ahead under any circumstances.

Below are a list of my recommendations:

1. The DENR should take a precautionary approach to the cumulative climate impacts of this
exploration well - knowing the risk of the expansion of the gas industry in the Northern
Territory will have dangerous and irreversible impacts on our climate in a time when we need
to rapidly decarbonise the global economy and energy system.

2. All waste water should be held in enclosed tanks at all times.

3. We request that additional time, including a consultation period and process, is allowed for
Traditional Owners, Aboriginal communities and appropriate cultural authorities for the areas
directly and indirectly impacted by this EMP to consider this information and be given a fair
chance to ask questions and respond.

4. All chemicals must be adequately health tested before being used in any fracking processes.
They should also require companies to publicly disclose the identities and Chemical Abstracts
Service numbers of chemicals that are manufactured commercially, and identify oil and gas
wells in which the chemicals are used.

I write this submission in support of many Aboriginal communities across the Northern
Territory, primarily within the Beetaloo region, who are concerned about the potential
damages that fracking could cause to water, to country, to songlines as well as the long term
effects of climate change.

I wait with serious concern for your response to these matters.

[1] The Australia Institute ”Cooked with gas” 2018
http://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P510%20Cooked%20with%20gas%20-
%20Darwin%20days%20over%2035C%20FINAL.pdf

[2] The Australia Institute ”NT gas compared to coal-fired power plants”
http://www.tai.org.au/content/nt-gas-compared-coal-fired-power-plants

[3] Final Report of the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory
2018 https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports?a=494286

[4] Bureau of Meteorology “Seasonal Climate Summary for Northern Territory”
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/season/nt/summary.shtml

[5] Jumbunna Institute for Education and Research “Hydraulic Fracturing and Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Northern Territory: A Literature Review ”https://accr.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Jumbunna-FPIC-review-final.pdf
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Yours sincerely,
Sophie Purdue
Northcote, Victoria, 3070, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Sophie Purdue via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Sophie provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Sophie Purdue at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Purton-Long, Amy – Monday, 27 May 2019 – 08:12:03
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Amy Purton-Long
Sent 27/05/2019 8:12:03 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am a disability support worker about to move to Alice Springs. I have been following the
campaign against fracking in the NT and have decided to put my voice forward in opposing
fracking and fracking exploration. I’m particularly concerned about the disregard shown to
the objections of Aboriginal people to fracking in various communities. The negative impacts
of fracking are well-documented, and in a country as arid as Australia I’m astounded that the
NT government could risk the scarce water supply by inviting corporations to pollute the
groundwater with chemicals.

In this instance, I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan
submitted by Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available. The
government is being wilfully ignorant and gambling with our health if they allow corporations
like Origin to use unspecified cocktails of chemicals without investigation.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.
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TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS

This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Amy Purton-Long

___________________________
This email was sent by Amy Purton-Long via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC
3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at
*************, however Amy provided an email address (*************) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Amy Purton-Long at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Purvis, Kath – Saturday, 25 May 2019 – 09:02:21
Subject Objection to Origin’s Kyalla frack site in the NT
From Kath Purvis
Sent 25/05/2019 9:02:21 AM

Dear Onshore Gas division,

I am writing to express my objection to the Environmental Management Plan submitted by
Origin Energy for the Kyalla frack site in the Northern Territory.

My key concerns with this plan are outlined below.

FRACKING SUBSTANCES ARE POISON

The fracking chemicals Origin plans to use are harmful to health. The list of substances
Origin want to use have known health impacts. An independent review of the substances
shows they are linked to: acute toxicity, respiratory irritation, tissue damage, burns, and
cancer. Some are very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects.

Plus there are ‘trade name’ fracking chemicals that do not have any health data available.

OPEN AIR WASTEWATER TANKS POSE UNACCEPTABLE RISK

It is unacceptable that Origin would use open air wastewater dams or ‘tanks’ to store the toxic
flowback fluid.

This flowback and drilling fluid is full of nasties including heavy metals, fracking chemicals
and naturally occurring radioactive materials.

Evaporation pits and open toxic tanks pose a risk to the incredible threatened birdlife that
visits the site, including the Gouldian Finch, and should not be open and accessible to birdlife
at any time.

WET SEASON RISKS WITH WASTE ON SITE

It is deeply concerning that instead of storing toxic wastewater in enclosed tanks, Origin are
planning open dams all through the wet and dry seasons. Not only could this kill birds, but
extreme weather events could cause downstream pollution impacts.

Origin’s site is upstream of Lake Woods, a place of international significance for biodiversity.
The catchment should be off limits to fracking.

TRANSPORT RISKS AND TOURISM IMPACTS

Origin says they care about cumulative impacts, but have failed to talk to tourism operators
about the risks of increased traffic on the Stuart Highway, or to people living downstream
from their fracking exploration activities.

Plus, Origin want to dump on Queensland and truck the toxic waste to an undetermined site.
Already Queensland has millions of tonnes of toxic salt waste that there is no permanent
disposal solution for. This is unacceptable.

BUSHFIRE RISKS AND TOTAL FIRE BAN DAYS
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This area is sensitive to bushfires. Rural Fire Brigades have been calling for gas companies to
stop ignition sources and flaring on total fire ban days. Origin must be made to stop all flaring
on total fire ban days.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Yours sincerely,
Kath Purvis
Adamstown, New South Wales, 2289, Australia

___________________________
This email was sent by Kath Purvis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact
you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol FC 3834 we
have set the FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at *************,
however Kath provided an email address (*************) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.

Please reply to Kath Purvis at *************.

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol FC 3834 visit: www.rfc-base.org/rfc-3834.html
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Putnam, David – Tuesday, 28 May 2019 – 20:05:39
Subject Objection to Origin Energy’s Environmental Management Plan for the Kyalla Drilling

and Hydraulic Fracturing 2019 Program EP117 N2
From David Putnam
Sent 28/05/2019 8:05:39 PM

Write your submission here - use our talking points to the left to guide your submission.

David Putnam
*************
NSW 2033
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Pynenburg, Lou – Wednesday, 29 May 2019 – 12:49:16
Subject loup@westnet.com.au
From Lou Pynenburg
Sent 29/05/2019 12:49:16 PM

Again!! Politics and big money get their way! Shame shame!

Lou Pynenburg
*************
WA 6169
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